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Abstract
In this PhD thesis we use gravitational lens systems in which a galaxy produces mul-
tiple images of a distant quasar to study the properties of both the unresolved structure
of the lensed quasar and the mass distribution in the gravitational lens.
First, we estimate the size and the logarithmic slope of the temperature profile in the
accretion disk of the lensed quasar Q 2237+0305 using a method that is independent of
the component velocities, based on six epochs of multi-wavelength narrowband images
from the Nordic Optical Telescope. For each pair of lensed images and each photomet-
ric band, we determine the microlensing amplitude and chromaticity using pre-existing
mid-IR photometry to define the baseline for no microlensing magnification. A statistical
comparison of the combined microlensing data (6 epochs ⇥ 5 narrow bands ⇥ 6 image
pairs) with simulations based on microlensing magnification maps gives Bayesian esti-
mates for the half-light radius of R1/2 = 8.5
+7.5
 4.0
phMi/0.3M  light-days at  rest = 1736
A˚, and p = 0.95±0.33 for the exponent of the logarithmic temperature profile T / R 1/p.
This size estimate is in good agreement with most recent studies. Other works based on
the study of single microlensing events predict smaller sizes, but could be statistically
biased by focusing on high-magnification events.
Then, we present new mid-IR observations of this quadruply lensed quasar taken with
CanariCam on the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC). Mid-IR emission by hot dust, unlike
the optical and near-IR emission from the accretion disk, is una↵ected by the interstellar
medium (extinction/scattering) or stellar microlensing. We compare these “true” ratios
to the same optical/near-IR (stellar) microlensed flux ratios observed before to recalculate
the structure of the quasar accretion disk. This time we find a half-light radius of R1/2 =
3.4+5.3 2.1
phMi/0.3M  light-days, and an exponent for the temperature profile R /  p
of p = 0.79 ± 0.55, where p = 4/3 for a standard thin-disk model. If we assume that
the di↵erences in the mid-IR flux ratios measured over the years are due to microlensing
variability, we find a lower limit for the size of the mid-IR emitting region of R1/2 &
200
phMi/0.3M  light-days. We also test for the presence of substructure/satellites
by comparing the observed mid-IR flux ratios with those predicted from smooth lens
models. We can explain the di↵erences if the surface density fraction in satellites near the
lensed images is ↵ = 0.033+0.046 0.019 for a singular isothermal ellipsoid plus external shear mass
model or ↵ = 0.013+0.019 0.008 for a mass model combining ellipsoidal NFW and de Vaucouleurs
profiles in an external shear.
Next, we show Very Large Array detections of radio emission in four other quadruply
lensed quasars: HS 0810+2554, RX J0911+0511, HE 0435 1223 and SDSS J0924+0219,
and extended Multi-Element Remote Linked Interferometer (e-MERLIN) observations
of two of the systems. The first three are detected at a high level of significance, and
SDSS J0924+0219 is detected. HS 0810+2554 is resolved, allowing us for the first time
to achieve 10-mas resolution of the source frame in the structure of a radio quiet quasar.
The others are unresolved or marginally resolved. All four objects are among the faintest
radio sources yet detected, with intrinsic flux densities in the range 1–5µJy; such radio
objects, if unlensed, will only be observable routinely with the Square Kilometre Array.
The observations of HS 0810+2554, which is also detected with e-MERLIN, strongly
suggest the presence of a mini-AGN, with a radio core and milliarcsecond scale jet. The
flux densities of the lensed images in all but HE 0435 1223 are consistent with smooth
galaxy lens models without the requirement for smaller-scale substructure in the model,
although some interesting anomalies are seen between optical and radio flux densities.
These are probably due to microlensing e↵ects in the optical.
Finally, we compile a sample of 13 gravitational lens systems with quadruply imaged
quasars with observed flux ratios in mid-infrared, radio or spectral narrow lines. We use
their flux ratio anomalies to estimate the amount of substructure in the dark matter halo
of lens galaxies. We assume that the smooth gravitational potential of the galaxies is
well modeled by a Singular Isothermal Ellipsoid (SIE) plus external shear ( ) along with
an additional Singular Isothermal Sphere (SIS) in some cases, and that the cause of the
flux ratio anomalies is dark matter subhalos described by pseudo-Ja↵e density profiles.
After excluding 5 of the systems from the analysis due to various concerns, our Bayesian
estimate for the Einstein radius of the subhalos (as a fraction of the Einstein radius of
their corresponding lens galaxy) is b = 0.0003+0.0005 0.0002, and their abundance (as a fraction
of the total surface density of the lens galaxy at the image positions) is ↵ = 0.075+0.030 0.021.
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Resumen
Introduccio´n
El efecto de lente gravitacional es la desviacio´n que una acumulacio´n de masa provoca en
los rayos de luz debido a la curvatura que e´sta crea en el espacio-tiempo. Este feno´meno
es puramente gravitacional, y debido a ello se ha convertido en una de las principales
herramientas en astrof´ısica para analizar efectos causados u´nicamente por la interaccio´n
gravitatoria, sin depender de suposiciones sobre los mecanismos con los que un objeto
emite la luz que observamos. Esto nos permite estudiar la materia oscura, un tipo de
materia abundante en el Universo pero de naturaleza au´n desconocida, y que no parece
interaccionar de otra forma que no sea la gravedad. Adema´s, la distorsio´n que las lentes
gravitacionales producen en las ima´genes de objetos lejanos hace que en muchos casos
nos llegue ma´s luz de e´stos, de modo que hacen visibles objetos tenues y galaxias tan
distantes que de otra forma ser´ıan indetectables con la tecnolog´ıa actual. Estas magni-
ficaciones del brillo del objeto que actu´a como fuente de luz tras la lente dependen de
forma tan precisa del alineamiento concreto de ambos, que incluso el efecto gravitacional
de estrellas individuales es apreciable en algunos sistemas. Este feno´meno ha permitido
analizar la estructura de las regiones centrales de los qua´sares, objetos muy brillantes
pero extremadamente lejanos, cuando las estrellas de una galaxia lente se interponen en
el camino que su luz sigue hasta llegar a nosotros.
Cuando una galaxia se situ´a frente a una fuente de luz puntual, el efecto lente suele
crear dos o cuatro ima´genes de la misma, y la posicio´n y la magnificacio´n de cada una de
ellas dependera´ de la distribucio´n concreta de masa en la lente gravitacional (siendo los
flujos resultantes de cada imagen ma´s sensibles a e´sta que sus posiciones). Estos casos en
los que podemos distinguir las distintas ima´genes individuales creadas por la lente se co-
nocen como macrolensing. Hay otras situaciones en las que las lentes tienen una masa muy
baja, y las ima´genes resultantes tienen tan poca separacio´n entre s´ı que no somos capaces
de distinguirlas. En estos casos, conocidos como microlensing, vemos so´lo que la fuente
puntual ha cambiado de brillo a lo largo del tiempo (si la observamos con regularidad) o
que su imagen tiene una luminosidad que no cuadrar´ıa con lo que sabemos del objeto si
no hubiese microlentes afecta´ndola. Adema´s, la magnitud del microlensing depende del
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taman˜o de la fuente y, si e´ste es distinto en diferentes longitudes de onda, tiene lugar el
feno´meno conocido como microlensing croma´tico. En el caso de una distribucio´n de lentes
afectando al brillo de una fuente, como la magnificacio´n que sufre una regio´n determinada
depende mucho de su posicio´n concreta respecto de las lentes, una fuente extensa puede
tener partes de su superficie ma´s magnificadas que otras. Si nuestra resolucio´n so´lo nos
permite medir cambios en el brillo total de la fuente extensa debido a que no distinguimos
su estructura, los cambios observados estara´n amortiguados respecto a los que sufrir´ıa una
fuente verdaderamente puntual. Por tanto, este feno´meno puede utilizarse para estimar
el taman˜o del objeto que sufre el efecto lente aunque lo veamos so´lo como un punto de luz.
Un tipo de fuente puntual muy u´til en estudios con lentes gravitacionales son los
qua´sares, objetos muy brillantes y muy lejanos que emiten luz en un gran abanico de lon-
gitudes de onda. Son nu´cleos de galaxias en los que un agujero negro supermasivo esta´ en
el proceso de acretar materia, y la acelera a tales velocidades cuando se adentra en el
potencial gravitatorio que se forma un disco de gas extremadamente caliente. E´ste emite
rayos X en su parte ma´s interna, y luz ultravioleta y visible conforme su temperatura
desciende hacia el exterior. Es de este disco (de so´lo unos d´ıas luz de radio) de donde
proviene la mayor parte de la energ´ıa del qua´sar, que adema´s produce efectos observables
en la materia a su alrededor. En la zona que rodea al disco se situ´an nubes de gas con
un espectro de emisio´n con l´ıneas muy ensanchadas debido al efecto Doppler, y ma´s alla´,
cuando la temperatura ha descendido lo suficiente como para no sublimarlo, suele haber
una gran acumulacio´n de polvo en forma de toroide rodeando el centro, que emite luz en
el infrarrojo medio debido a su temperatura templada. Por el hueco central del toroide
surge una regio´n bico´nica de gas a baja presio´n ionizado por la fuente central, y que
emite l´ıneas espectrales estrechas en el visible e infrarrojo cercano. En torno al 10% de
los qua´sares tambie´n poseen chorros relativistas de materia que surgen de la zona ma´s
cercana al agujero negro, y que son detectables por su gran emisio´n en ondas de radio.
Esta diversidad de regiones y mecanismos de emisio´n permite, eligiendo la longitud de
onda en la que observar el sistema, aprovechar el microlensing croma´tico para estudiar su
zona central o bien eliminar el efecto de las estrellas individuales de la galaxia lente a la
hora de analizar su distribucio´n de masa.
Esta posibilidad permite a su vez utilizar este tipo de sistemas, con una galaxia lente
produciendo ima´genes mu´ltiples de un qua´sar, para estudiar la distribucio´n de la materia
oscura en esas galaxias. Los modelos que ma´s se ajustan a las observaciones son los de
materia oscura fr´ıa (cold dark matter, CDM), en los que la materia que la compone se
mueve a velocidades no relativistas. No obstante, en las simulaciones con CDM los halos de
materia oscura de las galaxias se forman a partir de numerosos subhalos de menor masa,
y en ellas en torno a un 10% de la masa total permanece en subhalos que sobreviven a los
efectos de marea. Esto corresponde a cifras de cientos o miles de subhalos por galaxia, y en
cambio el nu´mero de galaxias sate´lite observadas es much´ısimo menor (apenas un par de
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docenas en torno a la Vı´a La´ctea). Dichos subhalos podr´ıan o bien no existir, necesitando
revisiones en la teor´ıa o simulacio´n, o existir pero haber sido vaciados de materia bario´nica
por algu´n proceso que haya hecho que permanezcan oscuros. La sensibilidad del efecto de
lente gravitacional a la distribucio´n de masa en la galaxia lente podr´ıa dar respuesta a este
problema si se analizan con detenimiento los cocientes de flujo de las ima´genes mu´ltiples
del qua´sar, y el perfil de masa para la galaxia sin subhalos esta´ bien reconstruido.
Cap´ıtulo 2
El disco de acrecio´n de un qua´sar esta´ ma´s caliente en su zona central y menos hacia el
exterior, de modo que la mayor intensidad de su emisio´n tendra´ lugar en longitudes de
onda ma´s largas a radios mayores. Esto hace que el disco presente un taman˜o aparente
distinto al ser observado en diferentes longitudes de onda y, por tanto, la presencia de
microlensing croma´tico en un sistema en el que las ima´genes del qua´sar se ven afectadas
por las estrellas de la galaxia lente permite estimar tanto el taman˜o del disco como el
exponente logar´ıtmico de su perfil de temperatura.
Un sistema ideal para este tipo de estudio es Q 2237+0305, la Cruz de Einstein. Debido
a su cercan´ıa, posee una mayor velocidad angular relativa entre lente y fuente, se forman
cuatro ima´genes del qua´sar a trave´s del bulbo de la galaxia lente donde la densidad de
estrellas es alta, y hay un retardo temporal muy bajo entre la luz que nos llega de cada
imagen, que hace innecesario corregirlo para eliminar la variabilidad intr´ınseca del qua´sar
en los datos. En este trabajo se utilizan observaciones de este sistema con filtros estrechos
en el o´ptico e infrarrojo cercano tomadas en el Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) en La
Palma en seis e´pocas diferentes entre 2003 y 2007, que muestran variaciones debidas al
microlensing y distintas en cada longitud de onda.
Para realizar los ca´lculos, primero se genera un ‘mapa de magnificacio´n’ para cada
imagen del qua´sar, que muestra la magnificacio´n que sufrir´ıa una fuente puntual en cada
una de las posiciones de una regio´n afectada por microlensing debido a las estrellas de la
galaxia. Despue´s, se convolucionan los mapas con el perfil de brillo del disco correspondien-
te a los valores que se quieren evaluar de sus para´metros (se realiza una convolucio´n por
cada valor del taman˜o aparente del disco en cada longitud de onda). Luego, se seleccionan
posiciones aleatorias en cada mapa, se calculan las magnificaciones por microlensing que
predicen, y se comparan con las observaciones. Repitiendo millones de veces para cada
conjunto de para´metros esta comparacio´n con las observaciones de la prediccio´n teo´rica
de las diferencias de brillo entre posiciones aleatorias en cada uno de los cuatro mapas,
se obtiene la distribucio´n de probabilidad para el taman˜o y el perfil de temperaturas en
cada modelo del disco. El taman˜o del disco var´ıa con la longitud de onda mediante la
relacio´n rs( 2) = ( 2/ 1)prs( 1), donde rs es su radio de escala y depende del modelo
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entre los tres utilizados: un perfil gaussiano, I(R) / exp( R2/2r2s); el modelo de disco
delgado, I(R) /  exp ⇥(R/rs)1/p⇤  1  1; y un h´ıbrido, I(R) /  exp ⇥(R/rs)3/4⇤  1  1.
Si se escoge en su lugar el radio efectivo R1/2, es decir, el radio al cual se emite la mitad
de la luminosidad total, las predicciones por microlensing deber´ıan ser parecidas para los
tres. Para separar que´ parte de las diferencias de brillo entre distintas ima´genes del qua´sar
ser´ıa causada por el microlensing y cua´l por el macrolensing, se utilizan medidas de los
cocientes de flujo en infrarrojo medio de la literatura, que no se ver´ıa afectado por la
extincio´n en el medio interestelar, y al provenir del toroide de polvo deber´ıa ser inmune
al microlensing debido a su gran taman˜o.
Para la longitud de onda  1 = 1736 A˚, las estimaciones del taman˜o para los tres mode-
los (gaussiano, h´ıbrido y disco delgado) son, respectivamente,R1/2 = (8,3
+11,8
 4,8 , 9,0
+8,4
 4,4, 8,5
+7,5
 4,0)phMi/0,3M  d´ıas luz, donde M es la masa de las microlentes. Como se esperaba, son
muy similares entre s´ı, y adema´s consistentes con estimaciones previas, que son a su vez
mayores que la prediccio´n teo´rica para el modelo de disco delgado. Para el exponente del
perfil de temperaturas se obtiene p = 1,0±0,3 para los modelos h´ıbrido y de disco delgado
mientras que para el gaussiano es ma´s pronunciado, con p = 0,7±0,3. No obstante, ambas
medidas son consistentes dentro de la incertidumbre, y los dos primeros esta´n pro´ximos
a la prediccio´n teo´rica de p = 4/3 para el modelo de disco delgado esta´ndar.
Cap´ıtulo 3
Dada la importancia de los flujos en infrarrojo medio para determinar la distribucio´n
de la masa en una lente gravitacional al no verse afectados por microlensing de las es-
trellas o extincio´n por el medio interestelar, realizamos nuevas observaciones del sistema
Q 2237+0305 en 2012 y 2013 utilizando el instrumento CanariCam en el Gran Telesco-
pio CANARIAS (GTC), en La Palma. En el filtro Si5 ( c = 11,6µm,    = 0,9µm),
obtenemos los siguientes cocientes de flujo entre las cuatro ima´genes del qua´sar: B/A =
0,99 ± 0,03, C/A = 0,69 ± 0,10 y D/A = 0,84 ± 0,13. Estos cocientes difieren de los
obtenidos por otros autores en observaciones en infrarrojo medio en 2005, 2000 y 1999,
y e´stos entre s´ı. Ante la posibilidad de que la variacio´n se deba a errores sistema´ticos u
otros efectos, calculamos la media ponderada de los cocientes de flujo como una represen-
tacio´n ma´s fiel de los cocientes “verdaderos”: B/A = 0,97 ± 0,03, C/A = 0,51 ± 0,02 y
D/A = 0,92± 0,04. Posteriormente, ajustamos modelos sencillos del perfil de masa de la
galaxia lente a los cocientes de flujo de GTC a la media ponderada de todas las observa-
ciones, y a las posiciones de las ima´genes u´nicamente sin usar los flujos para constren˜ir
el ajuste. Los modelos usados son un Elipsoide Singular Isotermo con un shear externo
(SIE +  ), y un halo de tipo Navarro, Frenk & White con shear externo ma´s un perfil de
Vaucouleurs para reproducir el bulbo y la barra de la galaxia (NFW + de Vaucouleurs +
 ).
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A continuacio´n, estimamos el taman˜o y perfil de temperaturas del disco de acrecio´n
del qua´sar usando el mismo me´todo del cap´ıtulo 2 y el modelo h´ıbrido. Para los cocientes
de flujo que hemos medido con el GTC obtenemos R1/2 = 3,4
+5,3
 2,1
phMi/0,3M  d´ıas luz
y p = 0,79 ± 0,55, mientras que para la media ponderada de todos los cocientes de flujo
observados, las estimaciones son R1/2 = 6,2
+7,4
 3,4
phMi/0,3M  d´ıas luz y p = 0,95± 0,39.
Dentro de sus intervalos de error, los valores son consistentes a pesar de la diferencia en
los cocientes de flujo utilizados en cada caso.
Una explicacio´n alternativa a la variacio´n observada en los flujos medidos en infrarrojo
medio en distintas e´pocas es que sea debida a microlensing, si parte de la emisio´n se pro-
duce en las regiones centrales del qua´sar y no en el toroide de polvo. Para analizar esta
posibilidad, calculamos con un me´todo ana´logo al anterior el taman˜o que se obtendr´ıa
para la regio´n de emisio´n de infrarrojo medio si la variabilidad se debiese a microlensing.
Para ello utilizamos la media ponderada como flujos no afectados por microlentes, y ob-
tenemos un valor de R1/2 = 228
+201
 107
phMi/0,3M  d´ıas luz. Dado que el radio interno
mı´nimo al que puede sobrevivir el polvo en un qua´sar de esa luminosidad es mucho ma-
yor, o bien hay una componente del disco de acrecio´n que emite infrarrojo medio y se
ve ma´s afectada por microlensing debido a su taman˜o, o la variacio´n se debe a errores
sistema´ticos. En este u´ltimo caso habr´ıamos estimado un l´ımite inferior para el radio del
toroide, R1/2 & 200
phMi/0,3M  d´ıas luz.
Por u´ltimo, utilizamos los cocientes de flujo medidos en infrarrojo medio para estimar
la fraccio´n de masa de la galaxia que tendr´ıa que permanecer en forma de subhalos de
materia oscura, si las diferencias entre los flujos observados y los predichos por modelos
sencillos representan anomal´ıas provocadas por su presencia. Para ello, usamos la media
ponderada de los cocientes, que asumimos menos afectada por posibles errores sistema´ti-
cos, y las predicciones de los modelos sencillos de masa calculados usando u´nicamente las
posiciones de las ima´genes mu´ltiples del qua´sar. Para el modelo SIE +   obtenemos una
fraccio´n ↵ = 0,033+0,046 0,019, y para el NFW + de Vaucouleurs +   estimamos ↵ = 0,013
+0,019
 0,008.
Estos valores muestran que so´lo una pequen˜a fraccio´n de masa en subhalos es suficiente
para reproducir las observaciones, y son consistentes con la prediccio´n de CDM (1% en
las regiones internas del halo de materia oscura).
Cap´ıtulo 4
Para estudiar la presencia de subestructura en el halo de materia oscura de las galaxias,
tambie´n se usaban tradicionalmente observaciones de los cocientes de flujo en radio de las
ima´genes mu´ltiples de un qua´sar debido al efecto lente, que tampoco estar´ıan afectados
por microlensing o por extincio´n. El problema es que del centenar de sistemas lente des-
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cubiertos con esta configuracio´n, so´lo unos pocos contienen un qua´sar que sea un fuerte
emisor en radio. Para ampliar la muestra se puede aprovechar el hecho de que todos los
qua´sares son susceptibles de tener emisio´n en radio a algu´n nivel, y que la magnificacio´n
producida en las ima´genes mu´ltiples del qua´sar en un sistema lente pone esta tenue emi-
sio´n al alcance de observatorios de nueva generacio´n como el Karl G. Jansky Very Large
Array (VLA) y el extended Multi-Element Remote Linked Interferometer (e-MERLIN).
Adema´s, no se sabe muy bien si a esas bajas luminosidades la emisio´n de radio proviene de
chorros de materia relativista o bien es debida a la formacio´n estelar u otros mecanismos,
y este tipo de observaciones son necesarias para discernir entre las distintas posibilidades.
Se observaron cuatro sistemas con el VLA en octubre y noviembre de 2012: HE 0435–
1223, RX J0911+0551 y SDSS J0924+0219 en el rango de frecuencias 4488-6512 MHz
(banda C), y HS 0810+2554 en el rango 7988-10036 MHz (banda X) para obtener la
mayor resolucio´n que requiere este sistema debido a la menor separacio´n de sus ima´genes.
Todas estas observaciones tuvieron lugar en la configuracio´n A del VLA, que alcanza una
distancia ma´xima entre antenas de 36 km y permite obtener resoluciones teo´ricas de 0.0035
a 5 GHz y 0.0022 a 8.4 GHz. Adema´s, HS 0810+2554 y RX J0911+0551 se observaron
tambie´n con e-MERLIN en 2014 en el rango 1287-1799 MHz (banda L). Todos los objetos
fueron detectados, y los cocientes de flujo entre las ima´genes mu´ltiples del qua´sar pudieron
medirse para todos ellos excepto SDSS J0924+0219.
Una vez procesados, los datos se ajustan a modelos de tipo SIE +   (excepto HE 0435–
1223) asumiendo primero que las ima´genes mu´ltiples del qua´sar son puntuales, y repitiendo
luego el ajuste modelando la fuente como un perfil gaussiano el´ıptico que dara´ lugar a
ima´genes extensas tras ser afectada por la lente. Los modelos de la distribucio´n de masa
se ajustan comparando las ima´genes resultantes de sus configuraciones con los datos ob-
servados, y variando sus para´metros hasta minimizar las diferencias.
En el caso de HS 0810+2554, la fuente es claramente extensa, con un taman˜o f´ısico de
unos 70 pa´rsecs, y no se detecta la gran anomal´ıa de flujo observada en este sistema en
el o´ptico, que podr´ıa deberse a microlensing. Las observaciones de e-MERLIN permiten
adema´s obtener el ı´ndice espectral de la fuente, que es moderadamente pronunciado, de
↵ =  0,55± 0,1.
En HE 0435 1223 no se observan indicios de fuente extensa ma´s alla´ de 2 , pero sus
cocientes de flujo difieren significativamente de los obtenidos con observaciones previas en
infrarrojo medio. Adema´s, son dif´ıciles de reproducir con modelos sencillos consistentes
en un perfil de masa de ley de potencias ma´s shear externo y una esfera singular isoterma
(SIS) en la posicio´n de una galaxia cercana, incluyendo los retardos temporales medidos
entre cada imagen del qua´sar para constren˜ir el ajuste. Es posible reproducir los flujos
si se incluyen subhalos en el ajuste y afectan a la imagen D, dando como resultado
una elipticidad e ⇡ 0,33 y un perfil de densidad ma´s pronunciado que el isotermo con
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exponente  0 ⇡ 2,33. Alternativamente, si se considera una fuente extensa, se reproducen
los flujos con un taman˜o para e´sta de 80 milisegundos de arco o menor, y dando como
resultado  0 = 2,00+0,08 0,06, consistente con un perfil isotermo. Posiblemente esta u´ltima
explicacio´n sea la correcta, dado que adema´s se requerir´ıan diferentes taman˜os para la
fuente en radio e infrarrojo medio para reproducir las diferencias entre los cocientes de
flujo en ambas longitudes de onda.
RX J0911+0551 se detecta con el VLA pero no con e-MERLIN, lo que implica un l´ımite
inferior para el ı´ndice espectral de ↵ =  0,5. Sus cocientes de flujo son consistentes con los
predichos por un modelo SIE +   para la lente, y si se asume una fuente extensa, su taman˜o
no puede constren˜irse bien aunque se situar´ıa en torno a ⇠1 kpc. No obstante, el buen
ajuste en general a los datos muestra que no hay evidencia significativa de subestructura
en la galaxia lente. Este sistema es el u´nico de los cuatro en el que la galaxia lente se
detecta en radio, con una luminosidad en el l´ımite superior de lo que puede atribuirse a la
formacio´n estelar, y cerca del l´ımite entre fuentes emisoras de radio debido a la formacio´n
estelar y debido a un nu´cleo activo en la galaxia.
El sistema SDSS J0924+0219 se observo´ durante menos tiempo, y debido a ello no se
obtiene una sen˜al suficientemente superior al ruido para medir los flujos de las ima´genes
del qua´sar por separado, y es de lejos el ma´s tenue de los cuatro objetos estudiados.
Los ı´ndices espectrales medidos en las emisiones en radio son consistentes tanto con
la presencia de formacio´n estelar en la fuente como con una versio´n en miniatura de los
chorros relativistas que producen la emisio´n en radio en qua´sares que brillan intensamente
en esas longitudes de onda. Los taman˜os observados para las fuentes, no obstante, son
ma´s pequen˜os de lo que se esperar´ıa si se debiese a formacio´n estelar, puesto que en
principio e´sta se encontrar´ıa repartida en buena parte del disco gala´ctico, extendie´ndose
unos 5-10 kpc. Sin embargo, no se puede afirmar todav´ıa que una de las posibilidades se
haya descartado como mecanismo debido al bajo nu´mero de objetos observados.
Cap´ıtulo 5
Como se ha explicado en secciones anteriores, la presencia de subestructura en los halos
de materia oscura de las galaxias en forma de subhalos, predicha por las simulaciones
cosmolo´gicas, puede estudiarse si se dispone de los cocientes de flujo verdaderos entre las
ima´genes mu´ltiples de un qua´sar creadas por una lente gravitacional. Estos flujos deben
estar libres de los efectos de posible extincio´n diferencial debida al medio interestelar de
la galaxia lente, y provenir de regiones del qua´sar lo suficientemente grandes como para
que el microlensing debido a las estrellas de la galaxia apenas afecte a su brillo total. Hay
tres regiones de un qua´sar que cumplen estos requisitos: el toroide de polvo, que emite en
infrarrojo medio (mid-IR); la regio´n de l´ıneas estrechas (NLR), que emite l´ıneas espec-
trales en el o´ptico e infrarrojo cercano; y los chorros de materia relativista, de darse, que
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emitir´ıan en ondas de radio (aunque la emisio´n en radio tambie´n puede provenir de otras
fuentes como la formacio´n estelar en la galaxia que hospeda el qua´sar). La emisio´n en
mid-IR y en radio es pra´cticamente inmune a la extincio´n, y e´sta afecta al mismo tiempo
tanto a la luz de las l´ıneas estrechas como al continuo sobre el que se mide su intensidad,
de modo que en este u´ltimo caso puede compensarse su efecto.
Para este estudio compilamos una muestra de sistemas cuyos cocientes de flujo han sido
obtenidos mediante observaciones en esas longitudes de onda, y que dispongan de cuatro
ima´genes mu´ltiples del qua´sar, para que modelos simples de la distribucio´n de masa en la
galaxia lente queden bien constren˜idos utilizando so´lo las posiciones de las mismas. As´ı, los
cocientes de flujo observados podra´n compararse con los predichos por los modelos de la
distribucio´n de masa sin que hayan sido utilizados para predecir estos u´ltimos. Estos mode-
los son del tipo SIE +   o bien SIE +   + SIS en la mayor´ıa de casos. Nuestra muestra ob-
servacional esta´ formada por B 0128+437, MG 0414+0534, HE 0435 1223, B 0712+472,
RX J0911+0551, SDSS J0924+0219, PG 1115+080, RXS J1131 1231, B J1422+231,
B 1555+375, B 1608+656, WFI J2033 4723 y Q 2237+0305.
Una vez compilada la muestra, se usan los para´metros del potencial gravitatorio en las
posiciones de las ima´genes de los qua´sares (dados por los modelos) para generar mapas
de magnificacio´n que representan los efectos producidos por una distribucio´n concreta
de subhalos de materia oscura. Los para´metros de la distribucio´n son la masa de cada
subhalo, definida por su radio de Einstein b, y su abundancia, expresada como la fraccio´n
↵ de la densidad superficial de masa contenida en estos sate´lites. El taman˜o aproximado
de la fuente se tiene en cuenta estableciendo el taman˜o del p´ıxel con esa escala, y para
cada conjunto de para´metros la magnificacio´n producida por los subhalos en cada posible
posicio´n de la fuente se restara´ de la magnificacio´n teo´rica del modelo simple en esa re-
gio´n, se pasara´ el resultado a magnitudes, y se calculara´ la distribucio´n de probabilidad
(PDF) con la que dicha distribucio´n de subhalos provocar´ıa en la imagen del qua´sar una
anomal´ıa de cada magnitud concreta. El nu´mero de mapas generados para cada conjunto
de para´metros puede ser elevado para obtener mejor estad´ıstica. Una vez se tengan PDFs
para todo el rango escogido de b y ↵ en las cuatro ima´genes del qua´sar en un sistema,
se combinan para hallar la probabilidad de que con un par de para´metros concreto se
reproduzcan los cocientes de flujo observados en ese sistema.
Para un ana´lisis preliminar, asumimos que el taman˜o de la fuente es de 1000 d´ıas luz
en todos los casos, que los perfiles de masa ajustados a las posiciones de las ima´genes
de los qua´sares describen bien la distribucio´n de masa de las galaxias lente en ausencia
de subhalos, y que los cocientes de flujo observados no esta´n afectados por ningu´n otro
feno´meno. Entonces calculamos las distribuciones de probabilidad para todos los sistemas
excepto RX J0911+0551, SDSS J0924+0219 y B 1555+375,y tras eliminar B 1608+656
y WFI J2033 4723, que seguramente predicen abundancias elevadas de subhalos porque
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los modelos de masa usados no son apropiados, se combinan los resultados de los ocho
sistemas restantes y se obtiene una estimacio´n de la abundancia promedio ↵ = 0,075+0,030 0,021,
y un valor medio del radio de Einstein de los subhalos b = 0.000003+0,0005 0,0002, que corresponde
aproximadamente con 106M .
La abundancia de subhalos obtenida es mayor que la predicha por simulaciones de
CDM, pero au´n marginalmente compatible a 2 . Se debe tener en cuenta que para este
estudio se asumio´ que las galaxias esta´n bien modelizadas con perfiles SIE +   (+ SIS),
y que los cocientes de flujo no esta´n afectados por sistema´ticos, extincio´n, microlensing
u otras perturbaciones. Todos estos factores podr´ıan llevar a una sobrestimacio´n de las
anomal´ıas, de modo que el valor obtenido deber´ıa ser tomado solamente como un l´ımite
superior. Trabajo futuro con modelos de masa ma´s detallados y una muestra ma´s amplia
de sistemas ayudara´ a constren˜ir los valores reales de la fraccio´n de masa que permanece
como subhalos en los halos de materia oscura de las galaxias.
Conclusiones
Nuestras observaciones de sistemas lente en las que una galaxia produce cuatro ima´genes
diferentes de un mismo qua´sar han permitido tanto estudiar propiedades de los qua´sares
en s´ı como de la distribucio´n de masa en la galaxia lente. Se ha podido estimar el taman˜o
del disco de acrecio´n del qua´sar Q 2237+0305 en un valor consistente con otros estudios
y mayor que la prediccio´n teo´rica (lo que podr´ıa llevar a la necesidad de invocar mecanis-
mos f´ısicos extra para explicarlo), y un perfil de temperaturas ma´s pronunciado que en
el modelo esta´ndar de disco delgado pero consistente a 1  con el valor predicho. Adema´s
de servir de base para separar los efectos de macrolensing y microlensing en la lente,
nuestros flujos en mid-IR han permitido realizar una estimacio´n del taman˜o mı´nimo del
toroide de polvo del qua´sar, y tambie´n de la proporcio´n de la densidad de masa superficial
que deber´ıa permanecer en forma de subhalos de materia oscura para reconciliar las ob-
servaciones con la prediccio´n de modelos sencillos de la distribucio´n de masa en el sistema.
Las observaciones en radio de HS 0810+2554, HE 0435 1223, RX J0911+0551 y
SDSS J0924+0219 no han mostrado indicios de anomal´ıas de flujos causadas por subha-
los de materia oscura, explica´ndose de forma ma´s coherente asumiendo que la emisio´n
proviene de una fuente extensa. Dado que la magnificacio´n de las lentes nos permite de-
tectar emisio´n en radio de sistemas que no son luminosos a estas longitudes de onda,
podemos empezar a discernir por que´ mecanismo se emite, algo que au´n no esta´ claro
en estos objetos. Los ı´ndices espectrales medidos son consistentes con jets relativistas
pequen˜os o formacio´n estelar en la galaxia en la que se situ´a el qua´sar, pero el taman˜o
medido para las fuentes es menor de lo que se esperar´ıa si el segundo mecanismo fuera el
causante, aunque ma´s trabajo futuro es necesario para resolver esta cuestio´n.
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Finalmente, desarrollamos un me´todo para calcular la abundancia y taman˜o de subha-
los de materia oscura que ser´ıan necesarios para reproducir las anomal´ıas de flujo obser-
vadas en infrarrojo medio, ondas de radio y l´ıneas espectrales en el o´ptico en una muestra
de sistemas lente. En un estudio preliminar obtenemos valores algo superiores a las pre-
dicciones teo´ricas en simulaciones de CDM, aunque todav´ıa marginalmente compatibles
a 2 . La posible sobreestimacio´n de las anomal´ıas debida a modelos de masa demasiado
simplificados para los sistemas, o un estudio ma´s exhaustivo para los taman˜os de la fuente
considerados, sera´n tenidos en cuenta en un futuro trabajo para mejorar estos resultados
preliminares.
xxx
Chapter 1
Introduction
Pushing the limits of knowledge is hard, and often requires extracting the largest possible
amount of information from data that current technology has barely made available, from
a still blurry new window to the universe that was not accessible before. So, when the
universe itself conspires to provide us with a way to circumvent our technological limita-
tions, to see further or in more detail than would be possible otherwise, we readily accept
it and start figuring out how to use this phenomenon to obtain the best scientific re-
sults. Such is the case with gravitational lensing, which turns whole galaxies and galactic
clusters into cosmic telescopes that help us see more clearly into what lies beyond. This
bending of the paths that light follows across the Universe has become our main probe
into e↵ects caused by gravity alone, allowing us to gather insights into the nature of an
unknown but abundant kind of matter that does not seem to interact by any other means.
The exquisite sensitivity of the e↵ect to the presence of mass has led to the discovery of
wandering planets and whole star systems that were never seen before and will probably
never be seen again, and has been used to reconstruct the structure of distant objects
way beyond the limit of the best resolution we can currently achieve.
In this PhD thesis we use gravitational lensing to study both the properties of the
central regions of quasars and similar active galactic nuclei, and the mass distribution of
dark matter in galaxies. We will therefore begin by explaining gravitational lensing, and
then we will give some details about the other two astrophysical phenomena.
1.1 Gravitational lensing
Mass curves space-time, and this curvature is what we call “gravity”. That phrase roughly
summarizes one of the main results of Einstein’s theory of General Relativity, that de-
scribes gravitational interactions in a way that matches all the observations so far. In
it, light propagates by following geodesic curves in space-time (a four-dimensional entity
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in which time is just one more dimension), that are not necessarily the shortest distance
when we only take into account its trajectory in three-dimensional space. Instead, light
rays move following the space-time curvature created by gravity, and mass aggregations
make light deviate from what would otherwise be a straight path. The bending of light
by gravity was already predicted more than 200 years ago by Johann Georg von Soldner
(Soldner 1804) using Newtonian physics and assuming that light was made of particles,
but his theoretical prediction for the angle of deflection by a given amount of mass was
only half that of the correct value. The same thing happened to Albert Einstein when
using the equivalence principle and assuming the metric of space-time is Euclidean (not
a↵ected by gravity) (Einstein 1911), until he improved his own calculations when he de-
veloped the General Relativity (Einstein 1915). In fact, the measurement of the bending
of light from stars close to the edge of the Sun during an eclipse in 1919 was the first
experimental confirmation of his theory and sprang his jump to global fame. Since then,
research in gravitational lensing has become increasingly important in astrophysics.
Since it is an e↵ect that only depends on the distribution of mass in space, this
phenomenon is a magnificent tool to study the structure of clusters and galaxies in the
universe (providing important information about dark matter) and also compact objects,
like for example extrasolar planets and other massive, low luminosity objects in the disk
and halo of our galaxy. Furthermore, the distortion that the lens creates in the image of
the source object can provide information about it or even make some objects detectable
that would otherwise be too faint to be seen, and thus increase the limits of what is
possible to study with our current instrumentation.
1.1.1 Basic equations
Because the observer-lens and source-lens distances are in general much larger than the
thickness of the distribution of mass acting as gravitational lens, this is normally ap-
proximated as a thin lens, by projecting its three-dimensional density distribution  (r)
to calculate its surface density ⌃(⇠), where ⇠ is the distance vector in the lens plane
(Narayan & Bartelmann 1997). Figure 1.1 shows a diagram with all relevant distances
and angles in this approximation. In it, ↵ˆ is the angle with which light from a point S
in the source plane is deflected by the lens (that is, the deflection angle).   is the angle
from the origin of coordinates (which is arbitrary) at which the observer (O) would see
that point of the source plane if it wasn’t a↵ected by the lens, and ✓ is the one at which
its image (I) is observed. DLS and DOL are the distances from the source to the lens and
from the lens to the observer, respectively, while DOS is the distance from the source to
the observer. It is important to keep in mind that these are angular diameter distances
in cosmology1, so in general DOS 6= DLS +DOL.
1Due to the expansion of the universe, objects at cosmological distances are seen with light that was
emitted when they were much closer to us, so that their apparent angular diameter is larger than the
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Figure 1.1 Relevant angles and distances in gravitational lensing.
From this we can obtain the lens equation, that establishes the relationship between the
angular positions of the source and its corresponding image depending on the deflection
angle
  = ✓   DLS
DOS
↵ˆ. (1.1)
The deflection angle of light that passes through position ⇠ is the sum of the deflections
due to all the mass elements in the lens plane:
↵ˆ(⇠) =
4G
c2
Z
(⇠   ⇠0)⌃(⇠0)
|⇠   ⇠0|2 d
2⇠ (1.2)
In the special case of a lens with circular symmetry, the axis of coordinates can be
the axis of symmetry and the problem is reduced to one dimension. The deflection angle
one that would correspond to an object of the same size located now at the actual distance the light has
traveled to reach us. The angular diameter distances correct for this e↵ect and allow us to work using
simple trigonometry in our calculations.
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points then towards the axis, and its modulus is
↵ˆ(⇠) =
4GM(⇠)
c2⇠
, (1.3)
where ⇠ is the distance from the center of the lens and M(⇠) is the mass enclosed inside
the radius ⇠. The deflection can be expressed as a function of the angle ✓ by just taking
into account that ⇠ = DOL✓. Thus, the reduced deflection angle, ↵ = (DLS/DOS)↵ˆ, can
be written as:
↵(✓) =
DLS
DOLDOS
4GM(✓)
c2✓
. (1.4)
If the lens has a constant surface mass density, the mass enclosed inside the radius ✓
could be calculated as M(✓) = ⌃⇡(DOL✓)2 and we can define a critical surface density:
⌃cr =
c2
4⇡G
DOS
DOLDLS
. (1.5)
A lens with ⌃ > ⌃cr anywhere is said to be supercritical, and the source is multiply
imaged usually when this condition is met, with some exceptions.
Let’s now consider a supercritical lens with circular symmetry. Here, the image of a
lens located exactly in the optical axis (  = 0) will be a ring due to the axial symmetry
of the lens, and the radius of that ring is known as Einstein radius. From equations (1.1)
and (1.4) its value can be obtained:
✓E =
s
4GM(✓E)
c2
DLS
DOLDOS
. (1.6)
The Einstein radius provides a natural angular scale to describe the lensing geometry,
because in the case of multiple images the separation between them is of the order of
2✓E. Also, a source located at a distance from the optical axis smaller than the Einstein
radius will experience significant magnification while for larger distances it will be lower.
By comparing equations (1.5) and (1.6) we can also see that the average surface density
inside the Einstein radius is precisely ⌃cr.
In order to study lenses with more complex density profiles, we can define a scalar
potential  (✓) that consists of the newtonian potential scaled and projected onto the lens
plane, and is called e↵ective lensing potential. The gradient of  with respect to ✓ is the
deflection angle,
~r✓ = ↵, (1.7)
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its Laplacian is proportional to the surface mass density ⌃,
r2✓ = 2
⌃(✓)
⌃cr
⌘ 2(✓), (1.8)
and (✓) is the convergence, defined as the surface mass density scaled to the critical value.
The local properties of the mapping created by the lensing are described by its Jacobian
matrix A,
A ⌘ @ 
@✓
=
✓
 ij   @↵i(✓)
@✓j
◆
=
✓
 ij   @
2 (✓)
@✓i@✓j
◆
=M 1. (1.9)
A is the inverse of the magnification tensorM, that describes how the image of the source
is magnified or demagnified by the lensing. The distortion that a solid angle element   2
of the source su↵ers when mapped into the solid angle element  ✓2 of the image, and
therefore its magnification, is given by the determinant of A:
 ✓2
  2
= detM =
1
detA
. (1.10)
Equation (1.9) shows that the matrix of second derivatives of the potential describes
how the mapping produced by the lens under study di↵ers from an identity. We can
abbreviate the second derivatives as
@2 
@✓i@✓j
⌘  ij, (1.11)
and because the Laplacian is twice the convergence, the convergence then is:
 =
1
2
( 11 +  22). (1.12)
Two other important linear combinations of  ij are the components of the shear tensor,
 1(✓) =
1
2( 11    22) ⌘  (✓)cos[2 (✓)],
 2(✓) =  12 =  21 ⌘  (✓)sin[2 (✓)]. (1.13)
The Jacobian matrix can now be written as
A =
✓
1     1   2
  2 1  +  1
◆
= (1  )
✓
1 0
0 1
◆
   
✓
cos2  sin2 
sin2   cos2 
◆
,
(1.14)
where we can see the meaning of the convergence and shear terms. The convergence
produces an isotropic magnification of the source, altering its size but not its shape,
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and shear introduces an anisotropy (astigmatism) in the mapping. The quantity   =
( 21 +  
2
2)
1/2 describes the magnitude of the shear and   its orientation. Therefore, a
circular source of radius 1 a↵ected by shear would become an elliptical image whose
major and minor semiaxes would be (1     ) 1 and (1  +  ) 1. The magnification
of the image is:
µ ⌘ Area of the image
Area of the source
= detM =
1
detA
=
1
(1  )2    2 . (1.15)
When the lens does not have circular symmetry (for example, when its potential is
elliptical or caused by an irregular set of mass distributions) new pairs of images of the
source can appear. If we graph the positions of the source plane in which, when crossed
by the source, a new pair of images of it would appear or disappear (which correspond to
the places in the mapping where magnification would be infinite, something theoretically
possible as seen in equation (1.15)), we obtain curves called caustics (Kochanek 2004a).
An example of caustics can be seen in Figure 1.3, and we will talk about them more in
the following subsections.
1.1.2 Strong lensing
There are cases, generally when the lens is supercritical, in which light from the source
can reach the observer from separate paths around the lens, therefore creating multiple
images of it. When observed, these multiple images can provide a lot of information about
the mass distribution in the gravitational lens in several di↵erent ways. The main obser-
vational constraints when determining the shape of the lensing potential are the positions
of the lensed images, the flux ratios between them, and in the case of a variable source,
the time delays with which we see the variability in each of the lensed images. With
current instrumentation, we can only resolve separate images of a single source when the
gravitational lens is a galaxy or a galaxy cluster (since they have enough mass to for their
Einstein radii to be larger than 1 arcsecond), and this subset of cases is designated by the
term macrolensing.
Aside from the two-image configurations typical of lenses with circular symmetry when
the angular distance from the source to the center of the lens is su ciently small, extra
pairs of images can be produced when the structure of the lens is less regular. For exam-
ple, if the lens becomes elliptical or an external shear is applied, a caustic in the shape
of an astroid is created on the source plane at the location of the lens center. If a point
source is located inside this caustic, four lensed images will be observed (plus a fifth one
with a high demagnification, depending on the particular surface density profile of the
lens). The positions of these images for a given lens potential will depend on the exact
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location of the source within the caustic, with pairs of images merging if the source is
close to or touching the edges of the caustic itself.
The image positions are the most reliable observational probe when constraining the
gravitational potential of a galaxy, because we can achieve relatively low uncertainties and
they are not subject to a lot of confounding e↵ects that could mask their “true” locations.
However, more information about the mass distribution on the lens can be obtained if we
also include the flux ratios of the lensed images in the modeling. The image positions are
given by the deflection angles and therefore depend on the first derivative of the e↵ective
lensing potential, as explained in the previous section. Meanwhile, the magnification of
each lensed image depends on the second derivative of the potential, so their flux ratios
are more sensitive to the particular distribution of the mass in the lens plane. Precise
measurements of the fluxes can be used to constrain models with a higher number of
parameters, or even probe for the presence of extra substructure in the lens that would
not have been included in a smooth model.
1.1.3 Microlensing
When the mass of the lenses is very low, the angular separation between multiple images
of the source can be too small to be seen with our current instrumentation. However,
despite our lack of resolving power, the lensing can still have a measurable e↵ect. Since
the image distortions will still be there, the angular area of the observed image will be
di↵erent than the area of the source, and due to this magnification we will see an unre-
solved object with a flux that is di↵erent from the one it would have with no lensing. If
there is a relative displacement between the source and the lenses over time, we can then
see brightness changes on the source due to lensing. This phenomenon is usually observed
when the lenses are compact objects like stars or planets, and since the separation of the
multiple images in this case would be on the order of microarcseconds, it is known as
microlensing.
An array of microlenses creates a distribution of caustics in the source plane, that
can be thought of as lines (or very thin regions) of high magnification. Were the source
to cross one of these, a very noticeable ‘high magnification event’ would occur. As ex-
plained in previous sections, a source located very close to a caustic has merging pairs of
lensed images, and so the images are very stretched and elongated. It is this high ratio
between the area of the image and the area of the source that corresponds to the high
magnifications.
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1.1.3.1 Chromaticity
For the images of the source to be elongated, we cannot have a perfect point-like source,
but an object with a certain size. In some cases the source will be a background star,
so the lensed images will still be small, but sometimes the lensed object can have a size
comparable to the projected Einstein radius of the lenses, and this will have observable
consequences. If the microlensed source is big, we can have cases in which only part of the
source enters a high magnification region, and only a fraction of its brightness becomes
magnified. If the source is on a trajectory that goes through a region of caustics, the
lightcurve when monitoring its brightness will be smoother than what a much smaller
object would produce—the high magnification events will not be as high, and otherwise
rapid changes in magnification will be averaged out, with only the general trends still
remaining. The light curve of the observations will e↵ectively be convolved with the
brightness profile of the source, and thus this phenomenon can be used to deduce its size.
Some astronomical objects consist of several components of di↵erent sizes, and if we are
lucky enough that they also emit light in di↵erent wavelengths, we can use microlensing
to study them further. Since their apparent size will be di↵erent when observed with
di↵erent filters, they will not be microlensed in the same way. This phenomenon, known
as chromatic microlensing, can be very useful to study the temperature profile in lensed
accretion disks (with hotter regions emitting at shorter wavelengths), and also allows us to
disentangle macrolensing e↵ects from microlensing by observing the system at wavelengths
emitted from regions of the source that are too large to be noticeably microlensed.
1.1.3.2 Generating magnification maps
A magnification map describes the magnification that a point source would su↵er at each
position of the source plane after lensing by a mass distribution in the lens plane. To cal-
culate this, the common procedure consists of dividing into cells the region of the source
plane that we are interested in, shooting towards it light rays through the lens plane
that will be deflected by the lensing mass distribution, and counting how many of these
rays reach each cell of the source plane. This technique is known as inverse ray shooting
(IRS), and is a simple way of mapping the lens plane onto the source plane. Each ray is
representative of a certain amount of area in the lens plane, so that when a cell receives
several rays at its location, it means the lens image of that particular cell will be stretched
over an area equal to the sum of the areas represented by each ray. If the angular area
of the cell in the source plane is smaller than the total area of the rays from the lens
plane that reached it, it means it will be magnified. If larger, the cell will be demagnified
by the lensing. The cells in the source plane will become the pixels of the magnification
map and their size will determine the resolution at which we sample the resulting caus-
tics, so it is important to choose a size small enough for the source considered in each case.
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When generating magnification maps for the multiple images of a lensed quasar (sec-
tion 1.2.3), we have to take into account the convergence and shear due to the potential
of the lens galaxy in each region. The calculation can be simplified by choosing a set
of coordinates in the lens galaxy so that the orientation of the shear coincides with one
of the sides of the map, which would correspond to   = 0 in equation (1.14). This way,
we avoid the presence of diagonal terms that would needlessly complicate the calculations.
Another simplification would be the use of the Einstein radius as a scale for the
magnification maps. This also makes the maps independent both from the distances
between source, lens and observer, and the mass scale of the lenses used if they are
point-like. The coordinates used, then, would be y =  /✓E for the angular distances in
the source plane, and x = ✓/✓E for the lens plane. For a set of point-like lenses, from
equations (1.1), (1.2), and (1.4), the lens equation would then be:
y = x  DLS
DOLDOS
4GM 
c2
NX
i=1
mi
✓   ✓i
|✓   ✓i|2✓E = x  ✓
2
E
NX
i=1
mi
x  xi
|x  xi|2✓2E
(1.16)
where we use a scale of one solar mass (M ), mi is the fraction of one solar mass contained
in the point lens i, an Einstein radius ✓E cancels out, and we use the following relations:
✓
|✓|2 =
x✓E
|x|2✓2E
=
x
|x|2✓E . (1.17)
The magnification map for each quasar image is characterized by a  and a   that
depend on the density profile of the lens galaxy and the image position. Since the con-
vergence is given by the mass surface density, the individual lenses included in the lens
plane must contribute to it. Thus, part of the convergence is due to the microlenses, ?,
and part to the smooth distribution of the rest of the mass in the lens galaxy, c, such
that  = ? + c. The fraction of the convergence due to the microlenses can then be
defined as ↵ = ?/.
The e↵ect of the smooth potential of the galaxy would be like the one described by
equation (1.14), and can be added to expression (1.16). Thus, we have the complete
equation for inverse ray shooting (Schneider et al. 1992) that describes the deflection each
ray would su↵er due to the combined e↵ect of all the mass elements:
y(x) = x 
NX
i=1
mi
x  xi
|x  xi|2  
✓
c +   0
0 c    
◆
x. (1.18)
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Given that the image plane as a whole will be distorted by  and   when mapped
onto the source plane via ray tracing, it is useful to scale it properly so that no regions of
the source plane are left where no rays arrived (that is, if the quasar image has become
stretched by the lensing and we want to create a square map in the source plane, the area
of the image plane where we shoot the rays cannot have the same shape and size, but has
to be stretched in a similar way). To compute this compensation, we multiply the size
of each dimension of the image plane by the inverse of the transformation applied by the
IRS. If the magnification map is a square in the source plane, the size of its side is sizeS,
and the dimensions of the image plane after modifying its shape are sizeL1 and size
L
2 , the
operations to apply are:
sizeL1 = size
S/[1  (+  )]
sizeL2 = size
S/[1  (   )] (1.19)
With this transformation, if the mass distribution was completely homogeneous (de-
scribed only by  and   in the matrix of the IRS equation), the rays shot from the image
plane would cover exactly the region of the source plane in which we want to generate the
map. However, since part of the mass surface density is contained in microlenses with ran-
dom xi positions, border e↵ects would occur if these are located only inside the shooting
region instead of uniformly distributed in the whole image plane, and also because there
would not be rays that, when shot from outside this region, would have ended up in the
map after deflection by the lenses. To solve these problems, the dimensions of the area
where the lenses are located and where the rays are shot from are multiplied by a factor
(generally 1.5). Also, to prevent the e↵ect of the distribution of lenses to have undesired
anisotropies, this region will be a square instead of rectangular. This way, we will have
a ray shooting region with a size equal to one and a half times sizeLmax, the larger of the
sides computed in Eq. 1.19. These transformations and the scaling of the shooting region
are illustrated in Figure 1.2.
In this region we will place a random distribution of point masses that will represent
the stars of the galaxy that microlens the quasar image. In this work, all stars in the
magnification maps will have an equal mass M = 1M , because then all distances can
be expressed as a fraction of the Einstein radius so they can be scaled as
p
M/M , and
our results depend mainly on the mean mass of the microlenses instead of the actual
mass function of the distribution of stars. The mass of the stars in this region comprises
a surface density ⌃ that will be expressed as a fraction of the convergence, ?. We
can relate both quantities by expressing the critical surface density as a function of the
Einstein radius rE in the lens plane:
⌃cr =
c2
4⇡G
DOS
DOLDLS
=
M⇣q
4GM
c2
DLS
DOLDOS
⌘2
D2OL⇡
=
M
⇡(rLE)
2
. (1.20)
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Figure 1.2 Mapping of the square source plane onto the image plane to generate a mi-
crolensing magnification map, and the surrounding shooting region with the uniform
distribution of microlenses to avoid border e↵ects.
When distances are normalized to the Einstein radius of a point-like lens of one solar
mass, the critical density expressed in these units reduces to ⌃cr = 1/⇡. Then, the mass
surface density of one solar mass stars will be just the number of them divided by the
area of the region in units of square Einstein radii, and the corresponding convergence is:
? =
⌃
⌃cr
=
⇡n
(1.5⇥ sizeLmax)2
. (1.21)
Using this equation, we can easily obtain the necessary number of stars (n) to achieve
the corresponding fraction of the convergence, ?.
The angular resolution of the magnification map is given by the number of cells per
Einstein radius in the source plane, and will be the same for the lens plane. However, the
number of rays shot per cell in the lens plane can be increased to improve the precision on
the magnification values obtained, and this option can be implemented by fractioning the
amount of area of the lens plane that each ray represents when it reaches the source plane.
If the rays are shot from uniformly distributed positions, the caustics will be usually
well sampled due to the high magnification and therefore the high number of rays per cell
in those regions. However, the smooth areas with low magnification might present noise
and irregularities due to a very gradual change in magnification having to be mapped
with fewer rays per cell. Since these areas comprise most of the magnification map and
therefore most of the light curve of a lensed image when not in a high magnification
event, a good precision in the low magnification regions is needed. This can only be
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Figure 1.3 Microlensing magnification map for image A of the lensed quasar Q 2237+0305,
with  = 0.36,   = 0.40, and ? = 1. The map is 2000 ⇥ 2000 pixels in size, with 0.5
light-days pixel 1 in the source plane for stars with a mass M = M .
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achieved in IRS by shooting a larger number of rays representing a smaller area each,
increasing the calculation times by a factor that could be quite high if large maps or
many maps are required. Alternatively, we can use a slightly di↵erent technique called
Inverse Polygonal Mapping (Mediavilla et al. 2006, 2011a). Here, the lens plane is also
subdivided in rectangular cells but they are mapped onto the source plane by shooting
rays from the vertices and center of each cell, that will be deflected like in the IRS
procedure. In this case, however, the exact fraction of the area of a lens plane cell that
falls within each source plane cell is computed when obtaining the magnification value,
therefore increasing the precision for the low magnification areas without the need for a
large number of additional ray shootings. The ray from the center of the lens plane cell
helps determine if it is no longer a convex quadrilateral after the mapping, and in this
case the cell will be subdivided further before being mapped onto the lens plane. These
subdivisions happen at several hierarchic levels to ensure the caustics are well sampled.
All magnification maps generated for this thesis are calculated using the Inverse Polygonal
Mapping procedure. One of these maps can be seen in Figure 1.3.
1.2 Quasars
1.2.1 History
When first detected, quasars were just radio sources distributed on the sky, in an era
where assigning an optical counterpart to them was still di cult. Radio astronomy was
a young field in the 1950s, the instrumentation was still in early development, and the
resolution of radio observations was low. However, in 1963 the objects 3C 273 and 3C 48
were matched to astronomical sources in optical wavelengths and their spectra could be
obtained, becoming the first two astronomical bodies discovered with systemic redshifts
greater than 0.1 (Hazard et al. 1963; Schmidt 1963; Oke 1963; Greenstein & Matthews
1963). The fact that the optical counterparts were point sources and looked at first
like stars within our galaxy earned them the name “quasars” from a contraction of the
designation quasi-stellar radio sources. However, their large redshifts (0.16 and 0.37, re-
spectively) were puzzling and sparked some controversy about the nature of these objects.
The possibility that these were gravitational redshifts was considered, but the presence of
forbidden spectral lines set an upper limit to the gas density at the source, which was hard
to believe it could remain stable in such a deep gravitational well. There were less objec-
tions to the interpretation of the redshift as cosmological, but in this case these sources
would be so far away that their observed brightness required extreme optical luminosities
for them, 10–30 times that of the brightest elliptical galaxy, and total emitted energies as
high as 1060 ergs (Greenstein & Schmidt 1964).
Eventually, it was discovered that quasars were powered by the infall of matter in an
13
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accretion disk towards supermassive black holes in distant galaxies (Lynden-Bell 1969),
exchanging gravitational potential energy into kinetic energy and heating up enough to
provide the extreme luminosities observed. It is now believed that supermassive black
holes exist at the center of most galaxies (including our Milky Way), but many are in a
quiescent state with very low accretion rates and therefore not displaying high luminosi-
ties. It is when they accrete large quantities of matter that they turn the center of the
galaxy into an active galactic nucleus (AGN), and quasars are just one type of object
powered by this phenomenon. Further observations have shown that only about 10%
of these objects have strong radio emission, so the term quasi-stellar object, abbreviated
‘QSO’, was coined to include both the ‘radio-loud’ quasars and the ‘radio-quiet’ types.
Over time, however, the term ‘quasar’ has become the default designation for both kinds
of QSOs regardless of their amount of radio emission, and the preferred option is to spec-
ify if the object is radio-loud or radio-quiet only when relevant. Throughout this work,
we will normally use the term ‘quasars’ to refer to QSOs in general.
Their abundance and incredibly powerful outputs have turned AGNs into very im-
portant targets for the study of accretion disks around supermassive black holes, but the
compact size of these objects at great distances makes them unresolvable even in the local
universe and many of their properties have to be deduced from their spectra only. It is
here where gravitational lensing can play a role thanks to the sensitivity of phenomena
like microlensing to the size and exact position of a small lensed source.
1.2.2 Structure
AGNs present a large diversity of observational features in many di↵erent wavelengths,
and after decades of detailed study of relatively nearby ones, a much clearer picture has
emerged of their structure and emission mechanisms. It is now understood that an active
galactic nucleus is a galaxy that contains a supermassive black hole (MBH > 105M ) that
accretes matter with an Eddington ratio larger than LAGN/LEdd = 10 5, where LAGN is
the bolometric luminosity and LEdd = 1.5 ⇥ 1038MBH/M  ergs 1 is the maximum lumi-
nosity it can achieve before the radiation pressure pushes the matter away from the black
hole (although it can be exceeded in some cases) for a solar composition gas.
Since some observational features were shared by some of them and not others, these
objects were separated in di↵erent classifications until a unified model was proposed to
explain them all as observable changes when varying only the viewing angle and the source
luminosity (Antonucci 1993; Urry & Padovani 1995; Urry 2003). These models have been
modified and improved over the years (for a recent review on the current state of unifi-
cation models, see Netzer 2015), but the picture they describe to explain the structure
and emission mechanisms of AGNs still has many elements in common with the original.
They are described below.
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Accretion disk. The exchange from gravitational potential energy into kinetic en-
ergy in the matter accreting into the supermassive black hole is the main power source of
the AGN. With a small size of only up to a few light-days across, it is extremely hot and
luminous, and emits in a continuum from at least infrared wavelengths up to hard X-rays,
and in some cases even gamma rays, getting hotter and emitting in shorter wavelengths
the closer it gets to the center. This produces a broad peak in the optical/UV known as
the “big blue bump” in the spectrum (Shields 1978). The regions of the accretion disk
observable in optical wavelengths are usually modeled using the standard thin disk model
by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973), in which the radial dependence of the surface temperature
is obtained by equating the local radiation energy flux to the gravitational energy release.
When the local spectrum of the thermal radiation is a Planck distribution, a law with the
form T / R 1/p is obtained, with p = 4/3. This corresponds to a size scaling R  /  p
when defining R  as the radius at which the disk temperature matches the wavelength,
using kT (R ) = hc/ .
Broad line region (BLR). Surrounding the central area there is a region of hot gas
that still travels very fast, larger than the accretion disk (up to tens of light-days across).
Clouds of this gas, excited and ionized by the central engine, show permitted optical
emission lines that are broadened by these speeds (FWHM > 1000 km s 1). Since the
density is still relatively high, no forbidden lines are present, so broad permitted emission
lines are very characteristic of this region. Not all AGNs have these lines in their observed
spectra, which led to their classification as type I or type II Seyfert galaxies, depending on
whether they were present or not, respectively. Unification models propose the presence
of optically thick structures, like the dusty torus, that can occult the BLR from certain
viewing angles.
Narrow line region (NLR). Further away, reaching up to many parsecs, there is a
much larger area of low pressure gas, colder and slower than in the BLR, but still excited
and ionized by the central engine of the AGN. It is usually an outflow in the shape of a
biconical region aligned with the axis of the dusty torus, and presents narrow emission
lines in the optical, both permitted and forbidden in this case due to the lower pressures.
It can also have emission in mid-IR wavelengths due to the presence of dust (Ho¨nig et al.
2013).
Jets. Some AGNs also have a di↵erent kind of outflows, as relativistic jets of particles
coming from the region closest to the black hole, and collimated by the magnetic fields
originating in the innermost region of the accretion disk. Their total length can vary but
is often far larger than their host galaxy, and terminate in lobes that are very visible in
radio wavelengths due to synchrotron radiation. These jets can be are about 1000 times
brighter in radio than the IR-UV continuum when they are present. However, 80–90% of
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Narrow  Line  Region
Dusty  Torus
Radio  Jet
Accretion  Disk
(unresolved)
Figure 1.4 Artistic representation of the largest components of an active galactic nucleus.
The dusty torus surrounding the central engine can be seen, as well as the biconical narrow
line region. The radio jets are usually much larger than depicted, but were scaled down
to be shown in this image. The accretion disk and broad line region are so small at this
scale that they are unresolved.
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all AGNs are radio-quiet, and the jets are the characteristic feature that distinguishes the
radio-loud type.
Dusty torus. This optically thick structure was proposed in unification models to
explain the di↵erence between type I and type II Seyfert galaxies. The torus surrounds the
accretion disk and the BLR, sometimes obscuring them, depending on the viewing angle.
It is composed of warm dust heated by the AGN, so it has thermal emission with tem-
peratures usually between 50 and 1000 K, and is visible in the spectra as a broad peak in
the IR known as the “IR bump” (Sanders et al. 1989). Since dust cannot exist at temper-
atures higher than about 1000-1500 K, this means that for a simple thermal equilibrium,
ignoring Planck factors, the inner radius of the torus is rmin ' 730L1/246 T 2d3 light-days,
where the luminosity of the AGN is L = 1046 L46 erg s 1 and the destruction temperature
is Td = 1000Td3 K. More recent observations have led to the conclusion that the obscuring
structure is not always a torus, and even when it is the case, the torus is rather clumpy
instead of uniform. The overall size of the torus can vary with the luminosity of the
AGN (and sometimes even disappear altogether at low luminosities), and infrared inter-
ferometry using the MID-infrared Interferometric instrument (MIDI) at the Very Large
Telescope has allowed to estimate the half-light radius R1/2 of this mid-IR emission region
to be in the range 0.1-10 pc (Burtscher et al. 2013).
1.2.3 Quasar lensing
Many of the known gravitational lenses are systems in which a galaxy is in the same line
of sight as a much more distant quasar, generating typically two or four lensed images
of it. The configuration of these systems allows us to gather information both from the
distribution of the mass in the lens galaxy and the distant AGN itself, so they are incred-
ibly useful astrophysical tools and the main object of study of this thesis. The reviews
by Kochanek (2004a) and Schmidt & Wambsganss (2010) give a good description of the
details and di↵erent applications of lensing in these systems.
As described in Section 1.1.2, the positions of the lensed images and their flux ratios
can be used as constraints to model the mass distribution of the lens galaxy. Lensed
quasars let us put this theory into practice in a fairly straightforward way due to their
point-like appearance: the lensed images have to be mapped into a simple point source
by the lensing potential of the model, their positions can be measured accurately, and
their separate fluxes can be obtained even if the angular resolution of the observations is
not very good (which can happen when using long wavelengths). However, a number of
e↵ects hinder this potential application. For example, di↵erential extinction in the lens
can alter the observed fluxes of some images more than others, or compact objects like
stars in the lens could further magnify the images independently with their own gravita-
tional microlensing e↵ects. If we are interested in studying the overall potential of the lens
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and not the population of compact objects or its extinction, these complications can be
circumvented by observing the system in wavelengths that are immune to extinction from
the interstellar medium, and/or emitted by regions of the source that are large compared
to the Einstein radius of the compact objects themselves. As can be seen in the previous
subsection, many of the di↵erent observational features of AGNs come from regions of
di↵erent sizes, so in principle one can select which component of the AGN to use as source
for the lensing in order to disentangle the microlensing and macrolensing magnifications.
The largest regions of the AGN are the jets, the dusty torus, and the NLR, so for this
goal the systems have to be observed in radio or mid-IR wavelengths, or we would need
to obtain a spectra of each of the images in order to measure the narrow spectral lines
in the optical or near-IR. Once we have the “true” flux ratios for a lens system, we can
proceed to use them as constraints to model the mass distribution with simple models,
or search for anomalies that could be indicative of substructure. When using radio ob-
servations, however, one must be careful because the size of the jet could be too large to
have point-like lensed images, and after the lensing distortion they could have a resolvable
structure in very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) observations. If this is the case, one
can proceed as before by locating the core of the AGN in the radio map and using only
the flux ratios of the center of the source, or use the whole jet structure as multiple point
sources that provide extra information about the lens when applied as constraints. Of
course, the fact that the structure of the jet becomes stretched and magnified means that
we can learn more about the source itself thanks to the gravitational lens. In some cases,
the magnification also makes the host galaxy of the quasar visible as an Einstein ring due
to its extended nature. In these cases, each pixel of the extended source can also be used
as an extra constraint because they sample the lens potential at a higher number of lo-
cations, or one could use the extra information to study the environment of the AGN itself.
But the magnification and stretching of the lensed images of extended components
of the AGN are not the only way we can gather information about it using this type
of lens systems—we can also obtain insights about the smallest regions and the central
engine itself. Generally, the paths of light that will form the observed images go through
some region of the lens galaxy, encountering part of the population of compact objects
(like stars) that will induce microlensing of the smaller components of the AGN like the
accretion disk and the BLR. This phenomenon can then be used to learn more about the
accretion process and the inner regions of the AGN by obtaining estimates of their sizes
as described in Section 1.1.3. However, there is a catch. The brightness of the accretion
disk is not always constant, but it presents a certain variability that could be hard to
distinguish from microlensing. It is here where the multiple images of the source play
an important role, because any intrinsic variability will take place in all of them while
microlensing a↵ects each image independently. After obtaining light curves for all of
the images, one could cancel out the intrinsic variability by working with their flux ratios
instead. The problem is that since the paths the light takes for each image are not exactly
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Figure 1.5 Color image of the lensed quasar Q 2237+0305, with the four images created by
the lens galaxy located within the bulge, a region with a high probability of microlensing.
the same, the variability does not show up simultaneously in all of the images. This can be
circumvented by measuring the time delays via careful monitoring of the lens, or working
with systems with negligible time delays among their lensed images. Also, when working
with the flux ratios between the images to study the microlensing, we need to disentangle
this e↵ect from the macrolensing magnification due to the bulk mass distribution of the
lens galaxy itself. This is usually done by obtaining the “true” flux ratios between the
lensed images as explained above.
1.3 Dark matter
1.3.1 History
In the cosmological models widely accepted today, most of the Universe’s mass is found
in a form that receives the name of dark matter due to its apparent non-detectability
by means other than its gravitational interactions with light and the ordinary, baryonic
matter. Postulated in the 1930s by Fritz Zwicky to explain the velocities of galaxies at
the outskirts of the Coma cluster (Zwicky 1933, see also Zwicky 1937) and recovered in
the 1970s as an explanation for the rotation profiles of spiral galaxies (which seemed to
correspond to the velocities the matter in the galactic disc would have if it was immersed
in a more or less spherical distribution of matter, the halo, see Rubin et al. 1978, 1980),
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this kind of matter that doesn’t interact electromagnetically is the best explanation we
have for this kind of phenomena.
Observations of gravitational lensing over background galaxies have allowed to map
the distribution of dark matter in clusters and superclusters, and even confirm that it is
indeed a component separate from ordinary matter in the cases where a cluster collision
has heated the intergalactic gas to millions of degrees and stripped it from the galaxy
groups, while most of the mass has moved through with no more interaction than gravity
(Clowe et al. 2006). Furthermore, the numerical simulations that allow us to understand
the evolution of the Universe and the formation of galaxies, clusters and superclusters
need to include dark matter in their ingredients to reproduce the observed cosmological
structures accurately.
What we do know about dark matter is that for cosmological models to reproduce the
observations, if it is made up of particles they have to travel at non-relativistic speeds,
much slower than the speed of light, so that their total mass-energy is dominated by
their rest mass mc2 instead of their kinetic energy. This version is known as cold dark
matter (CDM). From studying the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and fitting its
properties to the standard cosmological model with cold dark matter and a cosmological
constant (the ⇤CDM model), dark matter is found to make up some 85% of the mass
density of the universe (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014). This number is similar to
the one we obtain by measuring the mass of clusters and galaxies when studying their
kinematics or using gravitational lensing, and comparing it with their baryonic matter
content as measured by observing their emission at di↵erent wavelengths.
The nature of dark matter is unclear. An early hypothesis stated that dark matter
was made of baryonic compact objects, like rogue planets or stellar remnants, that would
be too dim to be easily detected with telescopes, and would explain the lack of inner pres-
sure due to electromagnetic forces in dark matter haloes. These candidates were named
massive astrophysical compact halo objects (MACHOs), and would produce an observable
microlensing signal if millions of stars in the Magellanic Clouds were monitored. Cam-
paigns were undertaken with this purpose and it was concluded that MACHOs couldn’t
make up the majority of dark matter (Alcock et al. 2000, 2001). There are doubts regard-
ing the strength of the exclusion from these results because they depend strongly on the
model adopted for the density profile of the Milky Way halo (see e.g. Hawkins 2015), but
other lines of evidence point in the same direction. For example, microlensing studies on
distant lens systems conclude that only about 20% of the mass at the Einstein radius of
these lenses is in compact objects (Jime´nez-Vicente et al. 2015a,b). Additional attempts
at direct detection or even production of dark matter have been performed by assuming
that it is composed of as-yet undiscovered elementary particles that interact only via the
weak nuclear force in addition to gravity, but all of them have so far been unsuccessful
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(e.g. Akerib et al. 2016; PandaX-II Collaboration et al. 2016; XENON100 Collaboration
et al. 2016).
1.3.2 The missing satellites problem
Even though cold dark matter is the best model we have to explain the observational
evidence, some details of CDM simulations do not match observations completely, and
this will require refinements to the theory, improvements on the observational techniques,
or perhaps even a change of paradigm. According to cosmological simulations, as the
universe evolved, dark matter would have accumulated into haloes due to gravity and
irregularities in the initial mass distribution. These overdensities would have grown and
accreted other dark matter haloes, while the gravity wells thus created attracted baryonic
matter towards the central regions of those haloes in the process. Many of the small sized
subhaloes accreted would be destroyed by tidal e↵ects, but not all of them, so this evolu-
tion would have given rise to substructure in the dark matter distribution. Large haloes
would contain smaller ones and so would these, resulting in the hierarchical organization
we see today in the way of a large scale structure of superclusters that are themselves
formed by clusters, these by galaxies, et cetera.
The amount of substructure in galaxy-sized CDM haloes is currently an open question.
Simulations suggest that 10% of the mass remains in satellites today, with the fraction
dropping closer to 1% in the inner regions as tidal e↵ects destroy the satellites (e.g. Zent-
ner & Bullock 2003). However, the number of satellite galaxies detected around the Milky
Way and other nearby galaxies is just a few dozen, a much lower value than the prediction
of these models (which can reach up to thousands of subhaloes, e.g. Stadel et al. 2009), so
there is a contradiction between the theoretical predictions and the observations (Klypin
et al. 1999; Kravtsov et al. 2004; Moore et al. 1999).
This discrepancy could be solved in several ways. One possibility is that the number of
these subhaloes really is low, perhaps because some mechanism prevents the formation of
separate haloes with such low masses (some kinds of self-interacting dark matter particles
might have this e↵ect), because their destruction by tides is more e cient than expected,
or by some other factors. Another solution, however, consists of assuming the subhaloes
are there as the models predict, but for some reason their baryonic content is very low
and most of them contain few or no stars, thus becoming hard to detect. Most of the
reasons why the subhaloes could be dark are baryonic processes, especially the e↵ects of
photo reionization and stellar feedback on galaxy formation (Benson et al. 2002; Bovill &
Ricotti 2009; Bullock et al. 2000; Cooper et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2011).
In any case, the gap between the observed numbers of satellite galaxies and the dark
matter predictions has been reduced somewhat in the last decade with the discovery of a
new population of dozens of Milky Way faint satellites (Belokurov et al. 2006; Koposov
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Figure 1.6 GHALO simulation of the dark matter distribution in a galactic halo similar
to the Milky Way. The height of the image is 400 kpc, and thousands of dark matter
subhaloes are visible. Credit: Stadel et al. (2008).
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et al. 2015; Zucker et al. 2006). Also, new estimations of the Milky Way halo mass are
leaning towards lower values (. 1012M  instead of around twice that), and this reduces
the predicted halo population at the high-mass end (Kafle et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2012).
However, the true virial mass of the Milky Way is hard to estimate with current methods
due to a diversity of biases and assumptions that might not match the particularities of a
certain halo (Wang et al. 2015), and in any case the discrepancy at lower subhalo masses
would still exist.
Even if most of the dark matter subhaloes were completely dark, searches could be
performed by using the e↵ect their gravity would have in the flux ratios of lensed quasars.
In fact, several of these systems have anomalous fluxes in some of their images that are
hard to explain by modeling the smooth potential of the lens. This is the ‘anomalous
flux ratio’ problem (Kochanek 1991). Besides possible systematic errors and the intrinsic
variability of the quasar plus the time delays, it was argued that ISM extinction would
cause these di↵erences, or that gravitational microlensing could magnify the lensed im-
ages separately (or at least the bright regions of the accretion disk), but these anomalous
fluxes were also detected in radio frequencies. At these wavelengths, absorption by the
ISM is less important and the quasar variability is low, and the radio emitting regions
are too large to be a↵ected by stellar microlensing, so the former explanations would be
discarded in these cases. On the other hand, the anomalous flux is surprisingly easy to
reproduce by adding a satellite galaxy to the model of the lens potential. It is possible
that these anomalous fluxes are the needed observable imprint to solve the problem of
the dark matter subhaloes, turning gravitational lensing into a very useful tool for their
detection and study.
A number of studies have been performed over the years using N-body simulations to
test if the predicted CDM substructures have the right amount to explain the observed
frequency of anomalous lenses in currently available samples. Dalal & Kochanek (2002),
Bradacˇ et al. (2004), Dobler & Keeton (2006), and Metcalf & Amara (2012), among others,
suggest that there is a consistency between the CDM model and observations. On the
other hand, however, Mao et al. (2004), Amara et al. (2006), Maccio` et al. (2006), Maccio`
& Miranda (2006), Chen et al. (2011), and Xu et al. (2009, 2010) find that subhaloes from
CDM simulations are actually insu cient to explain the observed radio flux anomalies,
that is, that the number of satellites would have to be even larger than predicted. There
are some factors that could influence this result. For example, the flux ratios are quite
sensitive to the ellipticity of the main lens, so without a good estimation of this value, the
analysis could yield discrepancies that were not really there (Keeton et al. 2003; Metcalf
& Amara 2012). Also, about 80-90 % of the observed lenses are massive elliptical galaxies
(Keeton et al. 2003; Kochanek et al. 2000; Rusin et al. 2003) and the subhalo abundance
increases rapidly with increasing host halo mass (e.g. De Lucia et al. 2004; Gao et al.
2004; Zentner et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2012), but many estimates were done by scaling
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Milky Way-sized haloes like those from the Aquarius project (Springel et al. 2008), and
this would lead to an underestimation of the number of subhaloes predicted by CDM in
these lenses. More studies are still required in order to solve this problem.
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Chapter 2
Structure of the Accretion Disk in
the Lensed Quasar Q 2237+0305
We present estimates for the size and the logarithmic slope of the disk temper-
ature profile of the lensed quasar Q 2237+0305, independent of the component
velocities. These estimates are based on six epochs of multi-wavelength nar-
rowband images from the Nordic Optical Telescope. For each pair of lensed im-
ages and each photometric band, we determine the microlensing amplitude and
chromaticity using pre-existing mid-IR photometry to define the baseline for
no microlensing magnification. A statistical comparison of the combined mi-
crolensing data (6 epochs ⇥ 5 narrow bands ⇥ 6 image pairs) with simulations
based on microlensing magnification maps gives Bayesian estimates for the
half-light radius ofR1/2 = 8.5
+7.5
 4.0
phMi/0.3 M  light-days, and p = 0.95±0.33
for the exponent of the logarithmic temperature profile T / R 1/p. This size
estimate is in good agreement with most recent studies. Other works based
on the study of single microlensing events predict smaller sizes, but could be
statistically biased by focusing on high-magnification events.
This chapter is based on the article Structure of the Accretion Disk in the Lensed Quasar
Q2237+0305 from Multi-epoch and Multi-wavelength Narrowband Photometry by Mun˜oz,
J.A., Vives-Arias, H., Mosquera, A.M., Jime´nez-Vicente, J., Kochanek, C.S. & Mediavilla,
E. (2016), ApJ, 817, 155.
2.1 Q 2237+0305: the Einstein Cross
Q 2237+0305 (Huchra et al. 1985) is a gravitational lens system in which a nearby spiral
galaxy (zL = 0.0395) produces four images of a distant quasar (zS = 1.695) that is almost
in the exact line of sight as the center of the lens galaxy (Yee 1988). It was one of the
first four-image lenses discovered, and the symmetry of the quasar images produced by
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this alignment earned this system the nickname ‘the Einstein Cross ’. The closeness of
the lens galaxy to the observer makes the light paths of the multiple images go through
the dense galactic bulge, and leads to a high e↵ective transverse velocity between lenses,
source and observer. These factors create a very high probability of stellar microlensing
in the system, making it the first one where this e↵ect was ever detected (Irwin et al.
1989). Furthermore, because the light paths for the di↵erent images are so similar, the
time delays between intrinsic brightness variations from the quasar are less than 1 day
between image pairs (Dai et al. 2003; Koptelova et al. 2006; Vakulik et al. 2006). Since
quasars have little variability power on such short time scales, there is no need to correct
for the delays in this system when performing microlensing studies, which allows us to
obtain useful information even when using data from a single epoch.
Since this is a well studied system, with microlensing variability which has now been
observed for ⇠30 years (e.g. Corrigan et al. 1991; Webster et al. 1991; Woz´niak et al. 2000),
many parameters of the di↵erent components of the AGN source have been determined
over the last decade. Motta et al. (2004) may have been able to determine an NLR
size between ⇠ 0.7 and ⇠ 1.0 kpc using early integral field spectroscopy observations.
The size of the BLR is better constrained by studying the microlensing e↵ect on several
spectral lines, with a half-light radius of RCIV ⇠ 66+110 46 light-days and RCIII] ⇠ 49+105 35
light-days (Sluse et al. 2011), consistent with previous estimates by Wayth et al. (2005),
who estimate the size of the CIII]/MgII BLR to be ⇠ 0.06 pc (⇠ 70 light-days), also
using microlensing. Agol et al. (2009) performed infrared observations that allowed them
to estimate the minimum radius for the dusty torus of the AGN at about 1pc, and to
determine the total bolometric luminosity of the source, Ltot = 4.0⇥ 1046 erg s 1. Using
broad spectral emission lines, the mass of the supermassive black hole powering the AGN
was estimated at MBH ⇠ 108.3±0.3M  using the CIV spectral line (Sluse et al. 2011), and
MBH = 109.08±0.39M  using the H  emission line, which might be more reliable (Assef
et al. 2011). X-ray spectroscopy of the innermost region of the accretion disk has even
allowed to estimate that the spin of the black hole is a⇤ = 0.74+0.06 0.03, with 90% confidence,
or a⇤ > 0.65 at the 4  level (Reynolds et al. 2014). Microlensing studies of this X-ray
emission conclude that the size of this inner region is ⇠ 1 light-day (Mosquera et al. 2013).
In this chapter we will focus on the size of the accretion disk itself, by studying light that
corresponds to its UV emission at rest wavelengths.
2.2 Estimating the size of accretion disks with grav-
itational lensing
The basic model for describing the inner regions of quasars is the thin disk model (Novikov
& Thorne 1973; Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) which predicts the size of the accretion disk
and the radial dependence of its surface temperature (see Section 1.2.2). Gravitational
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microlensing (Chang & Refsdal 1979, 1984, see also Section 1.1.3, Kochanek 2004b and
Wambsganss 2006) is the main tool used to estimate both parameters, either from time
variability or through the wavelength dependence of the microlensing magnification. Mi-
crolensing studies (see e.g. Blackburne et al. 2011, 2014, 2015; Hainline et al. 2013;
Jime´nez-Vicente et al. 2012, 2014; MacLeod et al. 2015; Morgan et al. 2010; Mosquera &
Kochanek 2011; Mosquera et al. 2013; Pooley et al. 2007; Sluse et al. 2011) have found
that the mean sizes of quasar accretion disks are roughly a factor of 2-3 greater than the
predictions of the standard thin disk model. These di↵erences are too large to be explained
by contamination from the broad emission lines and the pseudo-continuum contributions,
or scattering on scales larger than the accretion disk (Dai et al. 2010; Morgan et al. 2010).
Recent measurements of wavelength-dependent continuum lags in two local AGN are con-
sistent with the microlensing results (Edelson et al. 2015; Fausnaugh et al. 2015; Shappee
et al. 2014).
The study of the disk temperature profile is more complicated than obtaining only its
size because multi-wavelength observations are needed to detect chromatic microlensing
(Anguita et al. 2008; Bate et al. 2008; Blackburne et al. 2011, 2015; Eigenbrod et al. 2008;
Floyd et al. 2009; Mediavilla et al. 2011b; Mosquera & Kochanek 2011; Motta et al. 2012;
Mun˜oz et al. 2011; Poindexter et al. 2008; Rojas et al. 2014). In this case it also becomes
more important to separate the contributions from strong emission lines. This can be
done most cleanly using narrow band photometry or spectroscopy.
Many of the studies of the source size in Q 2237+0305 are based on the fitting of
its light curves with tracks extracted from simulated microlensing magnification maps
(Kochanek 2004b; Mosquera et al. 2013; Poindexter & Kochanek 2010a). As an alternative
to light-curve fitting, we will study the size and temperature profile of Q 2237+0305 using
several epochs of multi-wavelength narrow band observations. This allows us to remove
the influence of the broad emission lines on the amplitude of the continuum microlensing
(Mosquera et al. 2009). We will follow a procedure similar to that used in SBS 0909+532
(Mediavilla et al. 2011b) and HE 1104–1804 (Mun˜oz et al. 2011), but in the case of
Q 2237+0305 we have significantly better statistics with 6 epochs (4 will be considered
independent) and 4 quasar images. This method relies on changes in the microlensing
amplitude and chromaticity but not on its dependence with time and hence no velocity
estimates are necessary. However, a baseline for the intrinsic flux ratios in the absence of
microlensing is needed, and we will define these by the mid-IR flux ratios from Minezaki
et al. (2009, see also Agol et al. 2000).
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2.3 Observations and Data Analysis
Q 2237+0305 was observed with the 2.56 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT) located at
the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, La Palma (Spain), using the 2048⇥2048 AL-
FOSC detector, with a spatial scale of 0.188 arcsec/pixel. A total of five epochs in 2006
and 2007 were obtained, which we combine with an earlier epoch from Mosquera et al.
(2009) taken in 2003. A set of seven narrow filters plus the wide Bessel I filter were used,
covering the wavelength range 3510-8130A˚. Table 2.1 provides a log of these observations.
For the first epoch, a V-band image was also taken. In the second epoch, the wavelength
coverage was poorer, because observations with all the filters were not possible due to bad
weather conditions.
The data were reduced with standard IRAF1 procedures, and point-spread function
(PSF) photometry fitting was used to derive the di↵erence in magnitude as a function of
wavelength between the 4 images. As in Mosquera et al. (2009), the galaxy bulge was
modeled with a de Vaucouleurs profile, and the quasar images as point sources. This
model was convolved with PSFs derived from stars observed in each of the frames, and
fit to the image using  2 statistics following McLeod et al. (1998) and Leha´r et al. (2000).
Even in the bluest filters, the fits were excellent due to the good seeing conditions for
most of the epochs (0.006 in I-band). Among the narrower filters that were used, only two
were a↵ected by the broad emission lines of the quasar. The Stro¨mgren-u filter contains
roughly 40% of the Ly↵ emission line, based on the SDSS quasar composite spectrum
from Vanden Berk et al. (2001). And at   = 4110 A˚, the wavelength range covered by
the Stro¨mgren-v filter coincides with the position and width of the CIV emission line (for
more details see Mosquera et al. 2009).
Figure 2.1 shows the results for the six nights and Table 2.1 reports the photometry
for the new data. A clear wavelength dependence of the flux ratios (mi   mA)i=B,C,D
relative to image A is observed for the epochs HJD 2454056 (Fig. 2.1d) and HJD 2454404
(Fig. 2.1f). Chromatic e↵ects are also observed relative to image B (mi   mB)i=A,C,D
on the first of these two dates. Since extinction e↵ects would be common to all the
epochs (e.g. Falco et al. 1999 or Mun˜oz et al. 2004) and the time delays are negligible,
this dependence can only be explained by chromatic microlensing of images A and B (for
more details see Mosquera et al. 2009). Since image C seems little a↵ected by chromatic
microlensing on any of those nights, the di↵erence (mC  mA)I   (mC  mA)b allows us
to determine the chromaticity in image A, with values of mbA  mIA =  0.43 ± 0.16 and
mbA  mIA =  0.33 ± 0.16 for HJD 2454056 and HJD 2454404 respectively. In a similar
way, the chromaticity for image B is mbB   mIB =  0.25 ± 0.16 for HJD 2454056. The
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under a cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation
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Table 2.1. Q 2237+0305 PHOTOMETRY
Filter mB  mA mC  mA mD  mA Observation date
Str-u (  = 3510 A˚) 1.18±0.07 1.56±0.11 1.47±0.06 Aug 21 2006
Str-v (  = 4110 A˚) 1.15±0.06 1.58±0.08 1.46±0.06 Aug 21 2006
Str-b (  = 4670 A˚) 1.19±0.06 1.59±0.07 1.61±0.06 Aug 21 2006
V-band (  = 5300 A˚) 1.19±0.04 1.64±0.06 1.56±0.06 Aug 21 2006
Str-y (  = 5470 A˚) 1.19±0.03 1.59±0.05 1.59±0.04 Aug 21 2006
Iac#28 (  = 6062 A˚) 1.14±0.10 1.50±0.10 1.51±0.10 Aug 21 2006
H↵ (  = 6567 A˚) 1.15±0.06 1.51±0.08 1.47±0.03 Aug 21 2006
Iac#29 (  = 7015 A˚) 1.16±0.06 1.54±0.06 1.48±0.06 Aug 21 2006
I-band (  = 8130 A˚) 1.16±0.08 1.59±0.15 1.48±0.06 Aug 21 2006
Str-u (  = 3510 A˚) 1.13±0.08 1.49±0.05 1.44±0.07 Sep 23 2006
Str-v (  = 4110 A˚) 1.13±0.10 1.55±0.10 1.41±0.10 Sep 23 2006
Str-y (  = 5470 A˚) 1.10±0.10 1.39±0.10 1.34±0.10 Sep 23 2006
H↵ (  = 6567 A˚) 1.14±0.05 1.47±0.08 1.38±0.06 Sep 23 2006
I-band (  = 8130 A˚) 1.15±0.06 1.53±0.09 1.41±0.06 Sep 23 2006
Str-u (  = 3510 A˚) 1.22±0.09 1.74±0.08 1.74±0.10 Nov 17 2006
Str-v (  = 4110 A˚) 1.14±0.02 1.57±0.03 1.41±0.03 Nov 17 2006
Str-b (  = 4670 A˚) 1.22±0.05 1.74±0.09 1.63±0.05 Nov 17 2006
Str-y (  = 5470 A˚) 1.22±0.08 1.73±0.11 1.60±0.06 Nov 17 2006
Iac#28 (  = 6062 A˚) 1.30±0.03 1.59±0.07 1.62±0.04 Nov 17 2006
H↵ (  = 6567 A˚) 1.02±0.08 1.38±0.07 1.22±0.04 Nov 17 2006
Iac#29 (  = 7015 A˚) 1.17±0.07 1.64±0.12 1.43±0.05 Nov 17 2006
I-band (  = 8130 A˚) 1.05±0.08 1.31±0.13 1.19±0.08 Nov 17 2006
Str-u (  = 3510 A˚) 1.33±0.10 1.84±0.09 1.44±0.09 Oct 15 2007
Str-v (  = 4110 A˚) 1.28±0.06 1.74±0.10 1.29±0.06 Oct 15 2007
Str-b (  = 4670 A˚) 1.37±0.05 1.83±0.05 1.37±0.04 Oct 15 2007
Str-y (  = 5470 A˚) 1.31±0.04 1.63±0.10 1.18±0.06 Oct 15 2007
Iac#28 (  = 6062 A˚) 1.28±0.10 1.60±0.09 1.29±0.10 Oct 15 2007
H↵ (  = 6567 A˚) 1.24±0.06 1.63±0.10 1.25±0.06 Oct 15 2007
Iac#29 (  = 7015 A˚) 1.25±0.08 1.63±0.08 1.26±0.06 Oct 15 2007
I-band (  = 8130 A˚) 1.25±0.06 1.58±0.06 1.21±0.06 Oct 15 2007
Str-u (  = 3510 A˚) 1.43±0.03 2.06±0.09 1.48±0.04 Oct 31 2007
Str-v (  = 4110 A˚) 1.32±0.08 1.89±0.10 1.37±0.09 Oct 31 2007
Str-b (  = 4670 A˚) 1.39±0.09 2.02±0.10 1.46±0.07 Oct 31 2007
Str-y (  = 5470 A˚) 1.37±0.08 1.98±0.10 1.43±0.06 Oct 31 2007
Iac#28 (  = 6062 A˚) 1.33±0.09 1.97±0.11 1.45±0.08 Oct 31 2007
H↵ (  = 6567 A˚) 1.34±0.06 1.82±0.10 1.40±0.08 Oct 31 2007
Iac#29 (  = 7015 A˚) 1.24±0.06 1.67±0.10 1.21±0.02 Oct 31 2007
I-band (  = 8130 A˚) 1.22±0.08 1.69±0.12 1.22±0.08 Oct 31 2007
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I and b filters were chosen to perform these calculations since they are the reddest and
bluest filters that are not a↵ected by the broad emission lines. The other epochs do not
show any significant dependence on wavelength. In particular the magnitude di↵erence as
a function of wavelength for the epoch HJD 2454001 (Fig. 2.1c) is flat given our errors of
order ⇠ 0.1 mag. This suggests a smaller di↵erential extinction than the estimates of Agol
et al. (2000), although we cannot rule out fortuitous cancellations of color variations due
to extinction by chromatic microlensing e↵ects. Finding chromatic microlensing during
this period of observations is not a surprise, since the OGLE V-band continuum data
(Woz´niak et al. 2000) shows significant brightness variations in the three independent
magnitude di↵erences at this time. This implies that microlensing is strongly a↵ecting
the quasar images, making chromatic microlensing e↵ects more likely.
2.4 Results
The method used to estimate the size of the accretion disk and the wavelength depen-
dence with the radius proceeds as follows. First, we generate a magnification map for each
of the four lensed images (see Section 1.1.3.2) using the local values of  and   for the
macrolensing potential of the lens. Then, because the microlensing magnifications depend
on the size of the source, and the apparent size depends on the wavelength observed, we
convolve the magnification maps with the source brightness profile for each wavelength
in each set of parameters that we want to test. After that, for each of these cases we
select random locations in the four corresponding magnification maps, calculate the re-
sulting predicted microlensing magnifications and compare them to the observations. We
estimate the probability of reproducing the observed magnitude di↵erences between the
lensed images by performing a large number of iterations of this process, and thus obtain
the probability distribution function (PDF) for a given range of parameters of the chosen
brightness profile for the source. We take into account the several independent epochs by
multiplying their resulting PDFs. This statistical procedure is a variant of that described
in Mediavilla et al. (2011b), Mun˜oz et al. (2011) and Jime´nez-Vicente et al. (2012). The
main di↵erence is that, in this work, the observed magnitudes for the four quasar images
in the five di↵erent bands will be used simultaneously to calculate the probability distri-
butions.
The magnification maps were calculated using the Inverse Polygon Mapping algorithm
(Mediavilla et al. 2006, 2011a). We have used canonical values for  and   for the four
images from Schmidt et al. (1998) and put all the mass into equal mass stars. The models
used by Poindexter & Kochanek (2010b) are very similar but with a mass spectrum for
the stars. The maps have 2000⇥2000 pixels and a pixel size of 0.5 light-days for a mean
stellar mass of hMi = 1M  and all linear sizes can be scaled with (hMi/M )1/2. We con-
sidered three surface brightness profiles. In all three models, the scaling of the source size
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Figure 2.1 Magnitude di↵erences as a function of the inverse of the observed wavelength
for Q 2237+0305 during the six epochs of observation. Image A showed chromaticity
on epoch HJD 2452879 (a), as previously analyzed by Mosquera et al. (2009). Here we
find that image A also shows evidence of chromaticity on HJD 2454056 (d) and HJD
2454404 (f), as does image B on HJD 2454056 (d). The shaded regions correspond to the
wavelength location and full width of the most prominent quasar broad emission lines.
The horizontal error bars indicate the FWHM of the filters.
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with wavelength is described by a power-law, rs( 2) = ( 2/ 1)prs( 1) where  i is the rest
wavelength corresponding to each filter. The first model we consider is a simple Gaussian,
I(R) / exp( R2/2r2s). The second model, I(R) /
 
exp
⇥
(R/rs)3/4
⇤  1  1 becomes the
standard thin disk model when p = 4/3. The third model, I(R) /  exp ⇥(R/rs)1/p⇤  1  1
also becomes the standard thin disk model when p = 4/3. The third model corresponds
to a thermally emitting disk with a temperature profile T / R 1/p and is well-defined
only for p > 1/2 since we are not including an inner edge. The second model is a hybrid,
but by holding the exponent in the black body function fixed and only varying the scale
length, the brightess profile is well defined for all p. We will refer to the three models
as the Gaussian, hybrid and thin disk models. The length scales rs will depend on the
profile and p, but we expect the estimates of the half-light radii for the di↵erent profiles
to agree based on the results of Mortonson et al. (2005). We use the bluest observed
wavelength,  obs1 = 4670 A˚ as the reference wavelength, corresponding to  1 = 1736 A˚ in
the rest frame. When no reference is made to a specific wavelength, the size is for this
reference wavelength, rs ⌘ rs(1736 A˚).
The observed magnitude of image I = (A,B,C,D) is
mobsI (tj, i) = m0(tj, i) + µI +  µI(tj, i) (2.1)
where m0(tj, i) is the intrinsic magnitude of the source at time tj in filter i, µI is the
macro magnification (in mag) of image I and  µI(tj, i) is the time varying microlensing
magnification (in mag) of image I in filter i. Since we have no direct information on
the intrinsic variability of the source or the absolute magnifications, we ultimately want
to work in terms of magnitude di↵erences between images. We assume that the mid-IR
flux ratios from Minezaki et al. (2009) (cf. their Table 4) correctly estimate the intrinsic
flux ratios µirIJ , which means that they define all the values of µ
ir
IJ = µI   µJ . Following
Kochanek (2004b), we eliminate the intrinsic magnitude of the source m0(tj, i) by starting
from the fit to the four individual images at a single epoch and wavelength
 2(tj, i) =
X
I
 I(tj, i)
 2 ⇥mobsI (tj, i) m0(tj, i)  µI    µI(tj, i)⇤2 (2.2)
and optimizing for the best source model m0(tj, i). If we then substitute this best fit
source model into  2(tj, i), we are left with a sum over the six possible pairs between the
four images
 2(tj, i) =
X
I
X
J>I
 IJ(tj, i)
 2 [ mI(tj, i)  mJ(tj, i)]2 (2.3)
where
 mI(tj, i) = m
obs
I (tj, i)  µI    µI(tj, i) (2.4)
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and the errors  IJ(tj, i) are defined in the equation 7 of Kochanek (2004b) but reduce
to  IJ(tj, i) = 2  (tj, i) if  I =  J(⌘  ) as we will assume here1. This expression only
depends on µI   µJ , whose values are supplied by the mid-IR flux ratios. Thus, the full
 2j for a given epoch tj becomes the sum of Equation 2.3 over the filters,
 2j =
X
i
 2(tj, i) (2.5)
which can be evaluated for any microlensing trial defining the values of  µI(tj, i).
For a given pair of parameters (rs, p), the magnification maps for the four images
A,B,C,D are convolved to the size rs( / 0)p appropriate for each wavelength and the
 2j are calculated for N=10
8 randomly selected locations in each of the four magnification
maps. The probability density function Pj(rs, p) for each epoch is computed as the sum
Pj(rs, p) /
NX
i=1
e 
1
2 
2
j (2.6)
over a 2D grid of values for rs and p. We have used a logarithmic grid in rs such that
ln(ris/light-days) = 0.3 ⇥ i for i = 0, · · · , 17 and a linear grid in p with pj = 0.25 ⇥ j for
j = 0, · · · , 9. This way, rs spans from roughly 1 to 165 light-days and p runs from 0 to
2.25. For the thin disk model, which is only defined for p > 1/2, we ran extra cases at
p = 0.55 and 0.68 and then follow the remainder of the sequence.
We have data for six di↵erent epochs between August 2003 and October 2007. Some
of the epochs are very close on time and we have combined them into a single epoch
because they cannot be considered independent. Epoch HJD 2453968 (Aug 21st 2006) is
combined with HJD 2454001 (Sep 23rd 2006) and epoch HJD 2454388 (Oct 15th 2007)
is combined with HJD 2454404 (Oct 31st 2007). The dispersion around the mean for all
values of the combined epochs is 0.08 mag, which is the same as the measurement error
we adopted for the merit function above.
The joint probability distribution P(rs, p) for the four independent epochs is obtained
by the product of the probabilities for each of the epochs
P(rs, p) =
Y
j
Pj(rs, p) (2.7)
The resulting joint probability distributions of the three surface brightness profiles are
shown in Figure 2.2 and are compared to previous size estimates for Q 2237+0305 in
1Although there are slightly di↵erent errors for every individual image we have chosen to use the
average measurement error   = 0.08 for weighting all the data.
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Figure 2.3. The maximum likelihood estimate from this work corresponds to rs =
(15.6+5.5 7.9, 5.3
+1.9
 2.4, 27
+22
 19)
phMi/0.3M  light-days and p = (0.50+0.15 0.27, 1.0+0.25 0.50, 0.85+0.25 0.25)
for the Gaussian, hybrid and thin disk models respectively. Using a logarithmic (lin-
ear) prior for rs (p), we obtain Bayesian estimates for the expected values of rs =
(7.0+10.0 4.1 , 3.7
+3.5
 1.8, 7.9
+16.6
 5.3 )
phMi/0.3M  light-days and p = (0.66±0.32, 1.04±0.29, 0.95±
0.33). As a test we also computed the joint probability distribution without merging the
closely separated epochs and obtained very similar results.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions
At  1 = 1736 A˚, the half-light radius estimates for the three (Gaussian, hybrid, thin
disk) models of R1/2 = (8.3
+11.8
 4.8 , 9.0
+8.4
 4.4, 8.5
+7.5
 4.0)
phMi/0.3M  light-days are remarkably
similar (see Figure 2.2), consistent with the prediction from Mortonson et al. (2005)
that estimates of the half-light radius should be insensitive to the particular surface
brightness profile shape. Our R1/2 estimations are also in agreement with previous es-
timates by Poindexter & Kochanek (2010a, R1/2 = 5.4 ± 3.2 light-days), Sluse et al.
(2011, R1/2 = 3.4
+6.4
 2.4 light-days) and Mosquera et al. (2013, R1/2 = 9.9
+5.1
 3.3 light-days),
as shown in Figure 2.3. The latter two results are also scaled to hMi = 0.3M . The
Poindexter & Kochanek (2010a) result marginalizes over the uncertainties in hMi, find-
ing hMi = 0.52M  (0.12M  < M < 1.94M ). Poindexter & Kochanek (2010a,b),
Mosquera et al. (2013) and Sluse et al. (2011) set the scales by adopting priors on the
e↵ective source velocity rather than choosing a fixed mean mass hMi. That our results
agree demonstrates that these priors are reasonable.
Analyses of individual high magnification events tend to measure smaller sizes. For
example Anguita et al. (2008) find R1/2 = 1.0
+0.2
 0.5 light-days and Eigenbrod et al. (2008)
find R1/2 = 3.0± 2.0 light-days. However, studies of high magnification events are likely
biased toward small accretion disk size estimates because it is easier to obtain high magni-
fications with small sources (e.g. Blackburne et al. 2011; Eigenbrod et al. 2008; Kochanek
2004b). It is also interesting to note that without considering any velocity prior (i.e.
adopting a uniform prior), the size determinations of Eigenbrod et al. (2008) and Anguita
et al. (2008) increase by a factor ⇠ 4 (see Sluse et al. 2011) but would then require cos-
mologically unrealistic peculiar velocities for the lens/source.
In any case, most of the results derived from the optical may be reconciled near a value
of ⇠ (7± 4)phMi/0.3M  light-days. This value is large compared to the predictions of
the thin disk model based on the flux (⇠ 1 light-day, Mosquera & Kochanek 2011). It
is in agreement with the results from other lenses, where the Morgan et al. (2010) black
hole-mass-size correlation predicts a size of ⇠ 5 light-days for an estimated black hole
mass of 1.2 ⇥ 109M  (Assef et al. 2011). This size discrepancy is now also seen in the
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Figure 2.2 Joint probability density function P(rs, p) in terms of the half-light radius R1/2,
at rest  1 = 1736 A˚, and the logarithmic slope p (rs /  p). The contours for each model
correspond to the 1  and 2  levels for one parameter. The Gaussian, hybrid and thin
disk models are shown by the green (dashed), blue (solid) and dotted (red) colors (lines).
The filled squares are the Bayesian estimates for the expected values of R1/2 and p.
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Figure 2.3 Joint probability density function P(rs, p) in terms of the half-light radius R1/2,
at rest  1 = 1736 A˚, and the logarithmic slope p (rs /  p) for the hybrid model. The
separation between consecutive contours corresponds to 0.25 , the 1  and 2  for one
parameter contours are heavier. The blue filled square is our Bayesian estimate for the
expected value of R1/2 and p for the hybrid model (the values for the Gaussian and thin
disk models are also plotted as green and red filled squares respectively for comparison).
The open (filled) circle corresponds to the measurement by Eigenbrod et al. (2008) with
(without) a velocity prior. Straight lines correspond to the measurements by Poindexter
& Kochanek (2010a) (dashed line), Sluse et al. (2011) (dotted-dashed line) and Mosquera
et al. (2013) (continuous line), that have no estimate on p; the associated error bars
correspond to their ±1  uncertainties. The size comparisons have been made setting the
mean mass of the stars to hMi = 0.3M .
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recent size estimates for two local AGN using measurements of continuum lags (Edelson
et al. 2015; Fausnaugh et al. 2015; Shappee et al. 2014). The size problem is clearly not
unique to the microlensing method.
The hybrid and thin disk models both find p = 1.0±0.3 for the slope of the dependence
of the disk size on wavelength, while the Gaussian model favors a steeper (in temperature)
slope of p = 0.7± 0.3. The three estimates are mutually compatible and smaller than the
prediction of the standard thin disk model (p = 4/3). The di↵erences for the (presumably)
more physical hybrid or thin disk models are small enough to represent only a modest
inconsistency. Experiments with broader wavelength ranges are needed to provide better
estimates of the temperatures exponent.
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Chapter 3
Observations of Q 2237+0305 in the
mid infrared
We present new mid-IR observations of the quadruply lensed quasar Q 2237+0305
taken with CanariCam on the Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC). Mid-IR emis-
sion by hot dust, unlike the optical and near-IR emission from the accretion
disk, is una↵ected by the interstellar medium (extinction/scattering) or stellar
microlensing. We compare these “true” ratios to the (stellar) microlensed flux
ratios observed in the optical/near-IR to constrain the structure of the quasar
accretion disk. We find a half-light radius of R1/2 = 3.4
+5.3
 2.1
phMi/0.3M 
light-days at  rest = 1736 A˚, and an exponent for the temperature profile
R /  p of p = 0.79±0.55 where p = 4/3 for a standard thin disk model. If we
assume that the di↵erences in the mid-IR flux ratios measured over the years
are due to microlensing variability, we find a lower limit for the size of the
mid-IR-emitting region of R1/2 & 200
phMi/0.3M  light-days. We also test
for the presence of substructure/satellites by comparing the observed mid-IR
flux ratios with those predicted from smooth lens models. We can explain the
di↵erences if the surface density fraction in satellites near the lensed images
is ↵ = 0.033+0.046 0.019 for a singular isothermal ellipsoid plus external shear mass
model or ↵ = 0.013+0.019 0.008 for a mass model combining ellipsoidal NFW and de
Vaucouleurs profiles in an external shear.
This chapter is based on the article Observations of the Lensed Quasar Q 2237+0305 with
CanariCam at GTC by Vives-Arias, H., Mun˜oz, J. A., Kochanek, C. S., Mediavilla, E.
& Jime´nez-Vicente, J. (2016), ApJ, 831, 43.
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3.1 The need for mid-IR fluxes
Gravitational lenses are a very powerful tool for many astrophysical and cosmological
studies (e.g. see the review by Kochanek 2006). In particular, multiply imaged quasars
allow us to probe the mass distribution and interstellar medium (ISM) of the galaxy as
well as properties of the quasar itself that are hard to characterize otherwise. The flux
ratios of the images, one of their most easily measured properties, are controlled not only
by the smooth gravitational potential of the lens but also by perturbations produced by
stars (microlensing) and satellites/cold dark matter (CDM) substructure (millilensing),
as well as propagation e↵ects in the lens (scattering/extinction). As a result, smooth
lens models almost always fail to fit image flux ratios and thus are rarely used as model
constraints, even though they encode important astrophysical information.
Optical and near-IR observations are a↵ected by di↵erential extinction between the
lensed images (e.g. El´ıasdo´ttir et al. 2006; Falco et al. 1999; Mun˜oz et al. 2004; Nadeau
et al. 1991). While we can try to correct for this by fitting extinction models, microlens-
ing by the stars in the lens galaxy also produces color changes between images that can
mimic extinction (e.g. Mosquera et al. 2009; Mun˜oz et al. 2011; Poindexter et al. 2008), so
the two e↵ects cannot be fully separated. Radio lenses generally avoid this problem (see
Kochanek & Dalal 2004), although there are clear examples of images that are scatter
broadened (e.g. Sykes et al. 1998). Unfortunately, radio lenses are also a minority of lenses
and in many cases lack the ancillary information needed to make them useful astrophysi-
cal probes (redshifts and well-studied lens galaxies). Mid-IR wavelengths are almost ideal
for measuring the intrinsic flux ratios of lensed images. They are too long (short) to be
a↵ected by extinction (electrons), thereby eliminating the ISM as a factor a↵ecting the
flux ratios. Because the mid-IR emission is dominated by hot dust, which is destroyed if
too close to the quasar (e.g. Barvainis 1987), the mid-IR emission regions should also be
large enough to be little a↵ected by microlensing, leaving only the magnifying e↵ects of
the smooth lens potential and substructure (satellites). However, one must proceed with
caution, because mid-IR flux ratios could still be a↵ected by microlensing of the dusty
torus taking place in timescales of decades or centuries (Stalevski et al. 2012). Also, if
the accretion disk of the quasar has a contribution to the mid-IR emission, microlensing
of this small region by the stars of the lens galaxy could have a measurable e↵ect on the
mid-IR flux of the lensed images (Sluse et al. 2013).
If these e↵ects are negligible, then the deviations of the mid-IR flux ratios from models
would primarily probe the mean gravitational potential of the lens and the e↵ects of
substructure. This is astrophysically important because the amount of substructure in
CDM haloes is an open question. Simulations suggest that 10% of the mass remains
in satellites, with the fraction dropping closer to 1% in the inner regions as tidal e↵ects
destroy the satellites (e.g. Zentner & Bullock 2003), in contradiction with the observations
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Table 3.1. Log of Q 2237+0305 observations with CanariCam
Date Filter Readout mode Exposure (s) Notes
2012 Jun 6 N-10.36 S1R1 CR 1001.9 Detected, non-Gaussian noise
2012 Jul 10 N-10.36 S1R1 CR 3⇥ 675.3 Detected, non-Gaussian noise
2013 Sep 4 Si5 S1R3 3⇥ 595.7 Nondetection
2013 Sep 18 Si5 S1R3 3⇥ 1853.3 Detected, low S/N in third image
2013 Sep 19 Si5 S1R3 2⇥ 1522.4 Detected
of the Milky Way halo (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999). Although the gap has been
reduced somewhat in the past decade with the discovery of a new population of Milky
Way faint satellites (Belokurov et al. 2006; Koposov et al. 2015; Zucker et al. 2006), and
new estimations of the mass of our galactic halo lower the predicted subhalo population
at the high-mass end (Kafle et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2012), the discrepancy still exists.
Gravitational lensing is one of the only means of detecting dark substructures, and results
from studying anomalous flux ratios in radio lenses (Dalal & Kochanek 2002; Kochanek
& Dalal 2004; Vegetti et al. 2012) suggest that the missing satellites are present. However
mid-IR observations are available for only six lenses (Agol et al. 2000, 2001, 2009; Chiba
et al. 2005; MacLeod et al. 2009, 2013; Minezaki et al. 2009).
3.2 Observations and Data analysis
The lens system Q 2237+0305 (described in detail in Section 2.1) was observed in mid-IR
using the CanariCam instrument on Gran Telescopio CANARIAS (GTC), located at the
Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, La Palma (Spain), in July 2012 and September
2013. CanariCam has a field of view of 25.006⇥19.002 with a spatial scale of 0.0008 pixel 1.
For the filters we use, the resolution is di↵raction limited by the 10.4 m primary mirror
of GTC. For all observations, we set a chopping position angle of 53 degrees, a nodding
position angle of  127 degrees, and a throw of 1000 for both motions. The mid-IR standard
stars HD 220009 and HD 220954 were observed for each epoch of observation to be used
as point-spread function (PSF) templates for the data reduction.
A test image was obtained on June 6th, 2012 with an on-source exposure time of
1001.9 seconds using the S1R1 CR readout mode, a chopping frequency of 2.05 Hz, and
the N-10.36 filter ( c = 10.36µm,    = 5.2µm). Since the object was successfully de-
tected, three more images with on source exposure times of 675.3 seconds each and a
chopping frequency of 2.01 Hz were obtained on July 30th, 2012. The S1R1 CR mode,
however, introduced a non-Gaussian horizontal noise pattern in the images that makes it
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di cult to accurately measure the fluxes of targets with low signal-to-noise ratios (S/N).
The horizontal bands could be removed in the area of interest by selecting a range of
columns with the same noise pattern as the region of the image where the target is lo-
cated, averaging them and subtracting the pattern from the whole image. However, since
we are interested in measuring flux ratios between images at di↵erent locations on the
image, it is better to avoid this kind of noise altogether.
For the next set of observations, we switched to the newly available S1R3 readout
mode, in which the noise pattern has a more Gaussian structure and the same properties
along lines and columns. Unfortunately, the new mode also uses longer frame times, lead-
ing to high backgrounds that more easily saturate the detector. As a result, the N filter is
not recommended for use in this mode unless the precipitable water vapor (PWV) is below
3 mm (which happens only around 2% of the observing time). For this reason, for the rest
of observations we switched to the narrower Si5 filter ( c = 11.6µm,    = 0.9µm). On
September 4th, 2013, three images were obtained with on-source exposure times of 595.7
seconds each and a chopping frequency of 2.07 Hz, but the target was not detected due to
the smaller width and lower transmission of the Si5 filter. We then increased the exposure
times for a last set of observations using the same configuration to obtain three images on
September 18th and two images on September 19th with total on-source exposure times
of 3⇥1853.3 and 2⇥1522.4 seconds respectively. A summary of all our observations can
be found in Table 3.1.
The data were reduced by first aligning the images from each night of observation and
then separately combining the images from the 2012 and 2013 observations. To determine
the o↵set between the individual images for the alignment, we performed PSF fitting rel-
ative to the known locations of the quasar images from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
observations available on the CASTLES website1. The final combined image (Figure 3.1)
used only the 2013 observations due to their better instrumental conditions, excluding
the third image from September 18th which had a very poor S/N due to a significant rise
in the PWV. Experiments including this third image and/or the shorter exposures from
September 4th did not lead to improved results. The raw FWHM of the quasar images
is 0.0024 which we have smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of   = 0.0012 for Figure 3.1.
3.3 Flux ratios
The flux ratios of the lensed images were obtained using PSF-fitting photometry from
the combined 2013 image. The scatter between the results from applying this same pro-
cedure to the individual noncombined images was used to estimate the errors. The final
flux ratios are B/A = 0.99± 0.03, C/A = 0.69± 0.10, and D/A = 0.84± 0.13. Since the
1http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/glensdata/
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Figure 3.1 The quadruple lens system Q 2237+0305 at 11.6µm using data taken with
CanariCam at GTC on 2013 September 18 and 19 (UT). The pixel scale is 0.0008 pixel 1
and the image subtends 5.0012. North is up, east is left, and the quasar images are, starting
from top right and moving clockwise, B, D, A, and C, respectively. This image has been
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of   = 0.0012 in order to improve the contrast relative to
the noise.
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Table 3.2. Flux ratios of Q 2237+0305
Reference† Date Wavelength / Model Flux Ratio
B/A C/A D/A
This work 2013 Sep 18, 19 11.6 µm 0.99± 0.03 0.69± 0.10 0.84± 0.13
This work 2012 Jul 10 10.36 µm 0.96± 0.11 0.57± 0.06 1.04± 0.21
1 2005 Nov 17 8.0 µm 0.93± 0.07 0.59± 0.04 0.84± 0.08
2 2005 Oct 11, 12 11.7 µm 0.84± 0.05 0.46± 0.02 0.87± 0.05
3 2000 Jul 11 11.7 µm 1.11± 0.09 0.72± 0.07 1.17± 0.09
4 1999 Jul 28, Sep 24 8.9 & 11.7 µm 1.11± 0.11 0.59± 0.09 1.00± 0.10
4 1999 Sep 24 11.7 µm 0.91± 0.30 0.41± 0.21 0.66± 0.27
4 1999 Sep 24 8.9 µm 0.88± 0.28 0.51± 0.22 1.05± 0.31
4 1999 Jul 28 11.7 µm 1.07± 0.25 0.61± 0.16 1.09± 0.25
4 1999 Jul 28 8.9 µm 1.42± 0.33 0.66± 0.20 1.09± 0.27
Average 2013, 2005, 2000 & 1999 8.0 - 11.7 µm 0.97± 0.03 0.51± 0.02 0.92± 0.04
This work SIE +   (no flux)1 0.89 0.45 0.82
This work SIE +   (GTC) 0.89 0.45 0.84
This work SIE +   (average) 0.89 0.48 0.89
This work NFW + de Vaucouleurs (no flux)1 0.88 0.48 0.87
This work NFW + de Vaucouleurs (GTC) 0.88 0.50 0.90
This work NFW + de Vaucouleurs (average) 0.94 0.51 0.91
5 Bulge + disk + halo + bar 1.02 0.56 1.19
†1. Agol et al. 2009; 2. Minezaki et al. 2009; 3. Agol et al. 2001; 4. Agol et al. 2000; 5. Trott et al. 2010.
1Best fit when taking only the images and galaxy positions as constraints.
2012 observations give self-consistent flux ratios that di↵er from the 2013 observations,
this di↵erence was also taken into account in the final error estimation.
As shown in Table 3.2, our measured B/A and C/A flux ratios di↵er significantly
from the ones obtained by Minezaki et al. (2009) at   = 11.67µm in October 2005 with
Subaru. Interestingly, they are compatible at the 1  level with the ratios measured by
Agol et al. (2009) at   = 8.0µm in November 2005 with the Spitzer Space Telescope.
Previous observations at   = 11.7µm from November 2000 with the Long Wavelength
Spectrometer on Keck by Agol et al. (2001) yielded flux ratios that are inconsistent with
the ones measured by Minezaki et al. (2009), but much closer to our estimates. Only the
D/A flux ratio shows a significant di↵erence.
The flux ratios measured by Minezaki et al. (2009) are in agreement with the predic-
tion yielded by a simple singular isothermal ellipsoid (SIE) plus external shear ( ) model
without the need for any additional structure when taking only the HST image positions
as constraints. On the other hand, the Trott et al. (2010) mass model, consisting of a
galactic bulge, bar, and disk combined with a dark matter halo fitted to the image po-
sitions and the observed kinematics of the galaxy but not the flux ratios, predicts fluxes
that are closer to the ones observed by Agol et al. (2000). We discuss the consequences
of these flux ratio di↵erences further in Section 3.5.2.
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3.4 Mass modeling
The positions and relative fluxes of the quasar images, when not a↵ected by microlens-
ing, are determined by the distribution of the mass in the lens galaxy and the distances
between observer, lens and source. Once measured from mid-IR observations, then, these
positions and fluxes can serve as constraints to apply when fitting mass models to the
lens galaxy.
To see the e↵ect that our new flux ratios would have in the determination of the mass
distribution in the lens galaxy, we use them as constraints for mass modeling with the
Gravlens/Lensmodel code (Keeton 2001, 2011). However, despite obtaining a very low
scatter for the B/A ratio in all of our images and therefore small uncertainties for it, in
order to account for the possibility that this arose by chance due to the noise variation,
we set an error of 0.10 in all three of our flux ratios for these calculations. We fit a simple
SIE +   profile and then a more elaborate model with a Navarro, Frenk & White (NFW)
dark matter halo and a de Vaucouleurs profile for the bulge and bar of the lens galaxy.
To reduce the number of free parameters on the second model, we set constraints for the
ellipticity (e) and position angle (✓e) of the de Vaucouleurs profile measured from HST
photometry. A more relaxed condition was set for the e↵ective radius (Re), since this
can vary among di↵erent filters. The parameters for the break radius rs and the surface
density at the break radius s of the NFW profile are constrained to be close to those
obtained by Trott et al. (2010) for their more detailed model, which correspond to a halo
of virial mass 1012M  and we favored models with a small ellipticity to avoid unphysical
solutions. As can be seen in Table 3.2, the mid-IR flux ratios reported by di↵erent au-
thors and at di↵erent epochs are not mutually consistent given their uncertainties. For
comparison to simply using the estimate from our new data, we repeat the model fittings
using an error-weighted average of all the available mid-IR data (the “average” entry in
Table 3.2). Finally, we fit the models only to the image positions without including the
flux ratios as constraints (designated as “no flux” in the tables).
For our GTC flux ratios with uncertainties set to 0.1, the goodness of the fit is
 2red = 0.973 for the SIE +   model, and  
2
red = 0.686 for the NFW + de Vaucouleurs.
The weighted average fluxes with their small uncertainties are harder to reproduce with
these smooth models, and we get  2red = 2.03 with the SIE +   and  
2
red = 0.791 when
using the NFW + de Vaucouleurs models. Finally, when not using the flux ratios as
constraints we have extra degrees of freedom leading to an over-fitting of the data, with
 2red = 0.00144 and  
2
red = 0.0066 respectively, but the fluxes predicted will be useful for
later comparisons. In all cases we get  2red < 1 when fitting an NFW + de Vaucouleurs,
which would indicate an overfitting or an overestimation of the uncertainties, but this
could be due to the large range of freedom we gave to some of the parameters. Since we
have considered the constraints as data points when calculating the number of degrees
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Table 3.3. Model fits to Q 2237+0305
Model/ Parameter Constraint Values
component GTC Average No flux
SIE +   b (arcsec) 0.857+0.006 0.007 0.865± 0.004 0.854+0.007 0.008
x0 (arcsec)  0.075± 0.003  0.076± 0.003  0.079± 0.003  0.075± 0.003
y0 (arcsec) 0.939± 0.003 0.9387± 0.0015 0.9383± 0.0015 0.9388± 0.0015
e 0.36+0.03 0.04 0.30± 0.02 0.37± 0.04
✓e ( )  64.7± 0.6  63.9+0.8 0.7  64.9± 0.6
  0.013+0.007 0.004 0.015± 0.004 0.015+0.009 0.006
✓  ( ) 53+22 13 84
+9
 13 47
+22
 11
NFW halo s 0.010± 0.006 0.010± 0.006 0.015+0.005 0.004 0.010± 0.006
x0 (arcsec)  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003
y0 (arcsec) 0.939± 0.003 0.939± 0.003 0.939± 0.003 0.939± 0.003
e 0.00± 0.25 0.04+0.26 0.04 0.52+0.13 0.18 0.00± 0.25
✓e ( ) 46+38 45 49
+10
 9 30
+51
 120
  0.016+0.010 0.011 0.031
+0.012
 0.013 0.023
+0.036
 0.008
✓  ( )  84+8 6  52± 11  79± 11
rs (arcsec) 33.66± 10.00 35+9 11 33+11 9 34± 10
de Vaucouleurs b 1.35± 0.07 1.33+0.05 0.06 1.39+0.16 0.08
x0 (arcsec)  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003  0.075± 0.003
y0 (arcsec) 0.939± 0.003 0.9396± 0.0016 0.9386± 0.0016 0.9394+0.0018 0.0019
e 0.33± 0.20 0.31± 0.03 0.32± 0.02 0.33± 0.04
✓e ( )  65.6± 20.0  64.5+0.6 0.7  64.7+0.8 0.7  64.7+0.8 0.6
Re (arcsec) 4.72± 4.00 6.1± 2.6 6.5+2.5 1.9 5+4 3
of freedom, this mimics the e↵ects of an overestimation of the error margins in the data.
Table 3.3 shows the model components and the values obtained for each of their param-
eters in the best fits, and the flux ratios they predict are shown in Table 3.2.
Most of our models predict flux ratios that are very similar to the ones predicted by
a simple SIE +   constrained by the images and galaxy positions only. The exception
is when we fit the NFW + de Vaucouleurs model to the weighted average of all mid-IR
flux ratios, which reproduces them well but at the cost of a very large and unrealistic
ellipticity of e = 0.52+0.13 0.18 for the NFW halo. Something similar happens if we set B/A
= 0.99± 0.03 in our 2013 observations, where our best fit to reproduce the flux ratios has
an ellipticity of e = 0.64. The SIE +   model is unable to reproduce the average fluxes,
and in fact the  2red for that fit is dominated by the flux ratios. If the weighted average of
the flux ratios is a good estimate of the real intrinsic ones, then it could indicate that more
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complex models including the bar, disk and other components are needed, or that there
might be flux anomalies caused by substructure in the dark matter halo. We analyze this
possibility further in Section 3.6.
3.5 Source size estimations using microlensing
3.5.1 Accretion disk size
Since the magnitude of the microlensing of the quasar images depends on the projected
size of the source compared to the average Einstein radius of the microlenses, microlens-
ing can be used to determine the size of the accretion disk, or other emission regions.
The temperature of the disk is also expected to increase radially toward the center, so
observations in di↵erent optical bands should give di↵erent results because shorter wave-
lengths correspond to smaller, more central higher-temperature regions of the disk. These
chromatic e↵ects can be used to determine the scaling slope of the radial dependence for
the temperature.
In the previous chapter we use a Bayesian analysis of narrowband filter observations
of Q 2237+0305 in the range 4670-8130 A˚ and previous mid-IR observations as an es-
timate of the intrinsic flux ratios, to estimate two parameters of the disk, its half-light
radius (R1/2) and the logarithmic scaling slope (p) of its temperature profile T / R 1/p.
Mun˜oz et al. (2016) found, as expected from earlier studies (Mortonson et al. 2005),
that the half-light radius (R1/2) estimates are independent of the surface brightness
profile. Here we recalculate these two disk parameters using our new mid-IR obser-
vations and the method described in Section 2.2. We assumed a standard thin disk
model, I(R) /  exp ⇥(R/rs)3/4⇤  1  1 with the disk radius varying with wavelength as
rs( ) = ( / 0)p rs( 0), where  0 = 1736 A˚ at the rest frame. We used 2000 ⇥ 2000 mi-
crolensing magnification maps computed using the Inverse Polygon Mapping algorithm
(Mediavilla et al. 2006, 2011a) with 0.5 light-day pixels and 1M  stars. All linear sizes
can be scaled to a di↵erent mass as (hMi/M )1/2 and microlensing results are generally
insensitive to the mass function (e.g. Wyithe et al. 2000). The maps were then convolved
with the disk model using the appropriate size rs( ) for each wavelength and for each pair
of parameters (rs, p) from a 2D grid of values such that ln(ris/light-days) = 0.3 ⇥ i for
i = 0, · · · , 17 and pj = 0.25⇥ j for j = 0, · · · , 9. For each case we then selected N = 108
random locations in each of the four maps, computed the microlensing magnifications for
the di↵erent filters, and compared them to the narrowband observations for each epoch.
Since this method relies on changes in the microlensing amplitude with wavelength and
size but not on its dependence with time, no velocity estimates are necessary. For every
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image I = (A,B,C,D), observed at time tj and filter i, the goodness of the fit is
 2(tj, i) =
X
I
X
J>I
 IJ(tj, i)
 2[ mI(tj, i)  mJ(tj, i)]2 (3.1)
where
 mI(tj, i) = m
obs
I (tj, i)  µI    µI(tj, i), (3.2)
mobsI (tj, i) are the data, µI is the macro magnification,  µI(tj, i) is the microlensing
magnification, and  IJ(tj, i) are the errors as defined in the equation 7 of Kochanek
(2004b). As described in Mun˜oz et al. (2016), these errors reduce to  IJ(tj, i) = 2 (tj, i)
if  I =  J(⌘  ), and we have chosen to use the average measurement errors of   = 0.08
mag for weighting all the data. From this, we estimate the probability density function
P(rs, p).
Here we use our new mid-IR flux ratios as the intrinsic flux ratios µirIJ = µI   µJ ,
instead of those from Minezaki et al. (2009). The results for the expected values of the
disk parameters are rs = 1.40
+2.19
 0.85
phMi/0.3M  light-days (equivalent to a half-light
radius R1/2 = 3.4
+5.3
 2.1
phMi/0.3M  light-days) and p = 0.79 ± 0.55, where we have
scaled the results to a mean stellar mass of hMi = 0.3M . A logarithmic slope of
p = 4/3 corresponds to a standard thin disk. As can be seen in Table 3.2 and discussed in
Section 3.3, the mid-IR flux ratios reported by di↵erent authors and at di↵erent epochs
are not mutually consistent given their uncertainties. For comparison to simply using
the estimate from our new data, we repeated the calculation using an error-weighted
average of all the available mid-IR data (the “average” entry in Table 3.2). In this case
we obtain a scale radius of rs = 2.5
+3.0
 1.4
phMi/0.3M  light-days, a half-light radius of
R1/2 = 6.2
+7.4
 3.4
phMi/0.3M  light-days, and p = 0.95 ± 0.39. Figure 3.2 shows the
contours of the probability density function using this weighted average along with the
results using only our new mid-IR flux ratios, as well as our earlier results from Mun˜oz
et al. (2016) using the Minezaki et al. (2009) flux ratios. Despite the di↵erences in the
mid-IR flux ratios, all these estimates for R1/2 and p are mutually consistent.
3.5.2 Size of the mid-IR emitting region
The small changes observed in the mid-IR flux ratios over time are likely dominated by
systematic errors, but an alternative explanation is that it consists of variability induced
by stellar microlensing of the mid-IR emission (Sluse et al. 2013). If we assume that
this variability is indeed due to microlensing, we can then infer the size of the emitting
region using a similar method to the one above. For this analysis we have generated
magnification maps for the four lensed images of the quasar that are 2000 ⇥ 2000 pixels
with a size of 4 light-days pixel 1 for stars with a mass of hMi = 1M . We then con-
volve them with simple Gaussian models for the source, I(R) / exp( R2/2r2s), such that
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Figure 3.2 Joint probability density function P(rs, p) for the half-light radius R1/2 =
2.44rs (at rest  0 = 1736 A˚) and the logarithmic slope p (rs /  p) for the disk model
using the weighted average of the mid-IR flux ratios from Agol et al. (2000), Agol et al.
(2001), Minezaki et al. (2009), Agol et al. (2009) and this work. The separation between
consecutive contours corresponds to 0.25 , and the 1  and 2  contours for one parameter
are heavier. The red filled square is the Bayesian estimate for the expected values of
R1/2 and p for the averaged mid-IR flux ratios, and the blue filled square is the result
of the same calculation using our 2013 mid-IR observations only. The black filled circle
corresponds to the measurement by Mun˜oz et al. (2016) using the mid-IR flux ratios from
Minezaki et al. (2009). All sizes are scaled to a mean stellar mass of hMi = 0.3M . The
p = 4/3 vertical line coincides with the temperature slope for the standard thin accretion
disk model.
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log10(r
i
s/light-days) = 1 + 0.15⇥ i for i = 0, · · · , 19, and the values of rs span from 10 to
roughly 7000 light-days. Using the weighted average of all observations as an estimate for
the baseline with no microlensing and a logarithmic prior, we obtain a Bayesian estimate
for the scale radius of the Gaussian source of rs = 194
+171
 91
phMi/0.3M  light-days, which
corresponds to a half-light radius of R1/2 = 228
+201
 107
phMi/0.3M  light-days. We have
also repeated the calculations using the radio flux ratios from Falco et al. (1996) to define
the intrinsic flux ratios. Because of the large uncertainties on the radio fluxes, we ob-
tain only a lower limit for the size of the mid-IR emission, with R1/2 > 340
phMi/0.3M 
light-days. The probability density functions for these estimates can be seen in Figure 3.3.
Since the mid-IR wavelengths correspond to   ⇠ 4 µm in the rest frame, the main
contribution to the mid-IR emission in this lensed quasar should be dust emission. Dust
cannot be closer to the central engine than the point where it would be heated to its
evaporation temperature. For a simple thermal equilibrium, ignoring Planck factors,
this corresponds to a radius of rmin ' 730L1/246 T 2d3 light-days where the luminosity of
the AGN is L = 1046 L46 erg s 1 and the destruction temperature is Td = 1000Td3 K.
Agol et al. (2009) estimated a luminosity of L = 4 ⇥ 1046 erg s 1 corresponding to
rmin ' 1500T 2d3 light-days. Mid-IR interferometric observations of AGNs point to a
torus size of approximately R1/2 . 3 pc for this luminosity (Burtscher et al. 2013). Also,
the time scale for microlensing variability of the emission from a torus this large would be
many decades rather than years, reducing the likelihood that the di↵erences can be due to
microlensing (Stalevski et al. 2012). This suggests that our default hypothesis, that the
apparent “variability” is really an indication that there are systematic errors in the mid-
IR fluxes (or their uncertainties), is likely correct, and we should view these estimates for
the size of the dusty torus just as a lower limit with R1/2 & 200
phMi/0.3M  light-days.
Sluse et al. (2013), however, find that by extending the Shakura & Sunyaev accretion disk
model to mid-IR wavelengths and including it in the source models, the probability of
microlensing by the stars contributing to variations of the total measured mid-IR flux up
to around 0.1 mag is not negligible even for an AGN of this luminosity, especially in the
case of ⇤/ = 1. If the mid-IR variability is real and not due to systematic errors, then it
could be due to stellar microlensing of the accretion disk. This might also help to explain
the significantly di↵erent flux ratios measured by Agol et al. (2009) and Minezaki et al.
(2009) from observations less than a month apart as microlensing chromaticity between
8.0 µm and 11.7 µm. In fact, Agol et al. (2009) explicitly show the presence of chromatic
microlensing in their mid-IR fluxes in several bands.
3.6 Dark matter substructure
Beyond problems in the macro models, the alternate interpretation of di↵erences be-
tween the mid-IR flux ratios and smooth models is magnification perturbations due to
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Figure 3.3 Probability density functions for the size of the mid-IR emitting region of the
AGN assuming that the variability of the flux ratios in di↵erent observations (Table 3.2)
is due to microlensing by stars in the lens galaxy, and a Gaussian source of the form
I(R) / exp( R2/2r2s). The solid blue line corresponds to the estimate using as a non-
microlensed baseline the weighted average of the mid-IR flux ratios from Agol et al.
(2000), Agol et al. (2001), Minezaki et al. (2009), Agol et al. (2009) and our 2013 fluxes.
The dashed green line is the same calculation but adding our 2012 observations as an
extra epoch, and the dotted line is the result of using the radio observations from Falco
et al. (1996) as the intrinsic flux ratios. All sizes correspond to a mean mass of the stars
hMi = M .
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substructure in the lens. In this section we will assume that the mid-IR flux anomalies
between our observations and those predicted by our simple smooth SIE+  or NFW+de
Vaucouleurs+  models (when constrained only by the image positions) are caused by
(dark matter) subhaloes orbiting the lens galaxy and acting as “millilenses”. The goal is
to estimate   = b/b0, the ratio of their average Einstein radius b to that of the lens galaxy
b0, and their abundance ↵, the fraction of the lensing convergence  that is in the form
of subhaloes. Since we are using only magnifications, we should not be able to determine
 , but should be able to constrain ↵.
For each pair (↵,  ) we calculate magnification maps for each of the images of the
quasar using the Inverse Polygonal Mapping algorithm, but this time the mass is in
Pseudo-Ja↵e density profiles ⇢ / r 2(r2 + a2) 1, see Mun˜oz et al. (2001), instead of
point masses. We set the scale a as the tidal radius of the subhalo, a =
p
b b0 (Dalal &
Kochanek 2002). We use satellite mass fractions of ↵j = 2 j for j = 2, · · · , 8 and the
Einstein radius ratios of  i = b
 1
0 ⇥ 10 4⇥ 2i for i = 0, · · · , 8. The mass of the individual
subhaloes spans roughly from 2 ⇥ 104M  to 8 ⇥ 107M . Given the large size expected
for the dusty torus (see discussion in section 3.5.2), we calculated magnification maps
with a pixel scale of 1000 light-days and a size of 200⇥ 200 pixels. These regions are still
small enough for the millilensing magnification maps associated with each image to be
statistically independent. However, when the mass of the millilenses is at the upper end
of our range and the abundance is low, only part of one caustic (if any) will be present,
and for the smallest subhaloes and highest abundances the number of lenses can be so
high as to create computational challenges. In the first case, the solution is to generate a
larger number of maps to get good statistics, while in the latter case, the size of the map
(and/or the area where the lenses are placed, since border e↵ects will be less important
when the mass distribution consists of very large numbers of very small subhaloes) has
to be reduced. In any case, our approach assumes an upper limit on the subhalo masses
to avoid both correlations between the magnification maps for di↵erent images and ray
deflections so large that they would require modifications to the macrolens model. The
procedure is explained in more detail in Section 5.3.
For each quasar image I, the millilensing magnification is
 mobsI = mI  m0   µI (3.3)
where m0 is the unknown intrinsic magnitude of the source, mI is the observed magnitude
of image I, and µI is the macromodel magnification for that image. If we consider the
millilensing magnifications on each of the quasar images as independent events, we can
define the probability of observing microlensing magnifications  mobsI conditioned to the
parameters ↵ and   as
P ( mobsI |↵,  ) =
Y
I=A,B,C,D
PI( mI |↵,  ) (3.4)
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where PI( mI |↵,  ) are the individual probability distribution functions (PDFs) for each
image calculated from the magnification maps. If we then substitute equation 3.3 into
equation 3.4 and marginalize over the unknown source magnitude m0, we have
Pmarg(mI   µI |↵,  ) =
Z Y
I=A,B,C,D
PI(mI  m0   µI |↵,  )dm0 (3.5)
which we can calculate if m0 is uniform over the range considered, since we have mI from
the mid-IR observations, and µI from the macromodel.
Figure 3.4 Probability densities for a distribution of (dark matter) subhaloes around
Q 2237+0305 in terms of their local mass fraction ↵, and their Einstein radius b expressed
as a fraction   = b/b0 of the Einstein radius of the SIE profile that best fits the lens galaxy.
The left panel uses the SIE +   model and the right panel uses the NFW + de Vaucouleurs
model. The separation between consecutive contours corresponds to 0.25 , and the 1 
and 2  contours for one parameter are heavier.
Figure 3.4 shows the resulting PDFs for ↵ and   corresponding to the SIE+  and
NFW+de Vaucouleurs+  lens models assuming that the true flux ratios are given by the
weighted average of all mid-IR observations. We cannot estimate the mass scale of the
subhaloes b; however, their mass fraction ↵ is reasonably well constrained. The SIE+ 
profile gives an estimate for the abundance of subhaloes ↵ = 0.033+0.046 0.019 (Figure 3.4, left).
If we repeat the analysis with the prediction of the NFW+de Vaucouleurs+  model,
we obtain ↵ = 0.013+0.019 0.008 (Figure 3.4, right). This shows that a small amount of (dark
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matter) substructure su ces to explain the flux ratio anomalies that smooth macromodels
struggle to fit properly.
3.7 Discussion and Conclusions
We have measured the mid-IR flux ratios at 11.6µm (4.3µm in the rest frame) for the
quadruple lens system Q 2237+0305 with the CanariCam imager at the GTC. Compared
with previous results in the literature, we found moderately significant di↵erences ⇠ 2 
given the error estimates. Similar di↵erences are seen between the various prior mid-IR
flux ratio measurements. These di↵erences have little e↵ect on estimates of the proper-
ties of the quasar accretion disk. We repeated our estimates of the size and temperature
profile of the disk from Mun˜oz et al. (2016). The results are mutually consistent whether
we use the mid-IR flux ratios from Minezaki et al. (2009) that we used in Mun˜oz et al.
(2016), our new mid-IR flux ratios, or the weighted average of all available flux ratios.
In particular, we found a disk half-light radius of R1/2 = 6.2
+7.4
 3.4
phMi/0.3M  light-days
at  rest = 1736 A˚, and wavelength scale R /  p of p = 0.95 ± 0.39 using the weighted
average of the flux ratios, where a standard thin disk model would have p = 4/3. These
results are also consistent with previous estimates based on di↵erent approaches to the
microlensing calculations (e.g. Poindexter & Kochanek 2010a, Sluse et al. 2011, Mosquera
et al. 2013).
The observed variability of the mid-IR flux ratios in di↵erent epochs could be due to
systematics, but we also considered microlensing by the stars in the lens galaxy as an al-
ternative explanation. Under this hypothesis, we obtain an estimated size for the mid-IR
emission region assuming a Gaussian source of R1/2 = 228
+201
 107
phMi/0.3M  light-days.
This is smaller than the size expected for the mid-IR emitting dusty torus in the AGN.
This could be due to either underestimated or systematic uncertainties in the mid-IR flux
ratios or a residual contribution from microlensing of the more compact disk even at these
wavelengths (Sluse et al. 2013). It is probably better to regard this estimate as a lower
limit.
Finally, assuming that the observed mid-IR flux anomalies with respect to the predic-
tions of simple macromodels are due to (dark matter) substructure, we estimate the mass
fraction in satellites that would be needed to reproduce the mid-IR observations. For the
flux ratios predicted by a SIE+  model we found ↵ = 0.033+0.046 0.019, and for a NFW+de
Vaucouleurs+  model, ↵ = 0.013+0.019 0.008. As expected from simply fitting flux ratios, no
constraint is found in the mass of the satellites. These results are consistent with CDM
predictions (e.g. Zentner & Bullock 2003) and the observational results obtained by both
Dalal & Kochanek (2002) and Vegetti et al. (2014). They also bring down the high es-
timate obtained by Metcalf et al. (2004) for Q 2237+0305 based on the narrow-line flux
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ratios of this system.
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Chapter 4
Detecting radio-quiet lensed quasars
in radio
We present Very Large Array detections of radio emission in four four-image
gravitational lens systems with quasar sources: HS 0810+2554, RX J0911+0511,
HE 0435 1223 and SDSS J0924+0219, and extended Multi-Element Remote
Linked Interferometer (e-MERLIN) observations of two of the systems. The
first three are detected at a high level of significance, and SDSS J0924+0219
is detected. HS 0810+2554 is resolved, allowing us for the first time to achieve
10-mas resolution of the source frame in the structure of a radio quiet quasar.
The others are unresolved or marginally resolved. All four objects are among
the faintest radio sources yet detected, with intrinsic flux densities in the range
1–5µJy; such radio objects, if unlensed, will only be observable routinely with
the Square Kilometre Array. The observations of HS 0810+2554, which is also
detected with e-MERLIN, strongly suggest the presence of a mini-AGN, with
a radio core and milliarcsecond scale jet. The flux densities of the lensed im-
ages in all but HE 0435 1223 are consistent with smooth galaxy lens models
without the requirement for smaller-scale substructure in the model, although
some interesting anomalies are seen between optical and radio flux densities.
These are probably due to microlensing e↵ects in the optical.
This chapter is based on the article Observations of radio-quiet quasars at 10-mas reso-
lution by use of gravitational lensing by Jackson, N., Tagore, A. S., Roberts, C., Sluse,
D., Stacey, H., Vives-Arias, H., Wucknitz, O. and Volino, F. (2015), MNRAS, 454, 287.
The main contribution of the author in this research was focused on HS 0810+2554 VLA
observations.
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4.1 The need for radio observations of lensed quasars
Strong gravitational lens systems, in which background sources are multiply imaged by
foreground galaxies, are important for two main reasons. First, the lensing e↵ect magnifies
the background source; although the surface brightness is conserved, the area increases
and we can observe background sources with typically 5–10 times better signal-to-noise
than without the lensing. Second, the lensing e↵ect allows us to probe the mass distri-
bution of the lensing galaxy, on scales from the overall mass profile down to the scales
of individual stars. General reviews of strong lensing and its applications relevant to this
work are given by Kochanek (2004a), Courbin et al. (2002), Zackrisson & Riehm (2010),
Bartelmann (2010) and Jackson (2013).
Lens systems in which the background source is a quasar were the first class of sys-
tems to be discovered, mostly in radio surveys (Walsh et al. 1979; Hewitt et al. 1988;
Browne et al. 2003) but later in optical surveys (e.g. Wisotzki et al. 1993; Inada et al.
2003b). Lens systems with optical, or “radio-quiet”, quasars as the source now dominate
the sample of strongly lensed quasars. The radio-selected sample is mostly composed of
the 22 lenses from the Cosmic Lens All-Sky survey (CLASS; Myers et al. 2003; Browne
et al. 2003) together with smaller samples from the MIT-Greenbank (MG) and south-
ern surveys (e.g. Hewitt et al. 1992; Winn et al. 2002). This sample has not expanded
significantly in the last 15 years, because of the di culty – in the era before the Square
Kilometre Array – of conducting more sensitive wide-field radio surveys at the necessary
sub-arcsecond resolution for lens discovery.
In order to increase the size of the sample of quasar lenses observed at radio wave-
lengths, we can use the fact that all quasars are likely to have radio emission at some level.
For example, White et al. (2007) performed a stacking analysis at the positions of radio-
“quiet” quasars from the FIRST 20-cm radio survey (Becker et al. 1995) and found that
quasars not detected at the 1-mJy level are likely, on average, to have radio flux densities
which fall with decreasing optical brightness to ⇠ 100µJy at I = 20  21. This is within
reach of the new generation of telescopes such as the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA) and the extended Multi-Element Remote Linked Interferometer (e-MERLIN). We
began a programme (Wucknitz & Volino 2008, Jackson 2011) to investigate four-image
quasar lens systems without current radio detections, and achieved a successful detection,
at around the 20-30µJy level, of lensed images of the background quasar in the cluster
lens system SDSS J1004+4112, as well as detections of lensed images at a brighter level
in the lens system RXJ 1131 1231.
There are three main motivations for radio observations of the radio emission from
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radio-“quiet”1 quasar lens systems. The first is that the emission mechanisms of radio-
quiet quasars are not well understood, and in particular it is not clear how far the mecha-
nisms which power radio-loud quasars – accretion and the formation of a powerful jet close
to a black hole – also apply to radio-quiet quasars. In sources of intermediate flux den-
sity, jets characteristic of ordinary active nuclei are seen (Blundell & Beasley 1998; Leipski
et al. 2006) and the radio sources appear to be variable (Barvainis et al. 2005). Both of
these observations suggest that the AGN paradigm applies to these objects. In fainter
cases (<1 mJy at 1.4 GHz at redshifts of a few tenths) however, Condon et al. (2013)
argue that star formation is the primary mechanism for the emission. This is inferred from
an analysis showing that the radio luminosity function of QSOs turns up sharply below
L1.4GHz < 1024 WHz 1 and suggesting that a second population emerges at these lumi-
nosities. It is also possible that a di↵erent emission mechanism is at work in the core of the
sources. (Blundell & Kuncic 2007) suggest the presence of optically-thin bremsstrahlung
emission (although see Steenbrugge et al. 2011 for evidence against this view) and Laor
& Behar (2008) propose the possibility of emission from magnetically-heated coronae,
rather than a classical AGN source. It is important to achieve high-resolution radio imag-
ing of these sources in order to separate the possibilities. This is typically very di cult
to achieve with current long-baseline interferometers in very faint objects. However, the
use of lensing magnification provides a way to detect otherwise unobservable objects.
The second motivation is that radio and optical observations are subject to di↵erent
propagation e↵ects. The main such e↵ect in the optical is microlensing due to stars in
the lens galaxy, which produces measurable flux changes because the size of the optical
source is very small. Repeated optical monitoring can reveal the flux density variations
associated with the movement of the source with respect to the microlensing caustic pat-
terns (Blackburne et al. 2011; Burud et al. 2002; Irwin et al. 1989; Mun˜oz et al. 2011;
Poindexter et al. 2008; Wisotzki et al. 1993). At radio wavelengths, the source is larger,
and therefore much less susceptible to microlensing; hence, comparison between the two
wavebands can reveal the e↵ects of microlensing directly. In the radio, the only significant
propagation e↵ect is scattering by ionized media (Koopmans et al. 2003)2. This seems to
be particularly noticeable in a few cases, such as CLASS B0128+437 (Biggs et al. 2004;
Phillips et al. 2000) but should in principle decrease strongly at higher radio frequen-
cies. A corresponding problem at optical wavelengths is extinction by dust in the lensing
galaxy, which can be used to learn about the properties of the dust if the intrinsic fluxes
1In the rest of this chapter, we drop the inverted commas, but it should be understood that radio-
“quiet” quasars are not radio silent.
2In principle, the size of a compact, synchrotron self-absorbed radio source decreases as the square
root of the brightness, but this is unlikely to result in microlensing until the source is fainter than 1µJy.
Claims exist for radio microlensing (Koopmans & de Bruyn 2000) which could also be explained by other
propagation e↵ects. In principle, free-free absorption is also possible (Mittal et al. 2006) although the
electron columns are likely to be too small in all but exceptional cases.
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are known (e.g. Falco et al. 1999, Jackson et al. 2000, Mun˜oz et al. 2004, El´ıasdo´ttir et al.
2006, Østman et al. 2008). Radio wavelengths therefore provide an important input to
any programme which aims to disentangle the e↵ects of substructure in the lens galaxy
from those of microlensing and extinction.
The third motivation for radio observations of four-image gravitational lens systems
is their potential to probe substructure in the lens galaxies. In principle, quasar lens
systems are useful for probing small-scale structure within the lens potential, down to
106M  and below (Mao & Schneider 1998), because the flux density of the lensed image
can be perturbed by small-scale mass structures close to the corresponding ray path. Such
sub-galactic scale structures are important predictions of Cold Dark Matter (CDM) mod-
els. Initially they were thought not to be present in required quantities in the Milky Way
(Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999). The situation is now less clear, as a population
of faint Milky Way satellites have since been discovered (Belokurov et al. 2006; Zucker
et al. 2006; Koposov et al. 2015). The Milky Way halo mass is a critical variable (Kafle
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2012) as the predicted halo population is sensitive to it. In lens
systems, the flux density of the lensed images is particularly sensitive to small structures,
because it depends on the second derivative of the lensing potential, as opposed to the
image positions which depend on the first derivative. The usual evidence for a detection of
substructure is therefore a set of image flux ratios which cannot be fit by smooth models.
More particularly, four-image lenses in cusp configurations (where the source is close to
the cusp of the astroid caustic) and fold configurations (resulting from the source being
close to the caustic fold) give clear theoretical expectations for image flux ratios which
must be obeyed by any smooth model. In cusp lenses, there are three close images and the
middle image is expected to have the brightness of the sum of the outer two (Schneider
& Weiss 1992); in fold lenses, the two close images are expected to have the same flux
(Keeton et al. 2003; Congdon et al. 2008). Because of optical microlensing, radio lens
systems have traditionally been used for this work (Mao & Schneider 1998, Fassnacht
et al. 1999a, Metcalf & Zhao 2002, Metcalf 2005, Kratzer et al. 2011). The statistics of
such objects were analysed by Dalal & Kochanek (2002) who found a fraction of between
0.6% and 7% of mass in 106   109M  substructures at the radius probed by the lens-
ing. More recent theoretical work has used more realistic treatment of lens galaxies via
the use of numerical simulations (Bradacˇ et al. 2004, Amara et al. 2006, Maccio` et al.
2006, Xu et al. 2009). The conclusions are generally that there is, if anything, an excess
of substructure over what is predicted to exist in CDM (though see Metcalf & Amara
2012, Xu et al. 2015). At the same time, analyses of individual lens systems have yielded
constraints on substructures at the ⇠ 106M  level (e.g. Fadely & Keeton 2012). The
major problem in using quasar lenses to constrain substructure has been the lack of large
enough samples of radio-loud four-image lenses; the seven studied by Dalal & Kochanek
(2002) have formed the sample for most subsequent investigations. Possible solutions to
this problem include the use of mid-infrared fluxes (Chiba et al. 2005; Fadely & Keeton
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2011; Vives-Arias et al. 2016) assuming that the mid-IR source is large enough not to be
subject to microlensing (but see Sluse et al. 2013). An alternative approach is to use the
narrow line region of quasars (Moustakas & Metcalf 2003, Sugai et al. 2007, Nierenberg
et al. 2014) which should also be large enough to be una↵ected by microlensing, or submil-
limetre observations in the case of new lenses from Herschel and the SPT (Hezaveh et al.
2013). A further alternative is to perform lens reconstruction of systems with extended
sources (Warren & Dye 2003, Dye & Warren 2005, Koopmans 2005, Vegetti & Koopmans
2009, Vegetti et al. 2012). Cases of substructure detections have already been reported
from these works, although the sensitivity is mainly towards the higher-mass end of the
substructure mass function; quasar lenses are thus likely to be usefully complementary to
this method.
This work presents a continuation of a programme to detect and image faint radio
sources in gravitational lens systems. Its aim is to increase the number of four-image
lenses with detected radio fluxes, both to increase the sample sizes of quasar lens systems
suitable for the investigation of sub-galactic scale substructures in the lens, and to begin
the study of the very faint radio sources which are imaged by the foreground lens galaxies.
Where necessary we use a standard flat cosmology with ⌦m = 0.27 and H0 = 68 km s 1
Mpc 1.
4.2 Radio interferometry
The maximum angular resolution that can be achieved by a telescope is given by  /D (in
radians), where D is the telescope’s diameter and   is the wavelength of the observations.
This is due to di↵raction of the light by the limited aperture of the instrument, which
acts as a two-dimensional version of Young’s double slit experiment. As a wavefront of
light enters the telescope, it interferes with itself and creates a di↵raction pattern that
can be broader than the observed source, making it hard to separate two di↵erent objects
situated at a small angular distance. This becomes a problem in radio astronomy, where
wavelengths are so long that they would require very large dishes to achieve the resolutions
that are commonplace in optical or even infrared observations, but it can be circumvented
by taking advantage of the same interference phenomenon that causes the problem in the
first place.
4.2.1 Basic principles
The interference patterns created by Young’s slits are caused by the length di↵erence in
the path that light travels to reach the same point on the screen through one slit and
the other, which creates a time delay between their arrivals. This delay also happens if
instead of two slits and a screen, we have two separate detectors and the source is at a
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di↵erent distance from each of them. If we combine (make interfere) the signals from each
of the detectors when measuring a plane incident wave from a coherent and monochro-
matic source, at di↵erent relative positions we would obtain a constructive interference, a
destructive interference, or anything in between. This situation is analogous to the double
slit experiment, and the same equations apply. If we put all the elements in the same
plane, for a source at a certain angle ✓ from the baseline between both detectors, sepa-
rated a distance d, the delay is (d cos ✓)/c, where c is the speed of light. This corresponds
to the delay between the rays of light that come from the slits at an angle ✓ when the dis-
tance between the slits is d, and will combine in the same position on the screen. In both
cases, the interference pattern will have fringes at an angular distance  /d from each other.
If the source is extended, each point of its surface can be considered a point source,
but they will no longer be coherent with each other. Since an angular displacement of the
source produces an angular displacement in the pattern, the resulting interference pattern
will be the sum of the intensities (not amplitudes) of patterns with the same structure that
are slightly displaced from each other, and the fringes will be less visible because there is
no longer completely destructive interference and the contrast will decrease. The fringe
visibility (defined as the di↵erence between maximum and minimum intensity, normalized
by the sum of maximum and minimum intensity) will drop to zero as the source size
approaches  /d, and will become 1 when the angular size of the source is ⌧  /d. A
way to increase the visibility for a large source is to decrease the distance d, because
then a displacement of the source will produce a much lower displacement of the fringes.
And at the same time, in order to get fine details in small sources, one needs to increase
the baseline length between the receptors. This is how a radio interferometer of several
antennas can in principle achieve resolutions as high as a telescope with a diameter d,
but with much lower technical di culties as the ones building a single antenna of such a
large size would involve.
4.2.2 How radio interferometry works
The relation between the intensity distribution of the source as a function of the angle
on the sky, I(✓), and the visibility of the interference fringes as a function of the slit
separation or the baseline length, V (d), is one which maps a large Gaussian into a small
Gaussian and vice versa, like a Fourier transform. In fact, the interference pattern will
be the Fourier transform of the source intensity distribution, if we compensate for the
di↵erent distances from the receptors to the source so that we are only left with the time
delays associated with the di↵erent angular positions at the source plane. This can be
done by inserting electronic delays before combining the signals of the di↵erent receptors,
so that their phase is shifted accordingly. By doing this, the interferometer e↵ectively
becomes a projection of the locations of the di↵erent receptors onto a plane perpendicular
to the vector that points towards the source.
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b
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Figure 4.1 Configuration of a radio interferometer with two antennas. B is the baseline
vector between the antennas; s is the vector of the line of sight towards the source,
perpendicular to the plane of the sky; b is the vector of the projected baseline as seen
from the source, in a plane parallel to the plane of the sky; and   is a vector in the plane
of the source.
If we define   as a vector in the plane of the source, we can decompose it as   =
 xi +  yj, where i and j are unit vectors in the east-west and north-south directions,
respectively. Likewise, we can define the projected baseline vector as b, and decompose
it as b = ui + vj, so that b ·   = ux + vy. The response of the projected interferometer
then becomes
R(u, v) =
Z Z
I(x, y)e2⇡i(ux+vy)dxdy, (4.1)
which is a 2D Fourier transform. Note that u and v are defined in units of wavelength.
Of the whole Fourier transform of the source that would form in the u  v plane, only
the position at the end of each projected baseline is sampled (for each possible baseline,
a receptor is chosen as reference and located at the center of the u   v plane, and the
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other receptor is at the end of their projected baseline vector b). In order to sample the
largest area of the u  v plane possible, other than to have a huge extension of the Earth
completely covered with antennas, one can have a limited number of receptors (but as
large as possible, since the number of baselines goes as n(n  1)/2, for n telescopes), but
keep observing the source for many hours. As the Earth rotates, the projected positions
of the receptors will describe ellipses in the u   v plane, increasing the coverage. If the
emission from the source does not vary a lot in di↵erent radio wavelengths, another way is
to increase the bandwidth of the observations, provided that it remains divided in many
separate channels (otherwise the visibility of the fringes away from the center of the u  v
plane will decrease and the field of view will be diminished). Since u and v are in units
of wavelength, the projected baselines will have di↵erent lengths in each channel, thus
widening the swaths that are being covered. Also, the receptors must be located in such
a way as to ensure coverage at both short and large projected baselines, since the global
structure will be lost if only long baselines are chosen, and the same will happen with the
finer details with only short baselines.
In order to reconstruct an image I(x, y) of the source from our observations, we would
ideally transform the full u,v response function I(u, v):
I(x, y) =
Z Z
I(u, v)e2⇡i(ux+vy)dudv, (4.2)
but a sampling function S(u, v) intervenes, which is 1 in the sampled positions and zero
in the unsampled ones. So instead we have the “dirty image”
ID(x, y) =
Z Z
I(u, v)S(u, v)e2⇡i(ux+vy)dudv, (4.3)
which thanks to the convolution theorem we can write as
ID(x, y) = I(x, y) ⇤B(x, y), (4.4)
where
B(x, y) =
Z Z
S(u, v)e2⇡i(ux+vy)dudv, (4.5)
is the “dirty beam”, the Fourier transform of the sampling function. Since the sampling
function is accurately known, we can recover the image I(x, y) by performing a classical
deconvolution, provided that we supply some additional information.
One of the most commonly used procedures to do this deconvolution is the CLEAN
algorithm (Ho¨gbom 1974), in which the extra information consists of assuming that the
source brightness distribution consists of a small number of point sources. Here, the dirty
beam is subtracted from the brightest point of the dirty image while remembering the
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position and amount of brightness subtracted, and then the process is repeated iteratively
with the residuals until the resulting map consists only of noise. Then, the subtracted
fluxes are convolved with a restoring beam to generate the “CLEAN map”, where the
side lobes of the dirty beam have been removed.
In order to know when to stop iterating to avoid interpreting features in the noise as
structure on the source, the theoretical noise level of the interferometer (or sensitivity, S)
can be calculated as
S =
p
2kBTsys
A⌘
p
nb ⌫ tint
, (4.6)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tsys is the system temperature, A is the area of each
antenna, ⌘ is the aperture e ciency, nb is the number of baselines,  ⌫ is the observing
bandwith, and tint is the integration time.
4.2.3 Atmosphere, interference and bad data
When radio waves reach Earth, their phase can fluctuate due to perturbations by the
ionosphere (at low frequencies) or water vapor (at higher frequencies), which can also
a↵ect even the observed amplitudes. With a bright source (so the signal-to-noise ratio
is low), if the errors are separable by telescope, the phase fluctuations can be cancelled
out with a minimum of three telescopes and the amplitude fluctuations with four, but in
general the data will need calibration. If the source contains a point source visible in all
baselines at > 3  in one coherence time, a self-calibration can be performed (Cornwell
& Wilkinson 1981) at the cost of losing information about the absolute position of the
source. A more direct way, however, is to periodically observe a calibrator source of known
structure, that can then be Fourier transformed and removed from the response function,
thus allowing to interpolate and remove the residual atmospheric phase structure. The
flux can also be calibrated by observing a known source with constant flux, as one would
do when performing single-telescope observations.
Radio interference from artificial sources can also be a problem. Since the intensity of
the interference can be much higher than the observed astronomical object, it can create
spikes in the u   v plane that get Fourier transformed into stripes on the reconstructed
image, or can make it hard for the calibration procedures to work properly. Finally,
another cause of noise and bad data can be the interferometer itself, where some antennas,
correlators or other electronic components could not be functioning properly or optimally.
The solution for these kinds of interference is to flag or remove all bad or dubious data
from the observation altogether, before proceeding to the calibration and analysis.
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4.3 Sample and observations
4.3.1 Sample selection
Our target sample includes all known gravitational lens systems with four lensed images,
no detected radio emission above the ⇠1 mJy level reached in large-scale sky surveys such
as the FIRST and NVSS 1.4-GHz surveys (Becker et al. 1995; Condon et al. 1998), and
with declination >  20  for accessibility to the VLA and e-MERLIN radio arrays. There
are 13 of these in current compilations such as the CASTLES (Kochanek et al. 1998) and
Masterlens (Moustakas et al. 2012) lists, which represents a potential factor of 3 improve-
ment in statistics if radio flux densities can be measured for all of them. One of these
objects, SDSS J1004+4112, was already detected by Jackson (2011) using the VLA in the
lower resolution C-configuration. This is a wide-separation object (Inada et al. 2003b)
resulting from the lensing action of a cluster, whose mass distribution is correspondingly
more di cult to model. Most such objects, however, are lensed by individual galaxies; we
have in this preliminary phase used the VLA (resolution ⇠0.003 at 5 GHz) to investigate
the wider-separation objects within this sample. A further object, RXJ 1131-1231, was
previously detected by Wucknitz & Volino (2008) in archival VLA data, and subsequently
with the VLA and MERLIN (although not with VLBI). Table 4.1 shows a summary of
the lens systems observed (including, for completeness, SDSS J1004+4112) together with
the source and lens redshifts and other observational information.
Object zlens zsource Separation References VLA Obs. date Freq. Exp. noise
(arcsec) (2012) (GHz) time (h) (µJy/b)
HE 0435 1223 0.46 1.69 2.5 W02,M05,O06 Oct 26, Nov 9 5 6 3
HS 0810+2554 ? 1.50 0.9 R02 Oct 22, Nov 8,24 8.4 7.5 3
RX J0911+0551 0.77 2.80 3.2 B97,B98,K00 Oct 31. Nov 6,24 5 7.5 3
SDSS J0924+0219 0.39 1.52 1.8 I03A,E06,O06 Nov 5 5 3 3
SDSS J1004+4112 0.68 1.73 14.6 I03B See Jackson 2011 5 6 3
Table 4.1 Basic information for the systems studied, including the redshifts of lens and
source (where known), maximum separation of the lensed images, observation time and
frequency, and achieved noise level in the maps. References are given to the discovery
papers for each lens, and to the sources for the measurements of the redshifts. In each
case the on-source integration time is approximately 75% of the total exposure time. Key
to references: W02 = Wisotzki et al. 2002, M05 = Morgan et al. 2005, R02 = Reimers
et al. 2002, B97 = Bade et al. 1997, B98 = Burud et al. 1998, K00 = Kneib et al. 2000,
I03A = Inada et al. 2003a, I03B = Inada et al. 2003b, E06 = Eigenbrod et al. 2006, O06
= Ofek et al. 2006.
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Object Phase calibrator Date Exposure Frequency
HS 0810+2554 JVAS 0813+2435 31/03/2014 8h 1287-1799MHz
RXJ0911+0551 SDSS J0901+0448 26/04/2014 8h 1287-1799MHz
Table 4.2 Details of the e-MERLIN observations of two of the sources.
4.3.2 Observations and data reduction
4.3.2.1 VLA observations
Objects were observed with a total bandwidth of 2 GHz in 16 IFs of 128 MHz over
the frequency range 4488-6512 MHz (C-band). The exception was HS 0810+2554 which
was observed at X-band, with a similar spectral arrangement over the frequency range
7988-10036 MHz, in order to achieve the resolution needed for the smaller spatial scale
of this source. Integration times were generally a few hours (Table 4.1) and observa-
tions were taken at various times during the autumn of 2012. Although the individual
3 or 1.5-hour observations were taken at di↵erent times, we do not detect variability in
any case between individual epochs. All new observations were taken in A-configuration,
which has a maximum baseline of 36 km and a theoretical resolution of 0.0035 at 5 GHz
and 0.0022 at 8.4 GHz. Data were taken in spectral-line mode, with 2-MHz channels, al-
though this was reduced in subsequent processing as only a small area of sky was required.
Nearby phase calibrators were observed at regular intervals, with a pattern of 1 minute
on the calibrator and 5 minutes on source, in order to calibrate the instrumental and at-
mospheric phases. Sources of known flux density, either 3C138 or 3C286, were observed
in order to fix the flux density to the Baars et al. (1977) scale.
Data analysis was performed using the NRAO aips package. The data were fringe
fitted to remove instrumental delays using the phase calibrator observations, and a phase
and amplitude solution was performed using the phase calibrator and a point source
model. Maps were also made of the phase calibrator and used where necessary to iterate
the phase and amplitude calibration, and the flux density solution was transferred from
the flux calibrators. The resulting calibration was then applied to the target sources,
which were imaged using natural weighting in order to achieve the best possible signal-
to-noise. In general we obtain image noise levels close to the theoretical value, usually
about 3µJy/beam for 6 hours of on-source time.
In the particular case of HS 0810+2554, the object was observed, together with
JVAS 0802+2509 as a phase calibrator and 3C138 as the flux calibrator, in October
22nd and November 8th and 24th of 2012, for about 3 hours each day. Since one of the
goals was to measure the flux ratios of the lensed images in radio wavelengths, special care
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was put into flagging and removing as much interference as possible by visual inspection
instead of just clipping the data to some value to remove unwanted peaks. This included
removing the data from all baselines and times in the frequency range 9346-9368 MHz due
to the presence of an intermittent interference peak around 9.36 GHz that would reach
up to 5 mJy in some channels, probably coming from airborne weather radars. Also,
the appearance of some stripes in the final image, a completely undesired feature when
measuring flux di↵erences between di↵erent positions, was traced to bad data coming
from antennas 8, 15, 20 and 28 (N16, W72, N72 and N40, respectively), which had to
be completely removed from the analysis. The remaining 23 antennas provided a lower
number of baselines and this resulted in a small loss of resolution, but was compensated
by the low levels of noise achieved in the final image.
4.3.2.2 e-MERLIN observations
Two of the objects (HS 0810+2554 and RX J0911+0551) were also observed with the
e-MERLIN array (Table 2). The observations were carried out at L-band, with a band-
width covering the wavelength range 1287-1799 MHz. In addition to the target sources,
observations of nearby phase calibrators were carried out, with a cycle of 7 minutes on
the target and 3 on the phase calibrator. Additional observations of 3C286 were carried
out in order to set the flux scale, and of the bright point source OQ208 in order to cali-
brate the bandpass. Data reduction followed standard procedures (Argo 2014) including
fringe fitting to all calibrator sources to determine delays, phase and amplitude calibra-
tion using the nearby phase calibrator, and determination of the flux scale and bandpass
calibration, with allowance for the spectral index of the calibrator. The telescope weights
were modified using standard values for L-band provided by the observatory, and final
maps were made in the AIPS software package distributed by NRAO. Mapping in the
case of HS 0810+2554 was complicated by the presence of a 200-mJy confusing source
60 from the target; this source was mapped simultaneously with the target, and was also
used to refine the phase calibration of these observations. Noise levels achieved in these
observations were about 15-30µJy, depending on the details of the mapping strategy.
4.4 Results and models
All four objects were detected in these observations, of which all but SDSS J0924+0219
have individually measured flux densities for each lensed image. We discuss the results
for each object separately, before making more general remarks about the measurements.
The radio flux densities are given in Table 4.3.
The approach to modelling the observations is the same in each case. First, we make
a preliminary assessment of whether the radio map is consistent with lensing of a point
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Object Type Cpt. Flux density
(radio,µJy)
HE 0435 1223 Cross A 36.0± 2.1
B 26.4± 2.1
C 34.3± 2.1
D 16.1± 2.1
HS 0810+2554 Fold A 85.1± 3.7
B 83.7± 3.7
C 60.0± 3.7
D 49.1± 3.7
RX J0911+0551 Cusp A 26.9± 2.2
B 53.2± 2.2
C 19.7± 2.2
D 9.4± 3.0
G 18.3± 2.2
Table 4.3 Radio flux measurements for the sample of four-image lens systems observed
with the VLA/e-MERLIN, in which fluxes can be measured. For HS 0810+2554 the
flux densities are from the VLA map at 8.4 GHz; the corresponding flux densities in
the e-MERLIN image are (161,173,129,216) for A,B,C and D respectively, with errors of
approximately 30µJy in each case.
source into point images. We do this by modelling the structure, in each case, with four
point-spread functions (PSFs; Table 4.3), whose extent is known accurately from the
radio CLEAN procedure. In this model, we fix the separation between the four individual
components using measurements from archive HST images as reported by the CASTLES
astrometry (which are accurate to a few milliarcseconds), but the overall registration of
the image has been allowed to vary. There are thus six free parameters in the model, two
for the registration, and four from the flux densities of the individual points. Second, we
make a lens model using constraints from the image-plane radio map; for this, we assume
a singular isothermal mass distribution (except in the case of HE 0435 1223) for the
lenses together with a contribution from external shear. The source is assumed to be of
Gaussian profile, and the resulting image plane is compared to the data, optimising the
lens galaxy parameters together with the source position, flux density, size and ellipticity.
We note that modern wide-bandwidth interferometers at centimetre wavelengths, such as
the VLA and e-MERLIN, come close to filling the u  v plane. Because of this virtually
filled aperture, there is no need to fit the data directly in the u  v plane. This contrasts
with the situation in early Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA) datasets used to
map sub-millimetre lenses (e.g. Hezaveh et al. 2013).
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4.4.1 HS 0810+2554
HS 0810+2554 was discovered by Reimers et al. (2002) and consists of four images with
the two southwestern, bright images in a merging pair configuration. In HST imaging
(Reimers et al. 2002) the lensing galaxy is detected, with an unknown redshift (it is
estimated as 0.89 by Mosquera & Kochanek 2011 from the separation and the redshift
distribution of existing lenses). These images also show a 0.7-magnitude di↵erence in
brightness between the components of the merging pair, contrary to the expectations of
simple models, but this is likely to be due to microlensing in the lens galaxy. The source
is a narrow absorption line quasar, with relativistic outflows detected using X-ray ab-
sorption spectra (Chartas et al. 2014). These high velocity outflows may be magnetically
driven.
Our radio maps from the VLA and e-MERLIN are shown in Fig. 4.2. The components
in the VLA image appear extended, and a faint arc is visible around the bright merging
pair. This extension can be quantified by attempting to model the lensed structure only
with point sources, with separations fixed to that of archival HST data. The best fit
shows significant residuals, in particular around the bright merging components, but also
at a lower level around the line connecting images B and C (Fig. 4.3). It is obvious from
visual inspection that the shape of the A-B complex in the data is significantly di↵erent
from that of a two-Gaussian realisation. We therefore conclude that the source is likely
to be extended and model it as such.
In order to model the extended source, we have assumed a simple lens model (singular
isothermal ellipsoid plus external shear) and treated the source as an ellipse with a flux
density, axial ratio, position and orientation which are free to vary. For each iteration of
the model, the source is projected through the lens model, and the result convolved with
the PSF of the radio map. Minimisation of the  2 between the model image and data
is carried out, where the  2 value is determined from a comparison of the model with
the image in all regions where either model or image contains flux above 2 . Correla-
tions between pixels are neglected. The position of the galaxy is fixed by the use of the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) image during this process. In practice, the quality of the
fit does not depend significantly on this quantity, provided that the source is allowed to
move to keep the same distance between it and the galaxy. An acceptable fit of  2=1.6
is obtained with such a procedure; the parameters of this fit are given in Table 4.4 and
shown in Fig. 4.4 and 4.5. The two close images, A and B, are of approximately the same
flux density, as expected in the absence of millilensing-scale substructure and in contrast
to the measurements in the optical and near infrared. The model implies a magnification
of about 25 for the brightest image, yielding an intrinsic flux density of 3.5 µJy for the
source. The implied magnification is a factor of 2 less than that of the model by Assef
et al. (2011), but HS 0810+2554 is in the high-magnification regime where the source is
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Figure 4.2 Left: VLA greyscale radio map of HS 0810+2554 at 8.4 GHz. The beam
is of full width at half maximum (FWHM) 300⇥240 mas in position angle  65.17 .
Archival HST Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS, red) and
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS, green) contours have been performed using image
C. The conventional nomenclature of the images (Reimers et al. 2002) is that the merging
complex in the southwest consists of images A and B, with A being further north. Right:
e-MERLIN image of HS 0810+2554 at approximately the same resolution, but a frequency
of 1.6 GHz. The noise level is approximately 29µJy/beam; all the images are detected at
> 5  significance.
Figure 4.3 Model of HS0810+2554, using a point-source model fit (see text). The data,
model, and residual are plotted; unlike the case with the extended source model, there
appear to be significant features in the residual. Note that in this case, and unlike the
case of the extended source model, the overall shape of the A-B complex is not well
reproduced. The bar in each panel represents 100, and the colour scales in the sidebars are
in units of µJy/beam.
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Quantity HS0810+2554 HE0435 1223 RXJ0911+0551
Source position/mas 0.1 E, 13.0 S -68 E, 18 S 468 E, 28 S
Source FWHM along major axis/mas 12±1 80+5 5 131+15 11
Source flux/µJy 3.6±0.2 2.9+0.3 0.4 3.7+0.3 0.2
Source b/a 0.66+0.06 0.09 ⌘1.0 ⌘1.0
Source position angle (47±5)  – –
Galaxy critical radius/mas 473±10 1138+19 6 1047+11 38
Density slope (2 = isothermal) ⌘2.0 2.000.08 0.06 ⌘2.0
Galaxy ellipticity 0.0003±0.0003 0.26±0.02 0.15+0.03 0.09
External shear 0.023±0.006, (29±4)  0.039+0.004 0.011, ( 30±7)  0.373+0.033 0.011, (9±2) 
Table 4.4 Model fitting results for the three lens systems for which lens modelling is
possible (all observed lenses except SDSS 0924+0219). The source position is quoted
relative to the galaxy position, and all distances are given in units of milliarcseconds. For
HE0435 1223 and RXJ0911+0551, the galaxy critical radius corresponds to the Einstein
radius measured along the major axis.
contained within a very small astroid caustic, and minor movements in the source position
produce major changes in the implied magnification.
In order to derive uncertainties, the parameters have been run through a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) process using the publicly available emcee routine (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013). We have assumed a number of hard priors, namely limits of 000–100
for the Einstein radius of the galaxy, limits of 0 <   < 0.5 for the external shear contribu-
tion, a requirement that the source flux and source width are positive, and that ellipticities
of the source and galaxy must be <1. Finally, we have imposed a Gaussian prior on the
position of the lens galaxy, based on the measured position in the HST image and with
a width of 10 mas. The results (Table 4.4) make it clear that the source is extended
by approximately 10 mas in the source plane, corresponding to about 70 pc in physical
scale, at a position angle of approximately 50 . As usual with strong lens systems, we
obtain a relatively accurate measurement of the Einstein radius of the lens galaxy, which
is modelled as being almost circular. This is consistent with its appearance on archival
HST images.
Although the existing e-MERLIN images do not have very high signal-to-noise, they
do allow us to measure an approximate overall spectral index, because the resolution
of the e-MERLIN 1.6-GHz image is very similar to that of the VLA at 8.4 GHz. This
spectral index is moderately steep, at  0.55± 0.1.
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Figure 4.4 Models of HS0810+2554, using a singular isothermal sphere model plus external
shear (see text) together with a best-fit extended source. The reconstructed source, data,
model, and residual are plotted. The white bar represents 10 mas in the panel of the
reconstructed source, and 100 in all other cases. In these and subsequent figures, the
data and model are plotted on the same colour scale, and the residuals are scaled to
the minimum/maximum of the residual map. The colour-bars represent flux densities
in µJy/beam; the colour scale of the source is arbitrary, but its parameters are given in
Table 4.4. A good fit is obtained with an unlensed source size of between 10-15 mas.
Figure 4.5 MCMC realisations of the model of HS 0810+2554, plotted as probability
density of source size against source axis ratio. The preferred source size corresponds to
a linear scale of approximately 100 pc, a unique resolution for such a faint radio source.
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Figure 4.6 VLA radio map of HE 0435 1223. The greyscale runs from 0 to 20µJy/beam.
The beam is circular, and of FWHM 0.0045. Archival NICMOS (red contours) and ACS
(green contours) images are overlaid. Registration of these images has been performed
using image A. The conventional nomenclature of the images is that A is the easternmost
and B,C,D proceed clockwise around the lens galaxy.
4.4.2 HE 0435 1223
HE 0435 1223 was discovered by Wisotzki et al. (2002) and identified as a four-image
system with an early-type lens galaxy. The lens redshift was obtained by Morgan et al.
(2005), who also found that the lens is part of a group of galaxies. Microlensing was
detected in a subsequent monitoring campaign (Kochanek et al. 2006) which probably
a↵ects the A component most strongly (Courbin et al. 2011; Ricci et al. 2011), and it has
also been shown that the broad-line region in this object is subject to microlensing (Sluse
et al. 2012a; Braibant et al. 2014). Modelling of the lens is able to reproduce well the posi-
tions of the lensed images, using only a single-galaxy deflector model (Sluse et al. 2012b).
Fadely & Keeton (2012) examined and modelled this object extensively in a search for
evidence of substructure in the lensing galaxy, using their L0-band mid-infrared fluxes of
the four components as inputs for the modelling. Since much of the quasar mid-infrared
emission comes from a circumnuclear torus, this may be immune to microlensing as the
torus is likely to be relatively large.
Our radio map (Fig. 4.6) shows all four lensed images, at positions negligibly di↵er-
ent from those of the optical and infrared HST images (obtained from the HST archive).
Once again, therefore, we have modelled the radio map assuming that it consists of four
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Figure 4.7 Models of HE 0435 1223, using a point-source model fit (see text). The data,
model, and residual are plotted; unlike the case with the extended source model, there
appear to be significant features in the residual. The bar in each panel represents 100. The
numbers on each colourbar are in units of µJy/beam.
point sources, whose separation is determined by the HST optical image. The results
of this procedure are shown in Fig. 4.7. There are hints of emission outside the four
point sources, particularly close to image C, but these are at the 2-  level and would need
deeper observations to confirm or rule out. The image fluxes are given in Table 4.3, and,
with a ratio of 1.05:0.77:1.00:0.47 between A:B:C:D images, di↵er significantly from the
L0 ratios 1.71:0.99:1.00:0.81 of Fadely & Keeton (2012). In particular, the A/C and C/D
ratios di↵er by about 3  between the two sets of observations, the di↵erence in C/D ratio
being particularly obvious from Fig. 4.6.
This di↵erence in flux density ratios, and its explanation, is a di cult and intriguing
problem. Fadely & Keeton (2012) undertook extensive modelling of this system using a
softened power-law for the primary galaxy, together with a singular isothermal model for
the nearby galaxy, G22, which is about four arcseconds to the SW. They also included
a shear component, to account for the more general shear field of the cluster. Smooth
models with a slightly shallower slope than isothermal failed to reproduce the infrared
fluxes, and further analysis showed that the Bayesian evidence favoured a contribution
due to substructure around A. The observation driving this conclusion was the A/C ratio,
which smooth models preferred to be between 1.4 and 1.5, as opposed to the higher value
in the infrared data. Our radio data, on the other hand, prefer a much lower value for the
A/C ratio, together with a much fainter D component. Since the radio is almost certainly
not a↵ected by microlensing, this is a puzzling result.
In our next step of modelling the data, we assume the source is point-like and in-
clude the observed time delays (Courbin et al. 2011) as additional constraints. Modelling
the lens as an ellipsoidal power-law with external shear and a SIS at the position of
G22 (z = 0.78, Chen et al. 2014), realistic, smooth models are unable to reproduce the
data. The best model, further constrained using strong Gaussian priors on the positions
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(1 =10 mas) of the galaxies, agrees with those observed time delays within the errors but
not with the image fluxes, yielding a  2 of 14.9 for four degrees of freedom.1 In partic-
ular, the predicted B/C and D/C ratios are in disagreement at the 1.3  and 3  levels,
respectively. For the main lensing galaxy, the best model prefers an ellipticity of e ⇡ 0.28
and power-law slope of  0 ⇡ 2.24. We note that the steep density slope may be driven by
the model trying to fit the flux ratios.
The flux ratio anomaly seen with the smooth model could be explained by invoking
substructure. To explore this possibility, we follow the approach of Fadely & Keeton
(2012). Briefly, substructure clumps are modelled using a pseudo-Ja↵e profile, and a wide
range of masses are considered, whose masses enclosed within the Einstein radii range
from 104  109 M . Modelling the smooth lens component as before, we find that clumps
placed near images A, B, or C do not improve the fit. However, clumps over a large range
of masses placed near image D can bring the model into good agreement with the data,
yielding a  2 of 1.5 for one degree of freedom.1 Like Fadely & Keeton (2012), we find
that more massive clumps can be placed farther away from the image, while less massive
clumps must be placed nearer. Furthermore, the clumps cannot lie within approximately
two Einstein radii of image D. Otherwise, image splitting can magnify the image, making
matters worse. As for the main lensing galaxy, ellipticities of e ⇡ 0.33 and steeper-than-
isothermal power-law slopes of  0 ⇡ 2.33 are preferred.
Alternatively, if we do not invoke substructure, another possible solution arises if the
radio emission region is extended and di↵erentially magnified (see e.g. Serjeant 2012).
Because the size of the caustic is less than approximately 400 mas, a wide range of source
sizes below this scale can reproduce the data. We again use a two-deflector model, includ-
ing the main lensing galaxy as an ellipsoidal power-law with a contribution from external
shear and G22 as a SIS. The source is modelled as a spherical Gaussian. Owing to the
large number of image pixels (3150 pixels) used to constrain the model, including time
delay constraints for a point source at the position of the source does not significantly
a↵ect our results, and so we include them for consistency with the previous analyses.
Additionally, to try to account for the noise correlation in the data and to be conservative
in our parameter inference, we follow the suggestion of Riechers et al. (2008) and increase
the input noise level by a factor dependent on the noise correlation length scale (a factor
of three, in this case). Our best model achieves a  2 of 854 for 3141 degrees of freedom.1
After marginalizing over all lens model parameters, our MCMC analysis finds that an
isothermal slope is preferred for the main lensing galaxy ( 0 = 2.00+0.08 0.06) and that the
source is of FWHM 80+5 5 mas. This optimal source size leads to an image-plane model
1Because of the intrinsic nonlinearity of the lens modelling and the strong Gaussian priors placed
on the galaxy positions, calculating the the number of degrees of freedom is nontrivial. Thus, we have
chosen to count each galaxy position parameter as half a degree of freedom, and so the “true” number of
degrees of freedom may be ±2 of the number we quote here.
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Figure 4.8 Models of HE 0435 1223/ From left to right: source model; data; image-plane
model; residual. The white bars represent 100 mas in the source plane (left panel) and
1 arcsecond in all other panels. Three di↵erent fits are shown: (top) small 3 mas source,
(middle) optimal 80 mas source, (bottom) large 200 mas source. Although the 80 mas
source is preferred by our MCMC analysis, smaller sources provide an equally good visual
fit, while larger sources lead to significant model residuals. The colour-bars represent flux
densities in µJy/beam; the colour scale of the source is arbitrary, but its parameters are
given in Table 4.4.
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that shows discernible extended structure (Fig. 4.8). By visual inspection, we find that
source sizes more than an order of magnitude smaller1 can also fit the data reasonably
well but result in point-like images at these resolutions and leave larger model residuals.
Sources a factor of two larger, on the other hand, are clearly unfavorable by both visual
inspection and the MCMC analysis.
Of the possible choices for explaining the data, we prefer the option that the source
is extended and di↵erentially magnified. As radio sources are likely to be more extended
than their optical or mid-infrared counterparts, this seems to be the most natural choice.
Furthermore, finite source size e↵ects would likely be required in order to simultaneously
explain the flux ratio anomalies in the mid-IR as well. We note, however, that due to
the non-Gaussianity and correlation of the noise in the immediate regions surrounding
the lensed images, we do not strictly limit our conclusions by the results of the MCMC
analysis. Instead, we provide a conservative upper limit of 200 mas for the source size.
For sources larger than this, a visual inspection of the model residuals clearly shows that
the source has become too large.
4.4.3 RX J0911+0551
RX J0911+0551 (Bade et al. 1997) is a cusp-configuration lens system, with three close
images (A, B and C) and a fourth image some distance to the west. The mass environ-
ment is relatively complicated; the lens lies close to a massive cluster about 4000 away and
in addition to the primary galaxy, a second galaxy lies close to the system, complicating
the process of mass modelling. Our VLA 5-GHz image is shown in Fig. 4.9 and has a
noise level of just under 2µJy/beam. All four lensed images are clearly detected in the
radio map, and in addition we detect radio emission at the position of the lensing galaxy.
We do not detect any of the components in the e-MERLIN 1.5 GHz image, which has a
noise level of 16µJy/beam.
To quantify the non-detection, and thus derive limits on spectral index between the
e-MERLIN and VLA observations, the e-MERLIN observation was conservatively simu-
lated with four components of the size of the VLA beam (⇠500 mas), whose flux densities
were given by the VLA map. Gaussian noise was added to the map at the same level
as the observations (i.e. RMS 16µJy). The components were used to generate a u   v
dataset with the sampling function and noise level of the actual e-MERLIN observations.
This was imaged and the lower limit on the spectral index resulted from the input fluxes
for which the components could just not be recovered from the simulated image by model
fitting. The lower limit on the spectral index was found to be ↵ =  0.5.
1The image plane is appropriately oversampled to ensure that fluxes are calculated accurately.
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Figure 4.9 JVLA radio map of RX J0911+0551 (greyscaled from 0 to 20µJy) with contours
from archival HST/NICMOS data superimposed, aligned on image D. The beam is of
FWHM 560⇥390 mas in position angle  39.2 . The three close images to the left are
A,B,C (from south to north), and image D is at the right of the picture. The lensing
galaxy (between the images) is radio-loud, with a flux density of about 16µJy.
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Figure 4.10 Models of RXJ 0911+0551, using a point-source model fit (above, see text).
The data, model, and residual are plotted. In this case, the point-image model appears to
have significant di culty in fitting the A-B-C complex at the eastern end of the system.
The bar in each panel represents 100. Model using an extended source (below). The
panels contain the source plane, the data, the model and the residual. The area around
the galaxy has been blanked and excluded from the fit. In all cases the numbers on
the colourbars are in µJy/beam; the source panel colourscale is arbitrary, but the source
parameters are given in Table 4.4.
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We have again attempted to model the image plane, represented by the VLA map, as
a sum of point spread functions whose relative position is determined by the HST astrom-
etry (Fig. 4.10). Here it does appear that point models have di culty in reproducing the
structure, in particular the shape of the A-B-C complex, although we recover good esti-
mates for the flux densities of each image (Table 4.3). The flux densities of the A,B and
C images in the radio have a ratio very close to 1:2:1, close to that expected by the cusp
relation and suggesting that substructure does not need to be invoked in this case. This
contrasts with the optical flux densities, and in particular with the flux density ratio 2:2:1
between A, B and C measured by Burud et al. (1998). Hence the optical measurements
are almost certainly a↵ected by microlensing. By contrast, Sluse et al. (2012a) model
this lens using astrometric constraints and a model consisting of a singular isothermal
ellipsoid plus shear. They obtain image flux ratios (A:B:C:D) of 1:1.87:0.88:0.34. Our
corresponding values are 1:2.05:0.73:0.35, consistent within the errors with Sluse et al.’s
model. The source flux density predicted by this lens model is about 5µJy.
Motivated by the residuals observed in the point-source model, we have again fitted
a model in which a Gaussian-shaped extended source is lensed. Provided that the source
size is not very small, neither it nor the source shape is well constrained (Table 4.4). The
modelled shear is large, suggesting that we are seeing the influence of the cluster to the
south. The good overall fit to the data,  2=3518 for 2290 degrees of freedom, gives no
significant evidence for e↵ects of substructure in the lens galaxy.
4.4.4 SDSS J0924+0219
SDSS J0924+0219 (Inada et al. 2003a) is a very interesting object because it has such
a large optical flux anomaly, almost certainly as a result of microlensing (Morgan et al.
2008). This anomaly decreases with increasing observation wavelength (Floyd et al. 2009)
allowing the size of the accretion disk to be measured, but the anomaly persists over a
period of ⇠7 years (Faure et al. 2011) raising the possibility that some of it may be due
to the e↵ects of lensing by substructure.
Although we detect the object at a reasonable level of significance (Fig. 4.11), we
unfortunately do not have su cient signal-to-noise, in the three hours of observation time
allocated to this object, to measure the flux densities separately. At a total flux density of
⇠ 15µJy, this is by far the weakest of the objects studied. Using an isothermal model, plus
external shear, fitted to the positions reported by Inada et al. (2003a), we obtain magni-
fications for the four components (A, B, C and D) of approximately 13, 5, 5 and 11. Our
overall flux density of ⇠ 50µJy implies an unlensed source flux density of about 1.5µJy.
This is the second faintest radio source yet detected, the faintest being SDSS J1004+4112
(Jackson 2011); further observations of the sample of radio-quiet quasars are likely to
yield the first detected nano-Jy radio source.
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Figure 4.11 VLA radio map of SDSS J0924+0219, with greyscale from 0 to 20µJy/beam,
and a restoring beam of 696⇥416 mas in PA  43 . The object is detected, but individual
flux densities for the images are impossible to measure. Image registration to archival
HST/NICMOS data (contours) has been done by eye, but this procedure is not well-
defined to better than the absolute astrometry of the HST image.
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions
4.5.1 Radio properties of the lensing galaxies
We detect the lensing galaxy in only one of the four objects: RX J0911+0551, at a level
of 18µJy. The radio flux density of the lensing galaxies in the other three objects is
< 6  8µJy (3 ).
The lensing galaxy flux density in RX J0911+0551 corresponds to a luminosity of
5⇥ 1022 WHz 1, which is at the top of the range that can plausibly be attributed to star
formation; this range is bounded by the 1021 WHz 1 of the Milky Way and 1023 WHz 1
for extreme star-forming galaxies. It is also close to the boundary between star-forming
radio emitters and AGNs found by Kimball et al. (2011) in their study of radio luminosity
functions of nearby (z ⇠ 0.2) AGN. There is no evidence for ongoing star formation in the
lens galaxy, which seems to be an early-type galaxy, in other wavebands. For example,
Burud et al. (1998) conducted optical and near-IR imaging and found that the lensing
galaxy has a similar red colour to that of nearby members of the cluster of which it is
part.
4.5.2 The nature of radio-quiet quasars
This work has resulted in the measurement of radio flux densities, and in some cases
resolved radio structure, in a significant number of radio-“quiet” lensed quasar systems.
Such radio sources, if unlensed, would be beyond the reach of current instruments in all
but exceptional observing times, and are objects whose study will only become routine
with the SKA. The luminosity of an object of intrinsic flux density of 1µJy and flat spectral
index is about 1.0⇥1021WHz 1 at z = 0.5, 5⇥1021WHz 1 at z = 1 and 30⇥1021WHz 1 at
z = 2, orders of magnitude below what is typically accessible with current surveys except
at low redshift (e.g. fig. 4 of Condon et al. 2013). Previous studies of radio-quiet quasars
have focused on optically bright quasars, such as the Palomar Green sample (Kellermann
et al. 1994). In accordance with the radio-optical correlation noticed by White et al.
(2007), these objects have typical radio flux densities of a few hundred µJy, two orders of
magnitude brighter than the intrinsic flux densities of the objects studied here.
We have observed four of the 15 known optically-selected, four-image quasar lenses
with   >  20 , and all of them have intrinsic radio flux density of between 1 and 5µJy.
Of the other nine, three are known to have significant radio emission. PG1115+080 has
VLA archival data at 8.4 GHz taken in the compact (D) configuration, which yield a total
radio flux density of 153±17 µJy, although the resolution of a few arcseconds does not
allow the flux density of individual components to be determined. However, the likely
magnifications in this lens system suggest that the intrinsic flux density of the source
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is also a few µJy. A similar result can be derived for the lens system RX J1131 1321,
which was found to have significant radio emission by Wucknitz & Volino (2008). Fi-
nally, H1413+117 is a radio-intermediate object which has been studied with the VLA
by Kayser et al. (1990). Further lenses from the COSMOS survey (Faure et al. 2008;
Jackson 2008) do not have significant radio emission (Schinnerer et al. 2007, 2010) in the
VLA-COSMOS survey, and three quad lens systems from the Sloan Quasar Lens Search
(SDSS J1138+0314, SDSS J1251+2935, SDSS J1330+1810) do not yet have deep radio
imaging. It is therefore likely that at least half of optically-selected quasar lens systems
will show radio emission at the micro-Jansky level, if examined carefully, and a more
complete census will be the focus of future work.
The existing data are plotted in Fig. 4.12. The radio fluxes have been derived from
the literature (see the figure caption), with in some cases a limit of 1 mJy inferred from
their absence from the FIRST 1.4-GHz catalogue. The current sample is small. However,
we note that the median radio flux density inferred by White et al. (2007) from their
stacking analysis is about 50-70 µJy at 20 < I < 21. This, combined with the distribu-
tion of detections in our optically-selected sample, suggests that there is a large scatter
in radio flux densities at this optical magnitude, if not an outright bimodality.
There are a number of theoretical models for the origin of radio emission in radio quiet
quasars, each of which makes rather di↵erent predictions for what should be observed. The
first possibility is that of a smaller version of a radio-loud quasar, where a flat-spectrum
radio core and steeper-spectrum radio jet emission are present in some ratio (Urry &
Padovani 1995, Ulvestad et al. 2005). In this case, we would expect steep-spectrum emis-
sion on scales of parsecs to tens of parsecs in addition to a compact, flat-spectrum radio
core. A second possibility is the emission from radio starbursts in a similar manner to
nearby examples such as M82 (e.g. Condon et al. 2013). This emission is expected to be
optically thin synchrotron from supernova remnants, but should extend over most of the
galaxy disk and therefore have a characteristic size of about 1 arcsecond, or 5-10 kpc; stud-
ies of star-forming radio sources in the Hubble Deep Field (HDF), with mean redshifts
around 1, have shown that the radio emission nearly always displays a similar charac-
teristic size (Muxlow et al. 2005). Alternatively, the radio emission could be produced
by thermal processes close to the accretion disk. Suggestions for this include optically
thin free-free emission from a disk wind (Blundell & Kuncic 2007) and emission from
magnetically-heated coronae (Laor & Behar 2008). In both cases the emission would be
expected to originate close to the centre. In the case of disk winds, this scale is likely to
be at least 0.1–1pc, but for magnetically heated coronae the scale would be smaller. In
both these cases, however, the radio spectral index should be approximately flat.
We can use our data to confront the models in a number of ways. The first relevant
result is the source sizes implied by our lens modelling, which are of the order of 70 pc in
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Figure 4.12 Intrinsic radio flux densities versus intrinsic I-band magnitudes for a sample of
optically-selected quasar lenses. Both radio and optical flux densities have been demagni-
fied using lens models. Data and models have been derived from Ratnatunga et al. 1999,
Wisotzki et al. 2002, Reimers et al. 2002, Burud et al. 1998, Inada et al. 2003a,b, Ghosh
& Narasimha 2009, Anguita et al. 2009, Jackson 2011, Wucknitz & Volino 2008, Kayo
et al. 2007, Oguri et al. 2008, Assef et al. 2011, in some case supplemented by further
modelling. The locus of radio vs. optical flux densities reported by White et al. (2007) is
sketched near the top right.
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HS 0810+2554. In HE 0435 1223 we find a characteristic size which is more uncertain,
but probably greater than a few milliarcseconds and certainly less than 200 mas (<2 kpc).
In RX J0911+0551 we again detect a significantly extended source, but whose size is likely
to be 100-150mas (⇠1 kpc) rather than the larger values which would be expected for a
typical star-forming region in a radio source. Either we have an unrepresentative sample,
or the star-formation model is disfavoured compared to the non-thermal AGN hypothesis.
This is in contrast to the inference of star-formation as the cause of the radio emission,
made by Wucknitz & Volino in the case of RX J1131 1231. A definitive test should be
available using VLBI, as a non-thermal source should contain high-brightness emission at
the µJy level which is detectable with current VLBI sensitivities.
A second, although rather more equivocal, result concerns the measured spectral in-
dices. The spectral index of the radio emission in HS 0810+2554 appears to be steep,
consistent with synchrotron emission from either a non-thermal source or a star-forming
component. Both the spectral index and the characteristic size disfavour coronal emission
and emission from disk winds, which would be expected to be relatively flat-spectrum and
to be emitted from a smaller region. However, the VLA and e-MERLIN observations of
RX J0911+0551 may be consistent with such models. Because the spectral index limit
is currently relatively loose (↵ >  0.5), further e-MERLIN observations are needed to
make a more definite statement.
4.5.3 Substructure in lensing galaxies
Radio flux densities in four-image lens systems are important because they potentially
give indications of substructure in lensing galaxies (or along the line of sight), in the
form of flux anomalies (Mao & Schneider 1998; Dalal & Kochanek 2002). In particular,
violations of the cusp and fold relation allow us to quantify the levels of substructure
present (e.g. Xu et al. 2015, 2009). Flux ratios between images can also be a↵ected by
propagation e↵ects (scattering in the case of the radio waveband), microlensing (in the
case when the source is smaller than the intrinsic size of the Einstein radius of stars in
the lensing galaxy, or about 1 µarcsec), variability (in the case of a source which varies
significantly over the time delay between the images) and source size (which can a↵ect
flux ratios, e.g. Amara et al. 2006; Metcalf & Amara 2012). The use of cusp and fold
relations, rather than the observation of disagreement with a smooth model, is important
because otherwise the e↵ect of substructure on the image flux ratios can be partially ab-
sorbed by varying the smooth model.
We detect no new evidence in our objects for substructure. Indeed, the flux ratios
of RX J0911+0551 obey the cusp relation within the errors of the measured radio flux
densities. The flux ratios of the fold system HS 0810+2554 are also consistent with a
smooth model, as the brightnesses of the merging images are equal to within the er-
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rors, unlike the optical case in which microlensing a↵ects one of the images. The case
of HE 0435 1223 is more interesting. Here we obtain flux density ratios which are in-
consistent with not only the optical, but also the mid-IR bands. There are a number of
explanations for this which we do not favour. Radio microlensing could a↵ect the radio
flux densities, but would require a very small radio source size (microarcseconds rather
than milliarcseconds). Variability of the radio source, together with a time-delay, is also
possible. However, intrinsic variations in typical radio-faint quasars are on timescales of
several weeks to months with fluctuations at the 10   20% level (Barvainis et al. 2005).
In order to reproduce these observations, a variation in the source flux of ⇠40% would be
required within the time-delay scales measured by Courbin et al. (2011) ( 6.5 and  14.3
days for B-D and C-D respectively). Flux anomalies due to variations in the mid-IR are
still less likely, because the L0-band is expected to have a significant contribution from a
dusty torus, whose size is & 1pc, implying a light crossing-time of several years or more.
Di↵erential extinction due to dust at non-radio wavelengths is not a likely culprit, as the
colours (Wisotzki et al. 2002) and the continuum slopes (Morgan et al. 2005; Wisotzki
et al. 2004) are nearly identical for the four lensed images. While substructure can be
used to explain the various flux ratio anomalies seen in the optical, mid-IR, and radio,
it may prove di cult and would perhaps require fine-tuning to simultaneously explain
all the observations with substructure alone. Instead, at least some of the explanation
is likely to be the e↵ects of finite source sizes; especially given the results in the other
objects, an intrinsic radio source size of order a few parsecs is the explanation that we
favour.
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Chapter 5
Dark matter subhaloes as millilenses
We use 13 gravitational lens systems with quadruply imaged QSOs and their
observed flux ratio anomalies obtained using data in mid-infrared, radio or
spectral narrow lines as a baseline, to estimate the amount of substructure
in the dark matter halo of lens galaxies. We assume that the smooth grav-
itational potential of the galaxies is well modeled by a Singular Isothermal
Ellipsoid (SIE) plus external shear (gamma) along with an additional Singu-
lar Isothermal Sphere (SIS) in some cases, and that the cause of the flux ratio
anomalies is dark matter subhalos described by pseudo-Ja↵e density profiles.
After excluding 5 of the systems from the analysis due to various concerns, our
Bayesian estimate for the Einstein radius of the subhalos (as a fraction of the
Einstein radius of their corresponding lens galaxy) is b = 0.0003+0.0005 0.0002, and
their abundance (as a fraction of the total surface density of the lens galaxy
at the image positions) is ↵ = 0.075+0.030 0.021.
5.1 Introduction
As seen in previous chapters, and explained in detail in Section 1.3.2, cosmological simu-
lations in the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) paradigm predict an amount of substructure in
the dark matter haloes of galaxies in the form of a number of subhaloes or satellites that is
much higher than the number of luminous satellites observed around the Milky Way and
other galaxies. In the inner regions of the galaxy haloes, about 1% of the mass is expected
to remain in satellites that survived tidal e↵ects, with the fraction rising to about 10%
when we consider the total mass of the dark matter halo (e.g. Zentner & Bullock 2003).
The number of satellites in each galactic halo is predicted to be in the hundreds or even
thousands, and the absence of such high numbers of dwarf galaxies around larger ones is
known as the dark matter satellites problem.
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One of the possible explanations is that these subhaloes do indeed exist, but baryonic
processes have depleted them of most or all of their luminous matter. If this is the case,
then they would only be detectable via their gravitational interactions, and gravitational
lensing becomes an important tool when attempting to solve this problem. The pres-
ence of a distribution of such clumps of matter has an e↵ect in the lens potential, and
quasar lensing could be used to probe it. As explained in Section 1.1.2, the magnifica-
tion of each of the multiple images generated of a lensed QSO is sensitive to the second
derivative of the lens potential, so the presence of substructure could alter their flux ratios.
Indeed, observations of lensed quasars in wavelengths that should not be a↵ected by
di↵erential extinction or microlensing have shown fluxes that are hard to explain by model-
ing the smooth potential of the lens (Kochanek 1991). Many studies have been performed
using these anomalies to probe for the presence of these dark matter subhaloes, but the
results are still inconclusive. While some claim a consistency between the CDM model
and the observations (e.g. Bradacˇ et al. 2004; Dalal & Kochanek 2002; Dobler & Keeton
2006; Metcalf & Amara 2012), others find that the anomalies present are too large to be
explained by CDM (Amara et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2011; Maccio` & Miranda 2006; Maccio`
et al. 2006; Mao et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2009, 2010), perhaps due to poor estimations of the
lens models or other e↵ects unaccounted for.
In this chapter we will compile a sample of lens systems with quadruply imaged QSOs
that have observations of their flux ratios in optical narrow lines, mid-IR or radio, and use
it to derive the abundance and average mass of dark matter subhaloes in galaxies from
the flux ratio anomalies. While keeping possible drawbacks in mind, we will assume that
the mass distribution of the lens galaxies is well described by simple models consisting
on Singular Isothermal Ellipsoids plus external shear (SIE +  ) and an extra Singular
Isothermal Sphere (SIS) in some cases. Another assumption will be that the anomalies of
the observed flux ratios when compared to the predictions of these models are only due
to millilensing caused by the dark matter satellites. In Section 5.2 we describe the sample
of lens systems used in this work, in Section 5.3 we explain the procedure followed in our
calculations, and show our results in Section 5.4. We discuss our findings in Section 5.5,
and then in Section 5.6 we explain the possible drawbacks of the assumptions we employed
and the future work needed for a more robust study.
5.2 Our sample of lens systems
Given that our goal is to compare the flux ratios observed in lens systems with the ones
predicted by smooth models of their mass distribution, we need models that do not use
the flux ratios as constraints but are still su ciently constrained to give useful predictions.
Therefore, in this work we only use lens systems where the source quasar is quadruply
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imaged (also referred to as ‘quads’). Out of these, we select those that already had
been observed in wavelengths that would be emitted by regions of the source too big
to be a↵ected by stellar microlensing, which are spectral lines in visible light or near
infrared which would come from the narrow-line region of the AGN, mid-infrared light
that would have been emitted from the dusty torus, or radio waves from the jet or other
large regions. Mid-infrared and radio wavelengths are also una↵ected by extinction in
the interstellar medium, and extinction in the optical would a↵ect both the narrow lines
and the continuum and it can be accounted for, so we can assume that these observations
provide the true flux ratios between the quasar images. Whenever possible, we use mass
models for these systems from Sluse et al. (2012a), Schechter et al. (2014) or Xu et al.
(2015). The paper by Schechter et al. (2014) is particularly useful because it provides
the convergence () and shear ( ) of the potential at the locations of the quasar images
that we need to generate magnification maps, so we use their models even if other fits
are available in other sources. Our sample of lens systems is listed in Table 5.1 with
the predicted and observed flux ratios in the di↵erent wavelengths, as well as the flux
anomalies derived and expressed in magnitudes. Despite obtaining flux ratios also for
HS 0810+2554 in Chapter 4, it was excluded from our data due to the undoubtedly
extended size of the source and the absence of a redshift for its lens galaxy.
5.3 Methods
Once we have the predictions for the flux ratios in each system given by the mass models,
and the flux anomalies from the di↵erence between these and the observations, we assume
for our calculations that the anomalies are entirely due to the presence of a distribution of
dark matter subhaloes acting as “millilenses”. We then try to estimate the mean Einstein
radius b of these subhaloes, and their abundance ↵ expressed as the fraction of the lensing
convergence  that is present as subhaloes instead of a smooth potential.
In this work we follow a procedure with some similarities to the one used in chapters
2 and 3 when estimating the size of the accretion disk. We will calculate the e↵ect of a
distribution of lenses in the flux ratios of the system by generating magnification maps
for each of the quasar images, compare the predictions to the observations, and then ob-
tain probability density functions (PDFs) by repeating the process to cover the range of
parameters that we want to study. The main di↵erence, however, is that this time our
goal is not to estimate the properties of the source but of the structure of the galaxy lens
itself. When estimating the scale radius and the exponent of the quasar accretion disk,
we kept the distribution of stars fixed for all cases, and only four magnification maps
had to be produced (one for each of the quasar images), which could then be convolved
with the source intensity profile corresponding to each set of parameters to perform all
the necessary calculations. This time we keep the size of the source fixed and it is the
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Table 5.1. Predicted and observed flux ratios in our sample of lens systems
Object Model (constraints) Ratios Model Line IR Radio  mlin  mIR  mradio
B 0128+4370,3 SIE +   B/A 0.72 — — 0.58 — — 0.23
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.40 — — 0.52 — — -0.28
D/A 0.48 — — 0.51 — — -0.07
MG 0414+05341,4 SIE +   + SIS A2/A1 1.03 — 0.90 0.90 — 0.14 0.14
(~xi, ~xG1, ~xGX) B/A1 0.29 — 0.36 0.37 — -0.25 -0.28
C/A1 0.15 — 0.12 0.15 — 0.22 0.00
HE 0435-12231,5,6 SIE +   A/C 0.94 1.41 — 1.05 -0.44 — -0.12
(~xi, ~xG1) B/C 1.02 1.08 — 0.77 -0.06 — 0.31
D/C 0.61 0.79 — 0.47 -0.28 — 0.28
B 0712+4722,3 SIE +   B/A 1.08 — — 0.84 — — 0.27
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.27 — — 0.42 — — -0.48
D/A 0.06 — — 0.08 — — -0.36
RX J0911+05511,6 SIE +   + SIS B/A 1.85 — — 1.98 — — 0.08
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.85 — — 0.73 — — -0.17
D/A 0.34 — — 0.35 — — 0.03
SDSS J0924+02191,7 SIE +   B/A 0.43 0.38 — — 0.13 — —
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.43 0.18 — — 0.95 — —
D/A 0.90 0.10 — — 2.39 — —
PG 1115+0801,8 SIS + SIS A2/A1 0.95 1.00 0.93 — -0.05 0.03 —
(~xi, ~xG1)
RXS J1131-12311,9 SIE +   A/B 1.62 1.97 — — -0.21 — —
(~xi, ~xG1) C/B 0.94 1.33 — — -0.38 — —
B J1422+2311,3,10 SIE +   B/A 1.18 1.11 0.85 1.06 0.07 0.36 0.11
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.62 0.54 0.57 0.55 0.15 0.09 0.13
D/A 0.05 0.03 — 0.02 0.54 — 0.49
B 1555+3752,3 SIE +   B/A 0.96 — — 0.62 — — 0.47
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.43 — — 0.51 — — -0.18
D/A 0.25 — — 0.09 — — 1.17
B 1608+6560,11 SIE +   + SIS A/B 1.95 — — 2.04 — — -0.05
(~xi, ~xG1, ~xG2) C/B 0.81 — — 1.04 — — -0.27
D/B 0.17 — — 0.35 — — -0.79
WFI J2033-47231,12 SIE +   + SIS A1/B 1.56 1.48 — — 0.06 — —
(~xi, ~xG2) A2/B 0.92 1.05 — — -0.14 — —
C/B 0.62 1.39 — — -0.88 — —
Q 2237+030513 SIE +   B/A 0.89 0.81 0.97 1.08 0.10 -0.09 -0.21
(~xi, ~xG1) C/A 0.45 0.88 0.51 0.55 -0.73 -0.13 -0.22
D/A 0.82 1.09 0.92 0.77 -0.31 -0.13 0.07
0Model ratios from Sluse et al. (2012a).
1Model ratios from Schechter et al. (2014).
2Model ratios from Xu et al. (2015).
3Radio flux ratios from Koopmans et al. (2003).
4Mid-IR flux ratios from Minezaki et al. (2009), radio flux ratios from Rumbaugh et al. (2015).
5Emission line flux ratios from Table 3 of Wisotzki et al. (2003).
6Radio flux ratios from Jackson et al. (2015).
7Ly↵ flux ratios from Keeton et al. (2006).
8Optical emission line flux ratios from Popovic´ & Chartas (2005). Mid-IR data from Chiba et al. (2005).
9[OIII] emission line flux ratios from Sluse et al. (2007).
10Optical emission line flux ratios from Impey et al. (1996). Mid-IR data from Chiba et al. (2005).
11Radio flux ratios from Fassnacht et al. (1999b).
12Optical emission line flux ratios from Morgan et al. (2004).
13[OIII] emission line flux ratios from Wayth et al. (2005). Mid-IR and model flux ratios from Vives-Arias et al. (2016).
Radio flux ratios from Falco et al. (1996).
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distribution of lenses what has to vary for each set of parameters, which means a new
magnification map is needed each time the input parameters change.
There are some special cases that arise with this method and have to be taken into
consideration:
• Subhaloes are too big. Since one of the parameters we vary is the Einstein radius of
the millilenses, there are cases at the high-mass end in which only part of the caustics
pattern of each subhalo will fit in the map, at most. The size of the maps cannot be
increased indefinitely, because the local approximation of using only the convergence
and shear to characterize the global potential would break down, and also the region
has to be small enough for the millilensing magnification maps associated with each
image to be statistically independent. The alternative is to generate a large number
of maps of a given size in order to achieve good statistics.
• Not enough subhaloes. Likewise, low values of ↵ for the high-mass lenses could cause
a situation in which there are so few millilenses that there are barely any or even
no caustics in the map, or perhaps zero subhaloes placed in the lens plane to begin
with. In these cases, aside from the higher number of maps, the area in which the
lenses are placed has to be enlarged so that at least two subhaloes cause deflection
in each light ray, even from afar. This is important for an accurate calculation of the
smooth regions of the map between caustics, which will dominate the magnification
probabilities.
• Too many subhaloes. Finally, with high abundances of substructure with lenses of
the lowest masses we can be in the opposite situation, with far too many millilenses
that would have to be taken into account when calculating the deflection of every
single light ray to generate the map. One way of solving this problem is to produce
a higher number of smaller maps instead of fewer large ones, because even though
the total cumulative area in the source plane might be the same, a fewer number of
lenses are deflecting each ray and computations will be much faster.
The need to generate a large number of maps of di↵erent sizes for each quasar image
makes it impractical to calculate the probability of reproducing the observations by using
the exact same procedure as when calculating the size of the accretion disk with stellar
microlensing (selecting a random location in each of the four magnification maps, obtain-
ing the probability of reproducing the observations by computing the  2 of the flux ratios
between those locations to the observed ones, adding that probability to the total and
iterating the process). The large areas would be poorly sampled by a random selection of
locations in the maps when few caustics are present, so we would have to greatly increase
the number of positions used in the calculation and then use the same large number in the
cases with a lot of caustics to keep the probabilities consistent, even though they would
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have been properly sampled with a number of points several orders of magnitude lower.
Also, we would have to store in memory all the maps generated for the four images of the
system for each pair of parameters, and guarantee that the random selection of points
takes place in all possible combinations between the high number of maps generated for
each of the images.
Given the limitations stated above, we take a more computationally e cient ap-
proach to estimate the probability of observing millilensing magnifications  mobsI (I =
{A,B,C,D}) conditioned to the parameters ↵ and b that is not based on the  2 test but
on the definition of probability of independent events, directly. We define:
P ( mobsI |↵, b) =
Y
I=A,B,C,D
PI( mI |↵, b), (5.1)
where PI( mI |↵, b) are the individual PDFs for each image calculated from the millilens-
ing magnification maps. Millilensing magnifications are not directly measureable, but
they can be written as
 mobsI = mI  m0   µI (5.2)
where m0 is the unknown intrinsic magnitude of the source, mI is the observed magnitude
of image I and µI is the macrolensing magnification for that image. From the equations
for the four images we can derive three constraints,
 mobsI   mobsA = mI  mA   (µI   µA), (5.3)
and equation 5.1 can be rewritten like
P ( mobsI |↵, b) = PA( mA|↵, b)
Y
I=B,C,D
PI(mI  mA   (µI   µA) + mA|↵, b). (5.4)
We can now marginalize over the unknown variable,  mA, and define:
Pmarg(mI  mA   (µI   µA)|↵, b) =Z
PA( mA|↵, b)
Y
I=B,C,D
PI(mI  mA   (µI   µA) + mA|↵, b)d( mA). (5.5)
It is easy to check, by direct substitution of A by any other image, that this probability
does not depend on the choice of reference image in equations 5.3. In fact, in equation 5.5
we integrate over all the domain of a dummy variable the product of the PDFs of A, B,
C, and D, with relative displacements between each (I, K) pair of (mI mK) (µI µK),
independent of the choice of reference image.
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On the other hand, an equation equivalent to Eq. 5.5 is obtained by substituting
equations 5.2 in 5.1 and marginalizing with respect to the intrinsic magnification:
Pmarg(mI   µI |↵, b) =
Z Y
I=A,B,C,D
PI(mI  m0   µI |↵, b)dm0 (5.6)
The problem with Eq. 5.5 appears (exactly as in the case of the  2 approach) when we
take into account the errors. In principle, to obtain the error-corrected PDF for each
image we only need to convolve the PDF without considering errors, p0I( m|↵, b), with a
normal distribution of variance  2I :
PI( m|↵, b) = P 0I ( m|↵, b) ⇤N(0,  2I ). (5.7)
However, in Eq. 5.5, what we have are the PDFs of the di↵erences of two random vari-
ables, (mI   mA). These PDFs can be obtained from the convolution of the PDFs of
each individual random variable but, when the errors are taken into account, they can no
longer be considered independent (the same thing happens in the case of the  2 approach),
and then the product of the PDFs should be conditional (the non-diagonal terms of the
covariance matrix are not null in the  2 approach).
We can circumvent this problem going back to Eq. 5.6, that is free from it (at the
cost of assuming that m0 is uniformly distributed). Taking into account that, in absence
of errors, Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 are fully equivalent, we can have reasonable expectations that
Eq. 5.6 will lead to the same results as the  2 approach but with a huge saving in com-
putational time.
The dark matter subhaloes are modelled using spherical pseudo-Ja↵e density profiles
of the form ⇢ / r 2(r2+ a2) 1, see Mun˜oz et al. (2001), with a total mass of M = ⇡ba⌃cr
each. We set the scale a as the tidal radius of the subhalo, a =
p
b b0 (Dalal & Kochanek
2002), where b0 is the Einstein radius of the lens galaxy. Given the large size expected for
the components of the AGN that emit mid-IR, radio waves or narrow spectral lines in the
systems of our sample, we generate magnification maps with a pixel scale of 1000 light-
days to save time in the calculations by not convolving the maps with a brightness profile
for the source. In order to keep them statistically independent of each other with pixels
that large, their maximum size will not exceed 200⇥200 pixels. The values we use for the
satellite mass fractions and the Einstein radii of the satellites are, respectively, ↵j = 2 j
for j = 2, · · · , 8 and bi = 10 4 ⇥ 2i for i = 0, · · · , 7.
The implementation of the method proceeds as follows:
1. For quasar image I of a system in the sample, we set the input values for  and   of
the lens potential at the image position, the Einstein radius b0 of the lens galaxy, the
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angular diameter cosmological distances DOS, DOL and DLS for this system (used
to calculate ⌃cr), and the physical distance corresponding to 1 arcsecond at the lens
(all these sizes and distances for each system are shown in Table 5.2). For a given
pair of values ↵ and b, we calculate the amount of satellites that would be placed
in a standard 200 ⇥ 200 map, and use this number to choose the factors by which
the sizes of the map and the area to place the lenses have to be corrected, as well
as the number of maps to be calculated in order to achieve good statistics.
2. We create a loop in which each iteration places the appropriate number of millilenses
in a random distribution, computes a magnification map using the Inverse Polygon
Mapping algorithm (Mediavilla et al. 2006, 2011a), divides it by the macromodel
magnification given by  and  , expresses the result in magnitudes to obtain the
millilensing anomalies  m, and generates a histogram of the number of pixels with
each millilensing anomaly in bins of 0.05 mag from  5 mag to +5 mag. The
histograms of all iterations are added together to obtain the PDF for each case,
PI( mI |↵, b), by normalizing the distribution.
3. Once we have PI( mI |↵, b) for all the images of the quasar and a set of parameters
↵ and b, we calculate the probability of reproducing the observed flux ratios by
multiplying these PDFs after displacing them by the observed flux ratio anomalies
(shown in Table 5.1), and then integrating over the whole range of  m (Eq. 5.5).
Since the relative values for mI   µI are taken into account and di↵erent values
of m0 would only change the origin of coordinates for the  m axis, integrating
over all  m is equivalent to integrating over all m0 if we assume it is uniformly
distributed (Eq. 5.6). We repeat the process over the whole range of parameters
↵ and b to obtain the 2D PDF for each system. When the flux ratios observed at
di↵erent wavelengths for the same system di↵er from each other, we have chosen
in this preliminary work to combine the probabilities obtained in both cases by
multiplying the resulting 2D PDFs together.
5.4 Results
As a preliminary analysis, we compute the probability density functions for the abun-
dance ↵ and Einstein radius b of the subhaloes using ten of the systems in our sample.
We left out RX J0911+0551 because its radio emission could also come from an extended
region of the source rather than the few central parsecs, SDSS J0924+0219 due to the
unusually large flux anomaly that could indicate the mass model used is not appropriate
for this system, and B 1555+375 because a redshift of z = 0.6 was assumed for the lens
in the calculations but it lacks an actual measurement. In the case of Q 2237+0305, we
decided to only use the mid-IR flux ratios and PDF derived in Chapter 3 from observa-
tions in multiple epochs as the true flux ratio for the system, instead of combining them
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Table 5.2. Angular diameter distances, physical sizes corresponding to one arcsecond,
and Einstein radii of the lenses.
Object DOS (Mpc) DOL (Mpc) DLS (Mpc) kpc / ” b0 (”)
B 0128+437 1604.5 1741.9 698.5 8.44 0.22
MG 0414+0534 1684.8 1680.6 779.8 8.15 1.11
HE 0435-1223 1765.1 1197.6 1114.8 5.82 1.20
B 0712+472 1777.0 1158.1 1079.1 5.61 0.68
RX J0911+0551 1656.8 1570.0 925.5 7.61 0.95
SDSS J0924+0219 1792.0 1124.1 1173.0 5.45 0.87
PG 1115+080 1790.4 968.4 1324.0 4.70 1.03
RXS J1131-1231 1478.2 935.9 747.1 4.54 1.78
B J1422+231 1527.1 1030.2 1228.3 4.99 0.74
B 1555+375 1790.4 1418.0 914.5 6.87 0.23
B 1608+656 1782.4 1449.9 794.9 7.03 0.71
WFI J2033-4723 1792.2 1480.1 868.6 7.18 1.06
Q 2237+0305 1788.8 164.5 1725.3 0.80 0.86
with the ratios from narrow spectral lines and radio observations, because of their higher
uncertainties and the possibility that they come from regions much larger than the source
size considered in our method. The resulting PDFs for the ten systems are shown in
Figure 5.1, and the Bayesian estimates for the two parameters in each case are listed in
Table 5.3.
The next step is to combine the systems in our sample so that we can obtain a
statistical estimation for the abundance of subhaloes in galaxies and their average Einstein
radius. In this work we perform a preliminary analysis by simply multiplying the PDFs
of the di↵erent systems as they are, but keeping in mind that the Einstein radius of
the subhaloes does not correspond to the same subhalo mass at di↵erent redshifts, and
therefore the combination of PDFs might not provide an accurate value. However, the
flux ratios alone are not expected to be enough to properly constrain the subhalo masses,
and this e↵ect can be seen in Figure 5.1, where in most cases the 1  contours cover the
entire range of b considered. Therefore, we do not expect the estimation to change by
much were we to shift the PDFs to match the subhalo masses before combining them. It
can also be seen that two of the systems, B 1608+656 and WFI J2033-4723, have a very
high estimated abundance of substructure, and this raises some concerns regarding their
use in a combined PDF because they already have abundances too high when compared
to CDM predictions. The lens galaxy in B 1608+656 has two components that are likely
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Figure 5.1 Probability density functions for the Einstein radius b (in arcseconds) and
abundance ↵ of dark matter subhaloes in gravitational lens systems necessary to reproduce
the observed flux ratios in radio, mid-IR or narrow spectral lines, as indicated next to the
name of each system.
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Figure 5.1 Probability density functions for the Einstein radius b (in arcseconds) and
abundance ↵ of dark matter subhaloes in gravitational lens systems necessary to reproduce
the observed flux ratios in radio, mid-IR or narrow spectral lines, as indicated next to the
name of each system.
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Table 5.3. Bayesian estimates for the average abundance and Einstein radius of dark
matter subhaloes in the lens systems.
Object Source of ratios ↵ b (”)
B 0128+437 radio 0.11+0.16 0.06 0.0011
+0.0040
 0.0009
MG 0414+0534 IR, radio 0.05+0.05 0.02 0.0012
+0.0044
 0.0009
HE 0435-1223 lines, radio 0.11+0.09 0.05 0.0009
+0.0029
 0.0007
B 0712+472 radio 0.07+0.06 0.03 0.0009
+0.0034
 0.0007
PG 1115+080 lines, IR 0.006+0.008 0.003 0.0007
+0.0027
 0.0006
RXS J1131-1231 lines 0.05+0.11 0.04 0.0010
+0.0037
 0.0008
B J1422+231 lines, IR, radio 0.07+0.12 0.04 0.0006
+0.0020
 0.0005
B 1608+656 radio 0.14+0.12 0.07 0.0017
+0.0066
 0.0014
WFI J2033-4723 lines 0.18+0.15 0.08 0.0035
+0.0062
 0.0022
Q 2237+0305 IR 0.033+0.046 0.019 0.0016
+0.0084
 0.0013
interacting and this might mean that the system is not completely relaxed, so modeling
it with two separate isothermal potentials could yield flux ratios that are quite di↵erent
than the ones produced by the actual mass distribution. In the case of WFI J2033-
4723, there are other galaxies projected at a small angular distance from the lens (i.e.
typically < 10 arcsec) that were not taken into account in the modeling and might be
causing extra anomalies. We therefore exclude these two galaxies, and only combine the
PDFs of the eight remaining systems to produce the PDF shown in Figure 5.2. The
Bayesian estimates that we obtain are an average Einstein radius b = 0.0003+0.0005 0.0002 and
an abundance ↵ = 0.075+0.030 0.021.
5.5 Discussion and conclusions
In all the systems analyzed, a degeneracy between the abundance and the mass of the
subhaloes can be seen. This is to be expected, as the more massive the millilenses are, the
fewer of them are needed to produce flux anomalies of the magnitudes observed. Using
only the magnification produced by the millilenses, this degeneracy is very hard to break,
and as a result, in most of the systems the average mass of the dark matter subhaloes
is practically unconstrained, with their uncertainties encompassing nearly all of the stud-
ied range. The abundances, that is, the fraction of the lensing potential that remains
in the form of subhaloes, can be better analyzed. The central values of the estimations
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Figure 5.2 Combined probability density function for the Einstein radius b and abun-
dance ↵ of dark matter subhaloes in galaxies using the gravitational lens systems
B 0128+437, MG 0414+0534, HE 0435-1223, B 0712+472, PG 1115+080, RXS J1131-
1231, B J1422+231 and Q 2237+0305.
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obtained (Table 5.3) are all roughly between 1% and 15%, or about 11% once we remove
the two systems with the higher values due to suspected non-applicability of the simple
smooth macromodels applied to predict the flux ratios with no millilensing. Not counting
PG 1115+080, with only two images with observed fluxes and anomalies at our resolution
limit in magnitues, all of these values are higher than the prediction by CDM simulations
of ↵ ⇠ 1%. Going back to Section 3.6, we can see that just by fitting a more elaborate
model to the positions of the lensed images the flux anomalies and therefore the amount
of substructure needed can be reduced to match the simulations. The use of only singular
isothermal ellipsoids and external shear plus at most one extra singular isothermal sphere
in our macromodels reduces the number of parameters and allows us to avoid including
the flux ratios in the mass modeling, and therefore on the prediction of the flux ratios with
no substructure, but might be causing an overestimation of the flux anomalies. It is also
important to remember that our observed mid-IR fluxes for Q 2237+0305 were the latest
in a series of observations with varying results that we were only comfortable using as the
weighted average of all of them. A similar problem might be a↵ecting the other systems
where mid-IR fluxes were only observed in one epoch and thus giving the impression of
higher anomalies in the “true” flux ratios than might actually be present. Our ↵ values
should probably only be interpreted as upper limits for the amount of substructure in
each system.
If we still go ahead and combine the results for B 0128+437, MG 0414+0534, HE 0435-
1223, B 0712+472, PG 1115+080, RXS J1131-1231, B J1422+231 and Q 2237+0305, the
expected value of the Einstein radius that we estimate corresponds to a subhalo mass of
⇠ 106M , not far from the CDM predictions, although the uncertainties are usually high.
The abundance ↵ is higher than the predictions of CDM simulations, but still marginally
compatible at 2 . As before, it must be kept in mind that for this study we assumed
that the galaxies are well modelled with SIE +   (+ SIS) profiles, and that the flux ratios
are una↵ected by systematics, extinction, microlensing or other perturbations. These are
all factors that might lead to an overestimation of the anomalies, so the value obtained
should probably be regarded as an upper limit only. Future work with more detailed mass
models and a larger sample of systems will help constrain the actual values of the mass
fraction that remains as satellites in the dark matter haloes of galaxies.
5.6 Caveats and future work
It must be noted that all of the results obtained in this chapter are preliminary, and more
work is necessary in order to consider them final. It can be seen in Section 5.3 that the
errors in the observed flux ratios are not included in the calculations. Besides hiding
the true uncertainties in the final results, this can lead to an overestimation of the flux
anomalies, since in the case of faint lensed images, a model prediction that is di↵erent
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than the observed value but within the margin of error might be counted as a large flux
anomaly when expressing the ratio in magnitudes. One way to include these errors while
still considering our mathematical derivation valid would be to convolve the PDF of the
individual images with their uncertainty distribution as in Eq. 5.7, before multiplying
them together and integrating in Eq. 5.6.
Another issue is the source size. For this preliminary work we have assumed that the
mid-IR, radio and narrow line emitting regions in the lensed sources have all a charac-
teristic size of 1000 light-days even though this might not be true (the dusty torus could
be smaller in lower luminosity AGNs, and the radio jet and NLR are generally quite
larger). Given that the magnitude of the microlensing (or millilensing) e↵ects depends on
the relative sizes of the source and the Einstein radius of the distribution of lenses, the
smallest millilenses will be unable to produce large anomalies on the fluxes from a large
source. Failure to address this e↵ect will assign a higher probability of reproducing the
observations to a range of parameters that might not actually be able to. Also, if the
source size becomes too large to allow for the use of magnification maps with a reasonable
minimum number of pixels, the source size should perhaps be included as a convolution
of the maps instead of using pixels with the size of the source, despite the increase on the
calculation times that this would convey.
As discussed in previous sections, one of the main sources of overestimation of the
anomalies is probably the use of SIE +   (+ SIS) profiles to model the lenses, since they
may not reproduce the smooth distribution of mass with the needed accuracy. However,
more complicated models usually require extra constraints to avoid overfitting, and these
constraints might include the flux ratios themselves. If we obtain detailed models that
take the flux ratios into account but assume that the flux anomalies are only the residual
di↵erences between the predictions of these models and the observations (if there are any),
we might be underestimating the impact on the fluxes caused by dark matter subhaloes,
if e↵ects like extinction and microlensing are accounted for. We could nonetheless repeat
the calculations using these kinds of detailed mass models and use the results as lower
limits for the abundance of substructure. This would then allow us to constrain the actual
amount of subhaloes when combined with the upper limits given by the calculations using
SIE +   (+ SIS) profiles.
Finally, when using the whole sample of systems to improve the statistics of the final
result, the combination of the PDFs could be performed in several di↵erent ways. Instead
of just obtaining the Einstein radius of the subhaloes, that axis could be scaled in each
system so that we obtain an average mass of the subhalos, or a scaled value as a function
of the mass of the host halo. Instead of combined in a single estimation, the results from
individual systems (once the better estimations described above have been performed)
could be used to probe the abundance of subhaloes as a function of the distance to the
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center of the halo, the mass of the host halo, or its redshift. All of these estimations are
to be performed in future work (Vives-Arias & et al. 2016).
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Chapter 6
General conclusions
In this PhD thesis we have used gravitational lens systems to study the structure of both
the lensed quasars and the distribution of matter in the lens galaxies themselves. We
have estimated the size and temperature profile of the accretion disk of the quasar in
Q 2237+0305 as well as the minimum size of its mid-IR emitting region, and also of the
radio source in the case of the radio-quiet quasars HS 0810+2554, HE 0435 1223 and
RX J0911+0551. We have then tried to estimate the amount of substructure present in
these systems with di↵erent methods, that will still require future work.
The di↵erent estimations for the size of the accretion disk in Q 2237+0305 at the
rest wavelength  1 = 1736 A˚ are R1/2 = (8.5
+7.5
 4.0, 3.4
+5.3
 2.1, 6.2
+7.4
 3.4)
phMi/0.3M  light-days
when using respectively as a baseline the mid-IR fluxes from Minezaki et al. (2009), our
own measurements with GTC, and the weighted average of all mid-IR observations of the
system. They are mutually consistent within the errors and larger than the prediction
of ⇠1 light-day given by the thin disk model based on the flux (Mosquera & Kochanek
2011). We also demonstrate that di↵erent source profiles give the same estimation for
R1/2 in this kind of microlensing studies. These results for the accretion disk size agree
with previous estimations by Poindexter & Kochanek (2010a), Sluse et al. (2011), and
Mosquera et al. (2013), which use di↵erent microlensing methods that do not analyze
individual high magnification events (since they tend to be biased to smaller sizes). Also,
our estimation is in agreement with the results from other lenses (Edelson et al. 2015;
Fausnaugh et al. 2015; Morgan et al. 2010; Shappee et al. 2014), even when not using
microlensing to determine the accretion disk size.
The values we obtain for the exponent p, which scales the temperature profile of the
disk as rs( 2) = ( 2/ 1)prs( 1), are all lower than the p = 4/3 prediction of the standard
thin disk model, and therefore steeper. However, except when using a Gaussian inten-
sity profile for the source, they are all compatible with that value at the 1  level. More
observations will be needed to determine whether there is a significant di↵erence from
the theoretical model in this aspect, but the size problem might definitely require the
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presence of additional physical mechanisms to explain it.
We have also used our GTC observations of Q 2237+0305 to perform a size estimation
of the mid-IR emitting region. We observe a variability in the determination of the flux
ratios of the system in di↵erent mid-IR observations over the years that could be due to
systematics or perhaps microlensing. If we assume it is the latter and use the weighted
average of all the observations as the non-microlensed baseline, we obtain a lower limit
for the source size of R1/2 & 200
phMi/0.3M  light-days. It is very unlikely that this
variability is due to microlensing of the dusty torus, because dust would not survive at
that distance from an accretion disk with the luminosity of this quasar, and the time
scales for the variability in such source would be in the order of decades or more, instead
of years (Stalevski et al. 2012). It is possible that there is an extra mid-IR emitting
component slightly larger than the optical size of the accretion disk (Sluse et al. 2013),
and in this case its small size would be more a↵ected by microlensing and would reduce
the estimated size of the global mid-IR emission region when modeled as a single object.
The mid-IR flux ratios of Q 2237+0305 can also be used to test for the presence of
substructure in the lens galaxy in the form of dark matter subhaloes as predicted by
CDM simulations. Through simple smooth models for the mass distribution of the lens
galaxy (SIE +   and NFW + de Vaucouleurs +  ), we calculate the e↵ects of di↵erent
abundances of subhaloes of di↵erent sizes to see in which cases they would best reproduce
the weighted average of the mid-IR fluxes for the system. As expected for this method,
we cannot constrain the size of the individual subhaloes, but we obtain abundances of
↵ = 0.033+0.046 0.019 for the SIE +   model and ↵ = 0.013
+0.019
 0.008 for the NFW + de Vaucouleurs
+  . These abundances are expressed as the fraction of the surface mass density that
remain in subhaloes, and are close to the value of ⇠ 1% predicted for the central regions
of dark matter haloes. The fact that the accurate mid-IR flux ratios were hard to fit with
smooth models without reaching solutions with ellipticities for the dark matter halo that
were too high to be physical, but were easily reproduced with a modest amount of dark
matter substructure, hints to the actual presence of these subhaloes.
We then try to increase the sample of gravitational lens systems that have flux ratios
measured in radio by observing systems with radio-quiet quasars, that should nonethe-
less present faint radio emission at some level. We achieve detections for all four of our
targets, HS 0810+2554, HE 0435 1223, RX J0911+0551 and SDSS J0924+0219, and a
su cient signal-to-noise ratio to measure the flux ratios in the first three. We find, how-
ever, that the best explanation for any flux anomalies in these sources when compared to
the predictions of smooth models is that the source is extended, with no need to invoke
dark matter substructure.
These radio observations also allow us to gather some information regarding the emis-
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sion mechanisms of radio-quiet quasars. The extended size of the sources, of the order of
70 pc in HS 0810+2554 and up to ⇠1 kpc in HE 0435 1223 and RX J0911+0551, do not
support the hypotheses of free-free emission from a disk wind (Blundell & Kuncic 2007)
or emission from magnetically-heated coronae (Laor & Behar 2008), since the source sizes
in that case would be about 1 pc or smaller. We also get spectral indices of  0.55± 0.1
for HS 0810+2554 and a lower limit of  0.5 for RX J0911+0551, and their steepness is
consistent both with star formation in the quasar host galaxy and with a smaller version
of the relativistic jets that produce the radio emission in radio-loud quasars. If the emis-
sion mechanism is star formation, however, we would expect it to be extended over most
of the galaxy and therefore have a characteristic size of 5-10 kpc, so perhaps with further
observations of more systems this possibility could be excluded.
Finally, we have compiled a sample of quadruply imaged quasars that have flux ra-
tios measured in the literature at optical and near-IR narrow spectral lines and mid-IR
and radio wavelengths, that should be una↵ected by microlensing or extinction e↵ects
and therefore be close to the “true” flux ratios caused by the mass distribution in the
lens galaxy. We develop a procedure to estimate the size and abundance of dark matter
subhaloes that would be needed to reproduce the observed flux ratios in the systems, as-
suming that the predictions given by smooth mass models for the lenses are accurate, and
that the fluxes are not a↵ected by any other phenomenon unaccounted for. After exclud-
ing the most problematic systems we arrive to a preliminary estimation of ⇠ 106M  for
the average subhalo mass and an abundance ↵ = 0.075+0.030 0.021. The value of the abundance
is high when compared to CDM predictions, but still marginally compatible at 2 . This
is most likely due to the use of oversimplified mass models and inaccurate assumptions
about the source sizes that will be the focus of future work.
In the coming years, new facilities and observatories will make it possible to continue
and expand the type of studies described in this thesis. The Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST), by photographing the entire available sky every few nights and in six
di↵erent filters, will discover thousands of new gravitational lens systems that will be mon-
itored regularly (Ivezic et al. 2008; Marshall et al. 2010). The study of the microlensing
detections in such a large sample of quasar images will become instrumental in determin-
ing the size and temperature profile of their accretion disks and therefore provide huge
improvements in our knowledge of the physics of this process. The size of the accretion
disks could be also correlated with the mass of their central supermassive black holes with
greater statistical power as an additional constraint to test the physical models for the
disk. New mid-IR instruments in ground-based facilities like NOMIC at the Large Binoc-
ular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI) will allow to obtain flux ratios in more systems at
these wavelengths (Ho↵mann et al. 2014), and the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIDI) at the
space-based James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) could complement these observations
without atmospheric interference, although at slightly lower resolutions (Bouchet et al.
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2015). In radio wavelengths, there are high expectations for the Square Kilometre Array
(SKA), which will be able to perform routine observations with more sensitivity and the
sub-arcsecond resolutions required to obtain the flux ratios between the multiple images
in gravitational lens systems. These measurements, aside from the insights they will pro-
vide into the structure of the dusty tori and radio emitting regions of quasars, will greatly
increase the sample of quadruply imaged quasars with anomalous fluxes that can be used
to explore the substructure in the mass distribution in lens galaxies. Therefore, they will
bring us closer to the solution for the missing satellites problem in the Cold Dark Matter
paradigm.
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